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ABSTRACT 

The worldwide securities industry over the last two decades has experienced 
unprecedented growth and transformation. During this relatively short period. financial 
markets have expanded. globalised. integrated. and innovated at breathtaking pace. 
However. this explosive gro~vth has not corne without attendant problems. The huge 
rewards brought thereby have caused strains on the ability to maintain traditional 
professional standards. whilç adjusting to new pressures from deregulated environrnents 
diid èlèctroiiic tècluiol<igièi that allafi cèajeless Jewiopriicnt and niowiiicnt of n w  
products. 

The 1990s witnessed more than any other decade the -struggle' to balance hi& 
standards and professional reputation with the pursuit of profitable opponunities in 
cornpetitive markets. 'Emerging securities markets' have not been left out of these 
pressures. For developing countries. securities markets offer a vital source of capital for 
expansion and an imponant mechanism for market-guided resource allocation. During the 
1970s. bon-owing from international b d s  was exploited as a means of achieving this 
goal. The debt crises of the 1980s and the vinual non-availability of additional voluntary * 

bank loans made clear the necessity for new economic and financial policies. Many 
povemments took steps to promote financial market development. to open financial 
markets to foreign participation. to re lu  foreign eschange controls and restrictions on 
foreign direct investment and to privatise state-owned enterprises. The continued 
development of securities markets therefore became of immense importance to these 
countries. 

This thesis attempts to focus genenlly on the legal. regulatory and institutional 
environments for investments in Afican emeqing securities markets. with a particular 
emphasis on the Nigerian securities industry. Within this framrwork. the primary focus 
will be on the extent to which the Nigerian securities legislation provides for the 
protection of investors and market integrity in the Nigerian capital market. Noteworthy is 
the fact that these 'new fiontien' in most instances adopt regulatory noms and structures 
applicable to more developed markets. with little cognisance of their peculiar 
environmental and operational contexts. 

My study also atternpts to determine how far the Nigerîan securities industry can 
best adopt. and benefit from. established ethical practices in the more manire and 
developed Canadian securities industry. in hopes of avoiding othenvise negative 
consequences in the course of Nigeria's development and potential enonnous growth in 
both its institutions and its laws, 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. THE CAPITAL MARKET AND ITS ROLE 

The main purpose of capital markets' is to charme1 savings into investments by 

trans ferring b d s  e ficiently from individuals. corporations and govemments who have 

excess funds to those which need funds.' In fulfilling this objective. the capital market 

plays a direct role in the allocation of resources in society. by rnaking moneys available at 

a cost detrrmined by the forces of demand and supply. This process. by adding to the 

nation's stock of capital goods. increases output per worker-hour and ultimately raises the 

standard of living of a country.' 

The capital markets facilitate the above process in tsvo ways. Fint. savers may buy 

newly issued long-term instruments diat provide business t ims with funds to finance 

capital expenditures. Second. financial institutions. such as savings and loan associations. 

commercial banks. life insurance companies. investrnent companirs and others use the 

savings of individuals and business to acquire capital market secunties. including 

mongages. In both ways. savings are made available for investment purPoses." 

The mechanism by which a country mobilises savings within the economy and 

directs those savings to productive uses is central to any process ofrconomic yrowth. 

I "Capital markets" in contradistinction to -money markets" are used throughout this thesis to refer to those 
tinancial markets dealing wirh longer-tenn debt instruments and stocks (usually more than one year's 
duration ). 

' Professon David Shaw & Ross Archibald The .\funagemenr gfChange in the Canadian Sectrrities 
Industn: .-l stu& of rhr Canadian Smirities Indusry by rhr Toronto Stock Erchange and Underrakm by 
the C'niversi'. of' Wesiern Ontario School o f Business -4 dministrarion. Study One. 1 973. 

5 Charles Henning. et al.. Financiai .\lorkers und rhe E c o n q  5' ed. (New Jersey: Simon & Schuner. 
1988). 7-9. 



Intermediaries or middlemen who match investors holding surplus h d s  with those 

requiring hnds  conduct the operation of the market and by so doing. assist investors in 

spreading risks through diversification.' 

According to Sir William Ryrie of the International Finance Corporation (IFC). 

contrary to the old '-failed mode1 of economic development which argued that growth 

could best be stimulated by giving the government preferential access to a country's 

savings and that the govemment. rithrr directly or through state-owned development 

banks was the best agent for directing funds to productive uses. it is now wîdely held that 

market mechanisms are more efficient in both mobilising and allocating funds. and that a 

healthy private sector calls for an efficient. market-based financiai  stem.^ 

The cntical test of a capital market's peiiormance is therefore in its efficiency of 

allocation of savings to productive investments. In other words. a market is allocationally 

efftcient if the projects with the highest retums for a givrn risk receive funding. 

The securities market refers to the market where market intermediaries tnde 

publicly offered secuntirs7. They are. however. more than just a convenient place to trade 

securities. Their development fosters rconomic growth by providing a link between 

savers and usen of capital. and by assisting investors in spreading nsks through 

diversifi~ation.~ Diversibing across a varirty of common stocks provides investors with 

L. Johnson 8: B. Pazderka The Economic und Socid Brnefirr of'Stock Jlarkets: ILS ;Vo Gurnbfe. (Toronto: 
The Fraser Institute. 1996). 20. 

See genenlly. --Private Sector Development in Afnca*'. address by Sir William Reyrie. Execurive Vice- 
President of International Finance Corporation (IFC). Euromoney Conference. 3 March. 199;- 

Professors David Shaw & Ross Archibald. supra note 2. Study Eight. The securities market and the srock 
market are used interchangeâbly in this thesis. 

' Charles Henning. supra note 3. at 10. 



an opportunity to offset the risks of individual companies against each other. Investors 

c m  therefore utilise the stock market and decide the amount of risk they are willing to 

bear. either through selecting their own miu of securities or through investing in mutual 

According to the hternational Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO). 

stock markets are vital to the growth. development and strength of market economies. 

They support corporate initiatives. finance the exploiiation of new ideas and facilitate the 

management of financial risk. Further. since retail investors are placing an increasing 

proportion of their money in mutual funds and other collective investments. capital 

markets have become central to individual wealth and retirement planning.'0 

Peter Bernstein suggests a nice analog for the role ofcapital markets: 

"Without the stock market. the market for corponte ownership would be 
Iike the market for houses. The seller of a house O t'fers the entire house. 
not just a pircr of it. Only rarely do brokers use their own capital to buy a 
house for resale. They have to advertise or resort to more curnbersome 
methods for tïnding the other side of the deal: no wonder the reaiton eam 
a commission of 6 percent (the commission on a typical stock transaction 
is less than I percent). and no wonder transactions involve such extended 
neçotiations. After the house has been sold. only the principals and their 
close friends know what the pnce was. Transactions are few and far 
between. With trading so difficult. so expensive. so infrequent. and secret. 
the buyer and seller seldom know whether the price they settled on tvas the 
nght price or whrther they mi& have struck a better deal with sorneone 
else."' ' 

' Ibid. at 22. Mutual tùnds are professionally managed .-pooled" fun& invested in different companies on 
behalf of investors. 

'O Sre the Introduction to the tinal communiqué of thé IOSCO ..Objectives and Principles of Securities 
Regulation" which was endorsed for public release at the annual conference of IOSCO in Nairobi ftom 12- 
18 September t 998. 

' ' Bernstein Peter. Capital ideas: The hprobable Origim oj'Madern WdI Street. (New York: Macm i Han. 
1992). 299. 



II. EVOLUTION OF CAPITAL MARKET REGULATION 

In the early days of commerce. the economic system was basically a barter 

economy. Goods and services were traded directly for other goods and services. without 

the intermediary of money. Businesses were conducted as proprietorships or sometimes 

as partnenhips and joint ventures. Genenlly. the managers and the oviners of business 

were the same individuals. Extemal reporting of the results of operations by those closely 

held commercial entities was simply not needed. Intemal information for planning and 

control was needed. however. and accounting systems were introduced to help provide 

that information." 

As commercial enterprises multiplied. both in size and number. more and more 

people were anracted to business opportunities. and the investment of capital resources 

expanded rapidly. The more aggressive businesses soon realised the financial advantage 

of encouragine capital investment by people willing to assume the nsks of ownenhip. 

without being willing or able to assist in management. One advantage in this developing 

form of business was that owership and financial interest could be spread over a broad 

base by issuing securities. Ownenhip and management thus became sepanted. and there 

was a need for a marketplace where equity and debt securities (stocks and bonds 

respectively today) could be exchanged for invested capital resources. This led to 

establishment of extensive capital markets. first in Europe and then in the United  tat tes." 

" Fred Skousen. .-ln Imoducrion ro the SEC. 5" ed. (Cincinnati. Ohio: South-Western Publhhing Co.. 
1991). 1. 

15 Ibid. 2- 



Two institutional developments in late seventeenth-century England. namely. the 

beginning of the permanent national debt and the rapid spread of the corporate fom of 

enterprise. caused the volume of English securi ties transactions to become large enough 

to give rise to an organized securities market. This nrw market in tum led almost 

immediately to other institutional innovations. It took little time for practitioners of a 

brand new occupation - secwities trading. or "stock jobbing" as it was often called - to 

invent new kinds of transactions. By 1720. the year of the "South Sra Bubble" [the tirst 

stock market crash in English histop)'". the market and its participants were established 

London institutions. l i  

The new corporate fom of business also increased the nred for objective 

verification of data and created a need for disclosure in the form of more and better 

information to owners and potential investors. As capital markets increased in size and 

activity. an irresponsiblr attitude developed in some corporate officers who took 

advantage of lau conditions in the securities markets and profitrd by distortions and 

manipulations. Governrnents. sensing some responsibility to protect those who invested 

in corporations. made faltering attempts to create a working partnrrship between 

management and investors and to ensure an adequate supply of capital available for sound 

economic grow-th. 

14 The stock of the South Sea Company. which had nsen ei-tfold in the first half of 1720. fell by nearly as 
much as it had risen in the second haIf o f  1710. dragging the smaller enterprises which had been dependent 
on its success with it. 

" S .  Banner. .4ngIo-.-1mericun Secmifies Regidmian: Criltiird and Poliricol Roots. 1690-1860 (Cambridge: 
Carnbrige University Press. 19%). 13. 



As early as 1285. King Edward 1 atternpted to gain some control over burgeoning 

capital markets by authorking the Court of Aldermen to license brokers located in 

London. In the early 18th centw.  France and England experienced a mania of 

speculative investment centered on the development of trading companies doing business 

in the Western Hemisphrre. At one point. such investments exceeded three hundred 

million pounds sterling. in the aggregate more than the value of al1 the land in Great 

Britain, Parliament \vas incensed over the abuses and retaliated with the harsh Btrbbk .-kt 

of 1720. holding issues and brokers liable for losses resulting fiom dishonest issues of 

s ec~n t i e s . ' ~  

The attitude towards the market engendered by the Btrbble Acr remained latent in 

English culture in the decades that followed. They would re-emerge during every market 

downturn b r  the rest of the eightèrnth century. e t rn  as participation in the market 

continued to grow and securities trading grew more familiar. The securities market 

continued to be perceived. at least by non-participants. as a producer of "lies habitua1 and 

incessant."" In the early 1 9 ' ~  century. as the corporate tom of business organisation 

became more prevalent. rven insiders continued to observe that the number of fiaudulent 

projects issuing shares showed no siens ofàbating'' The image of the market as a place 

- - 

16 See generally. Louis Loss. Secwities Regzrlution. 2nd ed. (Boston: Little. Brown & CO.. i 96 1 ). 4. 

I - Samuel Egerton Brydges. Human Fute (Great Totham: Charles Clark, 1856). 4. 

' Obserc'utions on Public Insritrrrions. .Clonopolies. Joinr Stock Companies. und Deeh of Tnisr (London: 
J. M .  Richardson. 1 807). 6: Anthony Romney. Thrrtl Leuers. on the Speclrlahe Schrmrs ofthe Present 
Times (Edinburgh: Bell & Bradhte, 1825). 3: The Real Del Monre Mning Concerns C'nmasked. und a F m  
F m  on Stock Jobbing Schmes (London: Cochrane and M'Crone. 1833). 3: Ruminutions on Ruilwoys. 
No. 1. Railway Specuhivn (London: J. Weale. 1845). 5: and, 171e Railway imestmenr Gtlide. znd edn 
(London: Ci. Mann. 1835). 3.  



where stockjobbers profited only from Beecing the unsophisticated likewise remained 

strong. 

One major critic of the stock market at this time in England was Adam Smith (the 

so-cailed father of free enterprise). then lecturing at Glasgow University. who concluded 

that there was nothing the govemment could do to prevent such abuses." By the 1770s. 

Adam Smith was noticing what would much later come to be considered a serious 

difficulty in policing the behavior of the directors of publicly traded c ~ m ~ a n i e s . ' ~  T h e  

directors of such companirs." he predicted. -*being the manapn  rather of other people's 

money than of their oun. it cannot weil be exprcted. that they should watch over it with 

the same vigilance with which the partners in a pnvate copartnery tiequently watcii over 

their own." Smith's conclusion was that g-[n]egligencr and protùsion. therrfore. must 

always prevail. more or Irss. in the management of the affairs of such a company." and 

thus that publicly traded corpontions would never be able to compete against 

partnenhips.'t 

In North -4merica. securities were not traded on a signifiant scale until the larter 

part of the eighteenth century. nearly a century after the development of organized 

securities trading in England. However. long before they copied the English institutional 

19 Adam Smith. Lrcrivrs on hrispmdrnce ( 1766. probably delivered 176364). ed. R.L. Meek. D.D. 
Raphael. and P.G. Stein (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1 978). 536-3 8. 

'O Adolf A. Berle. Jr.. and Gardiner C. Mrans. The Modern Corpurorion d Private Proprqv (New York: 
Commerce Clearing House. 1932): and. James P. Henderson, -Agncy or Alienation? Smith. Mill. and 
Marx on the Joint-Stock Company." Hisroq. ofPofitical Economy 18 ( 1986): 129. 

'' Adam Smith. .4n Inyuin. into the Xarure und Causes of-~hhr WeaIth of .Varions. ed. R.H. Campbell and 
A.S. Skinner (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1976). 74 1. 74445. Smith did not add this part to The Weafth of 
"orions until the third edition. published in 1784. but he appears to have written it by 1774. Gary M. 
Anderson and Robert D. Toll ison. "Adam Smith's Analysis of Joint-Stock Companies." Journal of Political 
Econotq 90 ( 1 982): 1250. 



arrangements. Amencans inherited English ideas that would bear upon secw-ities trading. 

This arose principally Secause emigrants From England. who brought with them English 

attitudes towards securities markets. l q e l y  populated England's North Amencan 

colonies." Consequently. the pattern of securities legislation in the United States (US). 

followed the exarnple of Great Bntain: widespread abuses. made obvious by a financial 

crisis. were followed by a series of retrospective investigations leading to the passage of 

restrictive laws imposrd by secunties market. 

.A popular misconception. however. is that securities regulation in the US resulted 

only from the stock market crash in 1929 and the ensuing years of tinancial stagnation. 

Most accounts of securities regulation tend to begin with the Secirritirs .4cr of 1933. or at 

best with the state '-bluc skp" laws of the preceding two decades." Howrver. the financial 

difficulties of the 1930s only provided the last straw. the impetus to pass srcurities 

legislation in the US? 

Federal securities legislation had been sought since the late 19" crntury in the US. 

In 1885. discussion concemed federal licensing of companies involved in interstate 

commerce. The FeileruI Trude Commission .4cr and the Clrston .4cr resulted tiom efforts 

at federal control during the first yean of the 10" crntur);. The Industrial Commission. 

rstablished by Congress in 1898. reported in 1902 that public disclosure of material 

v- l  - David Thomas Konig. Lmr und Sociq in Puritun ;Cfussachusett.s ( Chapel Hill: University of North 
Cardina Press. 1979). 74. 

5 Louis Loss and Joel Seligman. Ftin<lomrniufs ofl'Semrities Regziiution. 3" ed. (Boston: Linle. Brown. 

1 995). 9. 

Fred Skown.  supra note 12. ar 3 .  



information of al1 publicly held corporations should be mandatory and should include 

annual financial reports. 

At about this tirne. state govemments in the US were also making some attempts 

to bring order to chaotic securities markets. Kansas Ied the way in 19 1 1 to combat the 

bleeding of the -'Agrarian West" by the a-Moneyed ~ast."" By 19 13. twenty-two other 

States had passed laws aimed at regulating the sale of securities. Thrse laws were: ( 1 )  

fnud laws. which imposed penalties if evidence indicated fnud had been comrnitted in 

the sale of securities: and. (2) regulatory laws. which attempted to prohibit the sale of 

securitirs until an application was filrd and permission was granted by the state? 

In Canada. Manitoba was the first province to enter the tield with its Sole of 

Shores .4cf of 1 9 1 2. Taken almost vcrbatim from ihe Kansas .-ici. this statute applied to 

secondary as well as p r i m q  oflerings and either the selling shareholder or the issuing 

Company was required to obtain a crni ticate tiom the Public ütility Commission. Other 

Canadian provinces followed suit in due course. copying the Manitoba legisiation 

verbatim." In 1926. the Manitoba Sde  of'Shurrs .-la was replacrd by Part N of the 

.Lhicipcrl und Public L i i l i y  Boirrd -4cr which provided for a comprehensive licensing 

requirement for anyone rvho made or attempted to make a contract in Manitoba for the 

sale of securities. This Act was the basis for the various security fraud prevention acts2' in 

Canada which eventually emanated into the present securities laws. 

7s  - S. Banner. srrpru note 13. at 17. 

'b J.K Lasser. and J.A. Gerardi. FtideraZSrclirities .-kt Procedure (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 
1934). 2.  

' -7 
-' Saskatchewan in 19 14. Alberta in 19 16. New Brunswick in 1913 and Quebec in i924. 

" The fim of these ivas the Onrurio .4cr of 1928 which drew heaviiy from the Manitoba experience. 



III. THE PURPOSES AND TECHNIQUES OF SECURITIES REGULATION'~ 

Securities regulation refen generally to the laws. rules. regulations. policies and 

procedures that govem ( 1 ) the issuance and distribution of securities. (2) the activities of 

the participants in the securities markets. and ( 3 )  the organisation of the securities 

markets.'" 

As monry is an essential resource. it is hardly surprising that capital markets are 

heavily regulated. For any market to work effectively. there must be regulations that 

punish dishonesty and protect consumcrs. without limiting the useful choices these 

consumers cm  make. 

In the hypothetical business world that cconomists refer to technically as a 

"perfectly cornpetitive rconomy". thrre would not be much justification on rconomic 

grounds for govrrnment intervention. The capital market would achieve mavimum 

etlïciency through cornpetition. assisted by the existence of perfrct knowledge. in the 

scnse of achieving rfficiency in resource allocation both in the rest of the economy and 

within its ow-n operations.j ' 

However. an unregulated capital market is not perfect and can sometimes hurt 

those who use it. This necessitates the intervention of repulators. who in thrir zeal to 

protect the people who buy hancial  products must also not block a productive exchange 

of resources. thereby limiting the advantages that could be otherwise obtaimd there from. 

19 Securities regulation as we know it iod-. namriy the laws imposing a du@ of disclosure on public 

corporations and standards of conduct on the issuen of securities (the latter usually referred to as 'blue s-' 
regulation): Edmund Kwaw. The L m  ofCorpomt, Finunce in Canada (Buttenvorths: Toronto. 1997). 122. 

50 Ibid, 125. 

" E.P. Neufeld The Financial Swirm ofCanada. (Toronto: Macmillan. 1972). 27. 



Modem securities regulation therefore endeavours to strike a balance between the 

following objectives: 

1. ensuring that investors in secunties are provided with al1 relevant information 

needed to make informed choices as regards available investmenrs: 

2. providing a framework within which financial resources and assets will be frerly 

and fairly transferable between various segments of the community: and. 

3.  providing a system that will promotr public confidence in the market and reduce 

the costs of investor protection.'' 

These threr objectives are closcly related and. in some respects. overlap. Many of the 

requirements that help to rnsure fair. efficient and transparent markets also provide 

investor protection and help to reduce systematic or market risk." Similarly. many of the 

mrasures that reduce systematic ris k providr protection for investors. 

.4ccording to the Kimber Repon. one of several reports produced in the early 

1960s that addressed the replation of securities markets in Canada. rsrablishment of the 

conditions and pnctices in the capital market which best seme the investing public will 

nonnally br consistent with the best interests of the whole rconomy. For example. 

disclosure of financial information that depicts adcquatelp the opentions and financial 

position of companies is not only vital to the investing public. but also provides the 

" Sre Report ofthe . . l r m n q  Grnerul i Commîtter on Srcztrities Legislurion in Onrario {The Kirnber 
Rrpora (Toronto: Queen's Printer. M a c h  1963). The International Organisation of Securities Commissions 
(IOSCO) at its 23" Annual Conference held in Nairobi in mid-September 1998 adopted the --Objectives and 
Principles of Securities Regulation- which set out 30 principles of securities regulation. These principles 
are based upon the three objectives of securities regulation namely. the protection of investors: ensuring that 
markets are fair efficient and transparent: and the reduction of systemic risk. See *.IOSCO conference: Final 
Communiqué". Financial Regulation Report. October 1 998. 

.- 
'' Le.. the risk associated with the market as opposed to the risk that is specific to the Company or fim. 



capital market with the information necessary to make a more satisfactory allocation of 

reso~rces.~'' Further. maners such as thorough surveillance and cornpliance programS. 

effective enforcement and close cooperation with other regulators are necessary to give 

rffect to al1 three objectives. 

.4rising from the inter-relationship between the above objectives. the two pillars 

of modem secunties regulation. are investor protection and the optimal allocation of 

tinancial reso~rces.~' However. investor protection is not aimed at providing a 

paternalistic protection for investon.'%us. although rvery effort must be made to 

ensure the public understands the normal business risks of success or Failure. 

' [t] his is not to suggest that the public must be protected against itsel f: nther. it is 
a matter of ensurinp that the investing public has the hllest possible knowledge to 
enable it to distinguish the different types of investmrnt activity available. In such 
circumstances. the public would have reasonable assurance that ils losses are .- 
genuine economic losses. just as its gains are genuine cconomic gains.'" 

Regulation thus airns at cnsuring that. for example. the pice at which an investor 

purchases or sells a secunty should be a fair estimate of the value of the future cash tlows 

it will genrrate. 

In promoting the optimal allocation of financial resources. there are two related 

objectives. namely. ensuring that capital markets facilitate the mobility and ~ansferability 

of financial resources and also providing facilities for the continuing valuation of 

'" The Kimber Repon sitpru note 2. para. 1-07. 

:5 /b[d 

" Mark R. G illen. Srcuriries Regrîiution in Canado. (Scarbomugh. Toronto: Canwvell. 1992). 61. 

.- 
'' The Kimber Report. supra note 32. para. 1.12. 



financial a~sets. '~ The methods employed to this end in recent years have included an 

attempt to ensure the honesty and cornpetence of participants. the promulgation of rules 

and noms which strive to achieve faimess and accord with the public interest. and the 

çnforced disdosure of information about issuers on terms which make it equally 

accessible to al1 investors. 

Implicit in the concept of securities regulation is this belief that regulation should 

facilitate capital formation and economic growth. Nevertheless. inappropriate or 

excessive regulation may impose an unjustitird burden on the market and inhibit market 

rrow-th and development. 
b 

Consequently. in line with the International Organisation of Securities 

Commissions (IOSCO) recommendations. effective regulation should be consistent with 

sound rconornic grow-th and stnve towards rnsunng: ( 1)  the removal of al1 unnecessary 

barriers to the entry and exit h m  markets and products: ( 2 )  that the markets are open to 

the widest range of participants who meet the specified entry cnteria: (3)  that regulatory 

bodies consider the impact of any requirements imposed in the development of policy: 

and. (4) that there be an equal regulatory burden on al1 who make a particular financial 

commitment or promise.'9 

'' Ibid.; also the ..Sratrment by the Honounble Eric A. Winkler. Minister o f  Consumer and Commercial 
Relations on the lntroduction of the Srcurities Act. 1972 for First Reading. June 1". 1972". Notice. [ 19721 
0.S.C-B. 94. 

:9 tOSCO Communiqué. supru note 32. 



In achieving the objectives of securities regdation. there are three basic regulatory 

techniques tmditionally employed in securities l a ~ s . ~ '  These are anti-fraud rneasures. 

registration of persons and of institutions. and registration of secwities.'" 

Anti-fraud measures define Eaudulent or othenvise wrongful conduct. provide 

civil or cnminal penalties for enpaging in such conduct. and create investigatory and 

enforcement tools to identi- and suppress it. They are essentially prophylactic or 

preventative and usually not directly remedial. Their vrry presence is expected to deter 

fraudulcnt activity. presumably in direct proportion to thcir effectiveness in application. 

An attempt is made by such measures to combat illicit activity before it has had time to 

achieve its objectives or become well established. or at any rate to minimise damaging 

consequences." 

The registration or licrnsing of persons. fims or institutions participating in the 

securities industry is drsigned to cnsure that active participants in the business have 

achieved and maintain a minimum standard of honesty. reputation and cornpetence. and 

observe minimum standards of fair dealing4j 

The third regulatory technique involvrs the registration of securities. This 

approach relies heavily on disdosure of information. but it encompasses a broad spectrum 

40 D. Johnston and K.D. Rockwrll. Cunrlclian S~)arriries Regdu~ion. 2nd ed. (Toronto and Vancouver: 
Buttenvorths. 1998). Chap i . 

1 1  Louis Loss. Srcïrririrs Regniution. 6 volumes. 3rd cd. ( 1960) and supplemcnt ( 1969). 

" Anti-hud mrasures only apply to wrongful conduct afier it has clear1y manifestcd itself and usually only 
atier some loss or damage has occurred. 

45 The classic and otiquoted statement of the first nvo items in this list of objectives belongs to Lord Atkin 
in L~mbzrt-n e .Lfqviand [193l] AC 3 18 at p. 324: -There is no reason to doubt that the main object sou@ 
to be secured in this part of the Act [regimtion of persons] is to secure that persons who carry on the 
business of dealing in securities shall be honest and of good repute. and in this way to protect the public 
îiom being defrauded." 



of administrative discretion. which is not confined to requiring the release of pertinent 

data. Here. registration serves two purposes. First it provides the public with information 

about the securities. Second. it allows regulators to monitor the securities and their issuer. 

A useful overview of this technique is provided by a survey of the various ways 

that it cm be used. by no rneans exclusive of one another. at the time of an initial issue of 

securities. At one end of the spectmm is mere notification. Here the obligation on the 

issuer is simply to noti- a regulatory agency on or before the time of issue. The degree of 

disclosure rnay be minimal or somewhat more substantial. drpending upon the amount of 

detail about the issue. which must be contained in the notification statement. The 

rtTectiveness of such disclosure is in tum dependent on how the content of the statement 

is made available to the potential investor. 

Further from this purely passive form of registntion. comes the concept of 

'-qualification". This essentiallp rneans that the issuer. before distribut ing its securities. 

must satis. the regulator that it meets legislativr standards in its disclosure of 

information. whethrr the disclosure is solely to the regulatory agency itselE or in the case 

of a scheme involving the widespread dissemination of a selling document. to purchasers 

and prospective purchasers. Finally. at the farthest rxtrerne from mere notitication. some 

jurisdictions require that the adminiarator be satisfied regarding the over-all faimess or 

financial viability of the proposed venture before the distribution may commence. 

The samr regulatory approach is applied with important consequences to the 

period subsequent to the initial issuing of the securities while they are traded in second- 

markets. Recent years have wiuiessed the imposition of a varîety of substantial 



obligations regarding the reporting and dissemination of information in what is referred to 

as secondaq trading. Such provisions are comprised under the general rubric "continuous 

and timely disclosure". In ensuring adequatr and timely regulation. most developed 

markets have a tradition of allowing marht regulation to be done by securities industry 

pnctitioners to some e ~ t r n t . ~  

In Canada. securities commissions are only one of man): organisations that create 

and enforce rules to ensure the integrity of capital markets. Stock exchmges. self- 

regulatory organisations (SROs) and trade associations perform similar hnctions. seeeking 

to enhance the confidence of potential investors and to stavr off increased governmental 

regulation? The securities commissions are. however. still responsible for the 

supervision of the SROs and may hear appeals of their decisions in appropriate 

circumstances. 

In the United States. although rvrry broker-dealer is required to be a member of 

an SRO. the Srcurities and Exchange Commission (SEC) retains practically plenary 

authority to exercise direct control. not only over brokerag fims but also over the SROs 

themselves. In the United Kingdom. the Secunties and Investmrnt Board. a governmental 

agency in al1 but name. is increasingly beginning to use its powen under the Finuncial 

Services .-let. 1986. to supervise the market. thus limiting the autonomy of the London 

Stock Exchange and the Takeover Panel. 

U Eg.. the UK. US and Canadian markets. 

" Mernbership of the lnvestment dealers Association of Canada (IDA) is required for regisûation as an 
investment dealer and the LDA has niles governing the conduct of its members. Also. the Mutual Fund 
Dealers Association (MFDA). a similar organisation proposed for mutual fund dealers has just reieased its 
drafl rules and is expected to be a recognised SR0 by January 1.200 1. 



IV. A FOUNDATION FOR THE STUDY 

The title of my overall thesis specifies the securities industry as the Fnmework for 

this study. Determinine the boundaries of the 'securities industry' poses difficult 

problems. A broad definition of 'securities' includes al1 contracts offered in exchange for 

cash or other benefits. which grant the purchaser a claim on future cash tlows or other 

rconomic benefits. With this detinition. the secunties industry rmbraces the entire capital 

market. 

A narrower definition includes only the types of investments presently tradrd. 

rnainly stocks and bonds. the dealers trading them and the tinancial markets in which they 

are tradrd. This nanower definition has the advantag of being more closely aligned with 

the existing market systems in mosr crnrqing markets including Nigeria and is thus much 

more useful in detining the scope of this thçsis. 

The broader detinition poses the problem of unduly increasing the scope of this 

work and consequently reducrs the ability to focus as clrarly on the more important 

regularory issues that &se in the junsdictions being studied. Emphasis will therefore be 

placed throughour this study on the narrowly defined industry and particularly on the 

market for equities: common and preferred stocks. 

This thesis proceeds tiom the premise that securities markets are essential for the 

effective dcvelopment and growth of an economy. Accordingly the law should not only 

legitimix these forms of trade but should also provide appropriate mechanisms to 

facilitate and protect the effectiveness of both markets and investors. 





V. OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

This thesis is divided into three main sections. The first traces the history. background 

and evolution of securities regulation in both Nigeria and Canada. while the second deals 

with the substantive regulations in both jurisdictions. The conclusion dwells on the 

limitations in the substantive secunties laws and principal areas of reform in securities 

regulation in Nigeria. These three main sections are hrther explored within the six 

chapters of the thesis. 

Chapter 1 focuses on the Nieenan capital market and the pnmary regulators in the 

'ligerian securities industry. It also introduces the general regulatory regime within the 

securities industry in Canada. 

Chapter 2 focuxs on the tirst of the hvo principal purposes of securities 

regulation: investor protection and the disclosure provisions in both the Nigerian and 

Canadian securities laws, 

Chapter 3 deals with the second major purpose of securities regulation: the 

promotion of public confidence in the securities industry. Emphasis here is on the 

registration and othcr regulatory requirements of the major pfmicipants in both the 

Nigerian and Canadian secunties industry. 

In Chapter 4. the regulation of takeover bids is explored. The decision to allocate 

this chapter to takeover bids stems %om its importance as it relates to the potential 

contlict of interest of directors of target companies in the exercise of their duties in such 

circurnstances. The general protections offered to target shareholders in both Nigeria and 

Canada are also cornpared. 



Chapter 5 focuses entirely on the enforcement mechanisms in both Nigerian and 

Canadian securities laws. The adequacy and effectiveness of the Nigerian laws are 

discussed comparatively with that of Canada and the percrived shortfalls in the former 

are highlighted. 

The 1 s t  chapter sumrnarisrs the major limitations in the Nigerian regulatory 

regime. particularly those discussed in the first five chaptèrs of the thesis and attempts to 

outline appropriate proposals for reform. 



Chapter 1 

BACKGROUND TO SECURITIES REGULATION IN NIGERIA AND CANADA 

1.0. AFRICAN ElMERGING MARKETS 

.4ccording to the international Finance Corporation (IFC). a subsidiary of the 

World Bank. an ernerging capital market49 is a stock market in a developing country.'0 

This definition of an emerging market employed by the IFC is extremely broad. If a 

country is a Iow-income or middle-incomr economy as classified by the World Bank. it is 

a developing country: and. if a stock market is in a developing country. it is an emerging 

market. Thus. IFC's definition of a market as emerging depends upon the level of Gross 

National Product (GNP)" per ctrpiiu of the economy of which it is a part.'2 

This sarnr niarket rnay be quite old. relativelu large. highly developed 

tcchnologically and well integrated into global markets. but still be classified by the IFC 

as an emerging market. Convrrsely. if there is a hi&-income econorny in a country 

changing fiom a centrally controlled rconomp to a market èconomy. its market would not 

be detined as cmeqing. rven if it was in an early stage of development. In short. 

according to IFC's definition. it is not the characteristics of the stock market itself that 

designate it an emerging market. and these markets may therefore exhibit widely different 

characteristics reflecting their various stages of maturity. 

49 Money manager Antoine W. van Agmael takes credit for coining the phrase 'ernerging markets' in 1 98 1 
when he was an oficial ofthe International Finance Corporation. Since then the name has caught on. 
although people's definitions of it varies. 

50 Emrrging Stock .Llurkcits Fuctbook. International Finance Corporation, 1997. 

" I-r. the value of al1 goods and services produced by the nationals of the country. whether at home or 
abroad. GNP is sometimes used interchangeably with Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

" Emerging stock .\larkers Fuccbook supru note 50. 



By this IFC definition. which places primary emphasis on the GNP of a country in 

determining the level of development of its capital market. every country on the African 

continent is classified as developing. This is because Afnca is the poorest region in the 

world. accounting only for about 1% of world Gross Domestic Product (GDP).'~ 

Consequently. al1 the stock markets in .+fnca are classified as emerging by the IFC. This 

is not surpnsing because historically capital markets have not played a significant role in 

financing the developrnent of Afican rconomies.'" 

However. most African countries have recently begun recognising that the market 

econorny holds the key to healthy economic development. Thq have brgun changing 

thrir policies and punuiny structural adjustment. The old philosophy which held that 

developing countrks. and cspeciallg low-incorne countries. were somrhow different and 

that normal principlcts of market economies did not apply thrre. is finally being laid to 

Afncan govemments are today Focusing on the imponance of moving toward 

more market-oriented cconomies and developing financial market infrastructures that cm 

mobilise Funds from both pnvate and public sectors. Also. to a large extent. previously 

closed economies have introduced refoms to attract foreign investon. 

'' Mr. Tci Mante (Director). Mr. Abdelkadir Allaoua (Resional Econornist). IFC8s Sub-Sahamn Afica 
Department. 'Emerging markets in Sub-Saham Africa'. Wortd Markets Series Business Briefing. 

" Robert A. Clark. -Aiiican Securities Markets: A study in the development of Afnca-s Emerging 
Srcurit ies Markets " ( 1 996) 6( 1 ) Journal of 'Inrernarional Financiai !L!arkets. Inïrituriom dl .\lonq 3 9. 

" Over the pan three decades the effon to achieve economic growth in Afica had been focused 
predominantly on the public sector. international donors and aid agencies encouraged these policies. See 
"The potential for Private Sector Deveiopment in Africa". Address by Sir William Ryrie. Executive Vice 
President IFC, 13 January 1992. 



W ith the relaxing of exchange controls and foreign investrnent restrictions. 

securities laws have been enacted or reforrned and market institutions. such as stock 

exchanges and secunries commissions. put in place. Emphasis in this new mode1 is now 

being placed on improving regulatory regimes and trading mechanisms to prepare the 

markets for an expanded role in economic development. 

With continual need for the infusion of funds and the increasing global 

competition for obtaining such îùnds from traditional sources such as international aid 

donon and banks. countries with èmerging economies have sought to establish attractive 

capital markets in order to procure much sought afier capital from private sources. 

frequently from abroad. To appreciate the severity of this global competition for funds. 

éven countties within geognphical regions join together for this cornmon purpose.'6 

In Nigeria. the grow-th of the stock market h a  been primarily government 

induced. Efforts are continually being made to improve the cnabling environment t'or the 

market to thrive. recognising it as a catalyst in socio-economic dcvelopment. More 

S6 See genenlly httu:. w u  u..mbendi.co.rrt. b i c o  esaKhtm=Recional. 
During 1998. authorities in the Central African part of the h c  zone consulted the Mauritian stock 
exchange on the potential for a rqional stock market. At the same time. plans for a bourse (exchange) in 
Gabon wcre reported to be proceeding under the aegis of the Finance Ministry. The Central African 
exchange would serve Carneroon. Central A%ican Republic. Chad. Congo Repubk. Equatonal Guinea and 
Gabon. which share ri common currency. the CFA h n c .  and a common centnl bank. 
A unified stock market for the east Afi-îcan region of Kenya Tanzania and Uganda is planned and may be in 
place by the year 2000. The exchange could have trading floors in al1 three capitals in the region. with 
trading being iünctional behveen the three centres (while Nairobi already boasts a well established bourse. 
the other two countries in the region have onIy recently set up exchmges). The three exchanges have 
already agreed on the principles of cross border listing and are now focusing on deveioping regional 
products- A regional bourse. based in Abidjan. started operating in I998. The path has been cieared for dual 
listings on southem Afnca's stock markets following severai meetings of the regionaI stock exchanges. 



recently. there has been increasing focus on intemationalising of the market in a bid to 

attract foreign investon." 

Nigena in the past had a certain distrust of foreign investment. Retlecting the 

dependency theory of toreign investment. this led to enactment of 'anti-investrnrnt' laws 

in the 1970s." The view was that foreign control of significant secton of the economy 

tended to impede economic development. However. global recession and heaw debt 

burdens have created poor rconomic prospects resulting in the revival of the classical 

theos of foreign investment: that it is essential to development. Nigeria began to realise 

that this was one cssential way to improve its post-colonial e c ~ n o r n ~ . ' ~  

As a measure to realise optimal rconomic potentials. and in line with the npidly 

changing global econorny. a broad range of economic and legislative reforms have been 

introduced. Policies of deregulation and Iiberdisation were put in place. between 1986 

and 1993. as part of the implementation of the Structural Adjustment Program P SAP).^' 

4- The Nigerian Srock Exchange (NSE) has. for instance. made some progress towards the establishment of 
a more efficient clearing and setdement sytem of transaction dace plus three d q s  (T-3). in line wiih 
intemationaliy accepted standards. This mechanism should improve the qurility of the market and promote 
its global cornpetitiveness. In addition to these. a custodian facilie is being put in place to facilitate the 
internationalization of the market. The Securities and Exchange Commission has also been making itself 
visible in sorne international organizations to promote global awareness of investment opportunitics and 
reforms in Nigeria. 

'* Fiona C. Beveridge. ..Takine Control of Foreign Invesmient: A Case Study of Indeginization in Nigeria **  

( 1 99 1 ) JO lnrrrnnrional und Comparurive Lmv Quurrer!r. 302. 

'9 Tunde I Ogowewo. *.The Shifi to the Classicai Theop of Foreign [nvestment: Opcning up the Nigerian 
Market " ( 1 99 5) U /nrrrnutional und Compurarive L m  Quurter(r 9 1 5 .  

* The Bureau of Public Enterprises Decree No. 78 of 1993 which superceded the Privatization and 
Cornmercialization Decree No. 25 of 1988 which provided the first phase of the Fedeni Govemment 
Privatization P r o - m  ( 1988- 1993). AIso, the 'ligerian tnvesiment Promotion Commission Decree No. 16 
of 1995 which prrmits a non-Nigerian or foreign enterprise to freeiy participate in any Nigerian enterprise 
as well as to bu? and seil any shares of any Nigerian enterprise. in any convertible currency through the 
Nigerian Stock Exchange in Iine with the provisions of The Foreign Exchange (Monitoring & 
MisceIIaneous Provisions) Decree No. 17 of 1995. 



1.1. THE NIGERIAN STOCK EXCHANGE 

Until early 1998."' the Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE) was Nigeria's only stock 

market: established in 1959 as the Lagos Stock Exchange (LSE). it started trading 

activities on 5 July 196 1. It was incorporated as a Company limited by parantee at the 

instance of the business community. the Federal Ministry of Finance. The Central Bank. 

and the Nigenan Industrial Drvelopmrnt Bank. Two years a%er its establishment. the 

Nigerian Parliament enacted the Lrrgos S m k  Erchmge Acr I 961 ?'as a means of ensuring 

that the LSE (as it then was)" had a monopoly over the business of share dealings in the 

country. so that the invrsting public could bc protected by a self-regulatory organisation 

(SRO) with standards which dl rnernbers w r e  required to comply with? Secunties 

currently tnded on the exchange are stocks - common and preferred. corporate bonds and 

government bonds. 

Although the NSE is an S R 0  strictly owned and managed by the Nigerian private 

sector. from its brgimings the govemment has always had an interest in it. That the 

ot  The Federal Government of Nigeria announced in the 1998 annual budget thar a nrw stock exchange is to 
be opened in Abuja the fedcnl capital territop. This exchange is to be called the Abuja Stock Exchange 
(ASE). The NSE which was the only stock exchange before would thus reven back to its old name. the 
Lagos Stock Exchange (LSE) and remain based in Lagos. 

b' CAP. 200 LWS of the Fedention of Nigeria 1990 

b' The Lagos Stock Exchange was transformed to rhr NSE in Decernber 1977 with branches in Lagos. 
Kaduna and Port-Harcourt. each operating trading tloors. 

0.4 It has bern argued that the Lagos Stock Erchange .-kt. c o n w  to what is presently assumed generally . 
did not place the Exchange on a statutory footing. If this is correct. then. the significance would be that the 
listing requirernents of the Exchange would apply to lisred companies and its rnernbers by v i n e  of contract 
only. Also. it wouId then b r  strictly wong for the Director-General of the Exchange to have been a 
government appointee since there would then be no enabling tegislation to so empower the government to 
make such appoinmients. See T.I. Ogowvewo. **Transposition of Securiries Lcgislation to an Emerging 
Market". ( 1996) 6 JIBL 239 at 240. 



govemment was one of its promoters and that an Act of Parliament bearing its narne was 

enacted clearly reflects this interest. 

The NSE currently has about 290 securities quoted with a total market 

capitalisation of three hundred and ninety billion nain (N390 bn)? The companies listed 

on it are representative of the various sectors of the Nigerian e c ~ n o r n ~ . ~  and most of 

thern have sizeable foreign multinational affiliations. The NSE is an affiliate member of 

the Federation of International Stock Exchanges ( FIBV). an O bsewer rnember at meetings 

of IOSCO and also a foundation mrrnber of the African Stock Eschanges Association 

(ASEA). 

The Automated Trading System (ATS) has recently been introducedb7 and data on 

listed companies performance are published daily. weekly. monthly. quarterly and 

annually. Market and corporate data are also availablr on Reuten Electronic Information 

Network. The on-line code for the .ISE is N S U .  The NSE publications constitute 

important tools for information dissrmination. as it is the primary source of most 

statistical information on the capital market. Regular publications by the Exchange 

include the Daily Officiai List. Weeklp Stock Market Report. Monthly Statistics. 

b5 About S5.57 billion CDN as at July 2000. 

06 Twenv-Four sectors (excluding the SSM). namelu: Agriculture. Airlines. Automobile & Tire. Banking. 
Brewenes. Building rnaterials. Chemical & Paints. CornmercialtScrvices. Cornputer & Office Equipment. 
Conglornerates. Construction. Engineering Technolog. Food/Bevenges & Tobacco. Foonvear. Heaithcare. 
[ndustriaYDomestic products. Insurance. Machinec (Marketing). Managed Funds. Packaging, Petroleum 
(Marketing). Printing and Publishing. Red Estate and Textiles. 

07 The ATS commenced on 27 April. 1999 and replace the cail-over /open outcry trading system previously 
in operation. The ATS is an order driven system that is aimed at facilitating a significant level of 
transparency. emciency and fairness in the stock pricing process. 



Quarterly Report. Annual Report and the annual NSE Factbook. which contains 

information on quoted companies. stockbroking firms and issuing houses in Nigeria. 

Trading days and times are Monday to Friday. 1 1 :O0 to 13:OO. Presently. the 

settlement cycle is transaction date plus five days (T + 5).  but moves are being made ro 

reduce it to internationally approved standards of transaction date plus three days (T + 3). 

Charges include a 3% commission of the traded value ofshares and a lah Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC) fee. Withholding taxes on dividend remains at 10%: 

corporate incomr tau. 35% and capital gains tau. 10%. 

The equities market is categorised bp the M E  into First and Second Tier. 

Cornpanies listed in the First Tier Securities Market shoiild have a minimum share capital 

of at least N30 million and at lrast 300 shareholders whilr companies on the Second Tier 

Securities Market (SSM) should have a minimum share capital of NI0 million and not 

less than 100 shareholders. The listing requirements also differ for both tiers.'" 

The SSM was. on the initiative of the SEC and M E .  introduced in April 1985 

with the main objective of providing facilities For raising equity hnds by small and 

medium scalç enterprises. rnostly indigenous. using the organised capital market 

mechanism. It is designed specifically for small to medium scale enterprises that are 

doing well but are handicapped by their size in meeting the more stringent requirements 

for listing on the tirst-tier market.69 

68 While a tirst tier company must have audited accounts for at least Tive Fan. an SSM Company need only 
have three years audited accounts. Also. at lest 2j0h of share capital of a fim tier company must be offered 
to the public but only 15% of share capital need be offered to the public in an SSM. 

69 The SSM was tàshioned after the United Kingdom unlisted securities market established in 1980. and was 
the t?rst ofits kind in Africa. 



1.2. THE LAWS ON SECURITIES REGULATION IN NIGERIA 

In Nigeria securities market regulation is principally aimed at protecting investors 

tiom unfair. unprotessional and improper practices. as well as fostering a competitive. 

innovative and efficient market with active and wide investor participation. The Nigerian 

securities regulations derive principally70frorn the Cornpanies and Allied Maners Decree 

1 9907'(* CAMA') and the Srcurifie.~ und Ewhange Commission .-~c~"(sEc ..lcr). 

The SEC Act gives statutory backing to the Secunties and Exchange Commission 

('the SEC'). the apex regulatory body in the Nigenan capital market. and Iays d o m  the 

regulatory framework for the primary and second-; securities markets. The CAMA. on 

the other hand. prescribes the prospectus requirements for public issues and contains the 

regulatory Framrwork for unit trusts and tender offers. ix . .  takeover bids. 

Essentially. whiic the CAMA genenlly rnodels itself on the prospectus 

-* 

requirements of British companies acts and a number of other sources." the SEC Act 

draws on the U.S. Secwifies and Erchrrnge .-kt. 1934. A consequence of the dual laws is 

that there are sometirnes unintended overlaps betwren these statu te^.^" 

-0 There are other statutes tliat are a source of noms in this area: ser for example. Truster Imesrmenr .4ct 
1962. CAP. 3-19 Law of the Fedention of Nigeria 1990. 

- 1 CAP. 59 Laws of the Fedention of Nigeria 1990. Now desigated as a 'Decree'. See revised edition 
(Laws of the Fedention of Nigeria) (Supplementary Provisions) Decree 1992. 

CAP. 406 Laws of the Fedention of Nigeria 1990. The SEC Act is now designated as a .Decree.. See 
Revised Edition (Law of the Fedention of N igeria) (Supplementq Provisions) Decree 1992. References 
to the SEC .4cr include the Rrgulations made thereto pursuant to S. 23 of the Act. 

' Such as Ausnlian. Canadian. Caribbean and Ghanaian company law. The latter is based on Professor 
Gower's Final Report of the Commission of Enquiry into the Worliing and Administration of the present 
company law of Ghana 196 1. 

74 For instance. whiie the CAMA defines 'securities' in section 650 as including .shares. debentures. 
debenture stock bonds. notes (other than pmmissory notes) and units under a unit mist scherne'. a wider 
definition cnists in section 29 of the SEC.4ct which replicates the definition of the term in U S  federal 



Besides CAMA, the Trustees Investment Act 1962 and the SEC ,=kt. two other 

Decrees have been promulgated. These are the Nigerian Investment Promotion Council 

Decree 16. 1995 (NIPC). and the Foreign Exchange (Monitoring and Miscellaneous) 

Decree 1 7. 1995 ( FE ( M&M) D). Both Decrees abolis hed the Nigeria Enterprises 

Promotion Decree and the Erchringe Cuntrol .da to pave the way for direct foreign 

investrnent in the market. Undrr the new laws. al1 the prior impediments to the free flow 

of both foreign direct anci portfolio investments were removed. The Nigerian economy is 

now open to everybody. Nigerians and non-Nigerians equally in any enterprise. Equal 

rights. privileges and opportunities now exist for foreigners to invest in securities in the 

Nigenan capital market. Dealing members of the Nigerian Stock Exchange (stockbroking 

tirms) c m  now accommodate foreign shareholders in thrir equity capital. or go into any 

form of partnership with foreign stockbroking tïrms: ruid Nigerim companies are now 

allowed multiple and cross border listings on foreign markets. subject to the NSE 

"Memorandum of Understanding" with such international stock exc hanges. 

1.2(a). THE NIGERIAN SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

The precursor of the SEC was an ad-hoc body known as the Capital Issues 

Cornmittee. initiated by the Central Bank in 1961 with responsibility to regulate on an 

advisory ba i s  the timing of secunties issuances in the capital market. so as not to overtrtv 

the absorptive capacity of the market. This Comminee. later transformed into a federal 

securities laws. and incorpontes the *investment contract' concept thus making the US -investrnent 
contract' jurisprudence a part of Nigen'an Iaws. Sec, Re Proposed Dunis Invernent Bond: 
ApprovaVCIearance ( l992) 1 SLR 95.97-98. the Nigerian SEC relied on the US Supreme Coun's decision 
in SEC v. jVJ  Horr.~ Co. 328 US 293 ( 1946). 



commission by the Capital Issues Commission Decree 1973. had the mandate to protect 

'gullible Nigerian investon from possible pice manipulation and deceptive 

inf~miat ion ' .~~ in respect of the pnces of shares of public companies affected by the 

Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Decree 1972. in its new form. its function expanded from 

just regulating the timing of the tlow of secunties into the prirnary market to providing a 

tomdation for investor protection regulation. 

In 1973. the Frderal Govemment set up an Industrial Enterprises Panel. whose 

report highlighted serious abuses in compliance with the Decree. thus slowing d o m  the 

indeginisation effort of the Government. The Panel recommended the setting up of a 

Securities and Exchange Commission to replace the Capital Issues Commission. Acting 

upon this recommendation in 1 979. the govemment promulgated the Securities and 

Exchange Commission Decree No. 71 of 1979 which rstablished the SEC. with the 

functions. anong other things. ofdetrrmining the pnce at which the initial securities of a 

Company were to br sold to the public. the timing and arnount of an? subsequent issues. 

registration of al1 securities proposed to be offered for sale to the public. md generally 

maintaining a surveillance over the securities market. The Decree was later re-rnactrd in 

1 988. with the basic approach of the 1979 Decree retained. but with more powers and 

duties assigned to the SEC. 

The SEC as presently constituted is an independent. bipartisan. quasi-judicial 

agency of the Nigerian govemment. Its main objectives are to protect investorso interest 

- 

-< - See, A. Otiti. "Setting the Price/AlIotment Pattern " 5 Semrities Marker Journal 10. 



and ensure orderly and equitablc dealings in securities. as well as to promote capital 

market growth and development. Its functions inter alin are:76 

registration of al1 securities proposed to be offered for sale to or for 
subscnption by the public or to be offered privately with the intention that 
the securities shall be held ultimately other than by those to whom the 
offers were made: 
maintaining surveillance over the securities market to ensure orderly. fair 
and cquira'air cieaiings in secwiries: 
registration of stock exchanges and their branches dong with the 
monitoring of the activities on their trading floors: 
registration of stock market operators i.e. registrars. investment advisers. 
securities dealers and their agents and controllhg and supervising their 
activities with a view to maintaining proper standards of conduct and 
professionalism in the securities business: 
protecting the integrity of the securities market against any abuses rising 
tiom the practice of insider trading: 
reviewing. approving and regulating schemes for mergers. acquisitions and 
a11 other forms of business combinations: 
stimulating ideas. initiating policy changes and innovation for the growth 
of the securities market; 
creating the necessary atmosphere for the orderly growth and development 
of the capital market: and. 
undertaking such other activities as are n r c e s s q  or expedient for giving 
full rffect to the provisions of the SEC .îcr. 

Pursuant to Section 23 of the SEC .-kt. it has wide mie-making powers by which to 

promulgzte regulations it considrrs necessary to give rffect to any of the provisions of the 

SEC . - l~ r . '~~n  furtherance of these powers. and to assist market operaton in meeting the 

requirements of the Act. the SEC has duly issued guidelines on administrative 

proceedings: mergers. acquisitions and combinations. prospectuses. reçistrations. and. 

undenil-iten and undenwiting  agreement^.^' 

'6 S.6. SEC .-lcr. 

- 
' ' The CALMA also duplicates and exrends brther the SEC'S rule-making power: S.542( 1 ) of the CAMA. 

78 The SEC cannot however abuse its powers with impunity. Apart fkom being subject to executive conûoI. 
it is ultimately subject to the control of the courts through judicial review proceedings. See T.1. Ogowewo. 



Also. in carrying out its responsibility of protecting the integrity of the capital 

market. by ensuring that professional standards are maintained. the SEC has issued a 

'Code of Conduct for Capital Market Operators and their Employees'. which. accordinp 

to the SEC. -3s necessitated by the need to rnsure discipline. enhance professionalism. 

integris. and protect the interest of clients of market operators and indeed the reputation 

of their institutions." The codes are intended to complement the niles and regulations of 

the SEC in a bid to reduce ethical embarrassrnent within the market. The code of sthics is 

however rnerely a guide and each institution is free to add to it. in iine with observed 

practices in the secunties industry. However. al1 market opemors and their employees are 

bound by the code and must sign a copy to bç: deposited with the SEC. The code to a large 

extrnt provides for sanctions on violations of its various provisions. afier duly being 

found guilty under a disciplinas procerding of a registered SRO'~  or the SEC. in addition 

to being liable for any penalty under the law. 

According to the SEC T o d e  of Conduct". when market opcntors are in doubt 

about any provisions of the code. clarification should br sought from the SEC. 

"Nigeria: Regulatop Conflicts in an Ernerging Capital Market". Internutionat Btrsiness Lcnver. June 1997. 
27 1 at 275. 

79 For exarnple. the NSE. 



(b) RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SEC AND THE NSE 

The SEC performs its regulatory function of investor protection by employing a 

number of regulatory devices. such as registration and ruie-approval.80~he NSE. on the 

other hand. is juridically a club (i-r. .  a contractual body) that opentes a market. albeit 

with powers to regulate its members: hence it is called an SRO. But to protect the public 

interest. the NSE is subject to the SEC'S ovrrsight." 

Section I I ( 3 )  of the SEC dcr sets d o m  the criteria for registration of al1 stock 

rxchanges. An exchange c m  only be registereds' if the commission determines that it is 

so oqanised and has the capacity to cary out the purposes of the Act and the rules and 

regulations of the SEC. The rules of the exchange are designed among other things to: 

( 1) comply with provisions of the Act and the regulations made thereunder: 
( 3 )  promote just and equitable dealings in securities: 
(3)  prevent manipuiative acts and practices: 
(4) provide for appropriate discipline of its members for violations of its own 

niles and of the SEC Act and regulations: and. 
5 rnsure a tàir representation of its members in the selection of its directors 

and administration of its atTairs. 

Rule 1 I(4) of the SEC'S regulations provides that a stock exchange that seeks 

registration will be denied if the SEC is not of the opinion that the rules of the stock 

exchange are just and adequate to ensure fair dealing and investor protection. 

Y0 See Ss 6(d). 12( 1 ), 13. 14( 1 )(Z): sre also reg, 17.45 and 6 1. 

'' Before the establishment of the SEC there was a statutop basis for extemal ovenight of the exchange by 
the Central Bank - see Ss. 5 and 6 of the Lagos Stock Erchange .-Ici 1 96 1 - However. unfortunately, the NSE 
disputes the authority of the SEC to regulate it. See -The Row between SEC and NSE'. New Nigerian 
Newspaper. 2 1 Decern ber 1 994. 

'' Apm From the powers that the SEC has over the existing exchange. nothing precludes the SEC h m  
recognizing a new exchange. See the SEC'S 'Guidelines For the Establishment of New Stock Exchanges' in 
Financial Update ( 1993) Vol. 1 (No. 2) 1 .  



Furthemore. Regdation 1 I(3)(b) requires a registered exchange to fumish the SEC W t h  

copies of any arnendments to the rules of the exchange forthwith upon their adoption'. 

(c) THE NIGERIAN CONSTITUTION AND SECURITIES LAWS 

The constitution plays a significant role in ensunng the effectiveness of the laws 

of a country. It is arguable that one of the problems militating againsr the introduction of 

securities laws that maÿ provide for an efficient legal regime of securities markets and 

interests in Nigeria arises from the very nature of her federalism. There is a great 

imbalance of legislative powers between the kdrral or central eovemment and the States. 

The Nigcnan Constitution empowers the fedenl govemment to legislate. rxclusively. on 

commercial matters." This has led to the argument that over-concentration of legislative 

powers in the fedenl govemment has led to adverse impacts on the commercial and 

economic growth of the country." 

The frmers of the Nigerian constitution. by lrarning from the cxperience of the 

.herican Constitution in force. hvoured a centnlised legal control of commercial 

matters because of the fear of the problerns associated with the lack of uniformity of laws 

in the United States. which proccedrd from the Tenth Amendment of the constitution.8' It 

" See S. 4 2 )  of the constitution of the Fedenl Republic of Nipria 1979: s. 4 2 )  & (3) of the Constitution 
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1989. 

S-1 J.O. Anifaiaje. "Constitutional Irnpediments to the Progress of the Nigerian Commercial Law and the 
Econorny " in Omotola and Adeogun. eds.. Lat .  and Dmrloprnrnr (Lagos: University of Lagos Press. 1987) 
at 4445. 

Y5 For a case where the legal fiction between the fedenl government and the state was tested in the United 
States. see .C!cCulloï~h v. .\landand 4 Wheat 3 16 ( 1 8 19). See also. E.N. Griswold, Two Branches of the 
Sume Thing (Maccabean Lecture in Jurisprudence of British Acaderny. 1963) referred to by Anifalaje. ibid., 
at 46. 



is probable that the fear of not having uni form laws in a country with such a 

heterogeneous group of people might have compelled the makers of the Nigerian 

constitution to expand the already overabundant borders of the legislative power of the 

central govemment. at the risk of the legal. econornic and social progress of the entire 

c o ~ n q . ~ ~  

A close look at other countries with a federal system of govemrnent will revral 

the legislative empowerment of the state. regional or provincial govemment in relation to 

commercial matters. It is argued that federalisrn must assume a certain reality in the 

states' srparais idrntities in econornic matters." For instance. in Canada S. 92(15) of the 

Consiirurion .-kt. IM-. vests the provincial legislatures with the power to make laws in 

relation to "Property and Civil Rights in the Provinces" and this power ensures that the 

provinces have sutlkient tield to legislate on commerce and the like. for the general 

economic growth of the provinces and the rntire country.ss 

The power of the provinces to legislate on commercial matters obviously creates 

problems with regard to the uniformit); of laws. which is enjoyed by Nigeria where the 

central govemrnent has exclusive legislative jurisdiction on this matter. But it can be 

argurd that the disadvantage of lack of unifomity of laws is out-weighed by the 

S6 J.O. Anifalaje. "Constitutiond lmpediments to the Propss  of the Nigerian Commercial Law and the 
Economy ". ibid 

87 R. Whitaker. Federrtizh cind Dernomic  Theon (Kington. Ontario: Institute of International 
GovernmentaI Relations. Queen's University. 1983) at 38-39. 

88 The provision on property and civil rights has been descnbed by Hogg to be by far the most important of 
the provincial heads of power. He also argues that the provincial r e s idu l  power in S. 92( 16) over "ail 
manen of a m e ~ l y  local or pnvate nature in the province" has turned out to be relatively unirnponant. 
because the wide scope of "pmpee and civil n'ghts in the provinces" has left linle in the way ofa residue 
of local or private maners. See. P.E. Ho=. Comrimtiona/ L m  of'cunada (Toronto: Carswell. Thomson 
Professional Publishing 1992) at 537.540- 



advantage of enabling the provinces io legislate on this essential aspect of the economy - 

commerce. 

The strenk& of the fedenl parliament under the Nigerian constitution is quite 

obvious in the exhaustive provisions of the exclusive legislative list of the fedenl 

parliament. With these provisions there is inevitable whittling away of the states' 

legislative powers. which results in a gadual but strady shift towards unit- system of 

govemmrnt in a federal set up." Summarising the implications of the present 
C 

constitutional hindrance. Anifalaje observed: 

[ncidentally. it would seem that there is a significant correlation for instance. 
between the stupendous economic growth together with the npid development of 
commercial laws and the Tenth amendment of the United States on the one hand, 
and between the relative rconomic stagnation together with the lack-lustre 
development of commercial laws and the exclusive central control of commerce 
in Nigeria on the other hand." 

a9 Sre J.O. Akande. "Legislahues and their Powers" in ,Vutiunal .-tssociation of ' L a w  Toehers Proceedings 
on Lmv und Devehpmenr: The ;Vigrriun Dr# Consrirurion ( 1 977) at 4 1 42:  Anifalaje. supra note 8 4 at 59. 

va Ibid. at 63. The reference to the United States would apply to Canada with equal force. 



1.3. AN OVERVIEW OF SECURITIES REGULATION IN  CANADA^' 

1.3(a). HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Until the second decade of the twentieth centwy, securities legislation in Canada 

had largely followed the British model. The first Canadian statute that introduced the 

concept of disclosure was the Joinr Stock Cornpunies .-fci. 18 - ? T h i s  statute followed 

the English Campcinies .-Ici of 1867 in its disclosure provisions and provided that: 

84. . . . [ejvery prospectus of a Company and every Notice inviting Persons to 
subscribe for Shares in any Joint Stock Company. shall speciS, the Dates and 
the Namrs of the Parties to any Contract rntêred into by the Company. or the 
Promoters. Directors. or Tnistees thereof. before the Issue of such Prospectors 
or Notice. whether subject to Adoption by the Directors of the Company. or 
othenvise: and any prospectus or Notice not specieing the sarne shall be 
deemed fraudulent on the Part of the Promoters. Directors and Officers of the 
Company knowingly issuing the same. as regards any person taking Shares in 
the Company in the Faith of such Prospectus. unless he shall have had Notice 
of such Contract. 

The disclosure provisions of the 1877 statute were copied b~ most of the 

Canadian jurisdictions. including Nova Scotia New Brunswick. Prince Edward Island. 

and the Northwest Temtories. Other jurisdictions. including Ontario and British 

Columbia. also adopted the disclosure provisions of later English stat~tes.'~ 

The accuncy of statçments in prospectuses for the sale of securities was however 

misrepresentation in a prospectus was dismissed on the bais that the plaintiff had to 

'' Mark R. Gillrn. Sec-ziritirs Rrgtrlrrtion in Cunuh (Toronto: The Canwell Co.. 1992) 5 1-53. 

" S.C. 1877. c. 43. 

93 These later EngIish statutes included the Companies .4ct of t 890.. (U.K.) 53 and 54 Vict.. c. 62 and the 
Compu~.- lctof  1900. (U.K.) 63 & 64 Vict.. c-48. 

94 
( 1889). 14 App. Cas- 337 (H-L,). 



show fraud and had failed to do so. The court stated that fnud would be proven when it 

was shotvn that the misrepresentation was made (a) knowingly. or (b) without belief in its 

truth. or (c) recklessly. careless whether it be tme or false.'' This examination of intent 

made it difficult to sustain an action against directon for misrepresentations in a 

prospectus. In 1890. the English Cornpunies ilcr \.as amcnded to deal with the above 

situation by providing for liability on the part of directors of a corporation in the event of 

a misstatement in a prospectus without proof of intenti~n.'~ This principle was later 

adopted in Canada and still applies today in Canada. 

With the passage of the "Blue Sky" laws in a numbèr of American States 

(beginning with Kansas in 19 1 1 ). Canadian securities law began to reflect that attempt at 

preventing securities fraud. The .Lkunirobtr Stde o/'Shccres .4cr of 19 12" required that any 

Company not organised in Manitoba had to obtain a licrnse to sel1 shares in Manitoba. It 

required that certain documents dealing with the financial status ofthe Company be filed 

before a license is &n.'' Other provinces ènacted similar legislation." 

'' See the decision of Lord Bnrnwell at 14 A.C. 30-53 and the decision of Lord Herschel1 at 14 A.C. 360- 
76.  

96 Directors L iub ih .  .-îcr. 1890. 53 & 54 Vict. c. 64. 

37 S.M. 19 12. c. 75. Manitoba was the first province to adopt this fegislation. 

Y 9  Sec generally. J .  Peter Williamson. Srcuriiies Reguiation in Cmodu. (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. 1 960). at 12- 13. 



Ontario's The Security Frcrirds Prevention Act in 1978'00 becarne the mode1 for 

rnost provinces through the 1930s.'" In 1947. Ontario enacted a new fortn of securities 

~ e ~ i s l a t i o n ' ~ ~  which required specified elernents to be included in a prospectus for any 

distribution of securities to the public.'03~his statute differed from the earlier fraud 

prevention statute. in that it did not just try to deal with frauds after the Bct (requinng a 

proof of intent). It gave purchasen a statutory right of action in which the'; did not have 

to prove intent or reliance. However. the legislation dealt only with disclosure on the 

distribution of securities. It did not provide for ongoing disclosure of information to 

support second.; market trading. 

Modem securities regulation in Canada has been considenbly influenced by the 

Kimber Report. Its recommendations included requirements for ongoing disclosure. 

including the distribution of periodic financial statemrnts. mandatory proxy solicitations 

and reponing of insidrr trading '0.1 The Onturio Secrrriiies .Ici of 1 966 adopted many of 

the Kimber Report's recomrnendations and that Act (known as the 'LnifUrm .-kt ') was 

subsequentiy adapted to al1 of the western provinces in their legislation.'05~owever. the 

Ontario Merger Report of 1970. on reassessing the then existing securities Iaws. made 

100 S.O. 1918. c.24. This Act required the licensing of stock brokers and providrd for investigations into 
securities 'huds' - S. 3. 

'O1  Williamson. supra note 99. at 14. 

'O' S.O. 1947. c. 98. 

'O' ibid ss. 33.44. and 45. 

'" The Kimber Rrpon supra note 32. Parts I I .  IV and VI. 

' O 5  S.O. 1966. c.  142. 



recommendations which eventually led to the dosed system' statute in 1978.10bThis 

statute also offered the mode1 for most of the other provinces and laid strong emphasis on 

continuous disclosure for the purpose of secondary market trading: however. it allowed 

for a closed system of trading whereby a select group of persons who are presurned not to 

need the protection provided by rhe extensive disclosure contained in prospectuses. 

tinancial statements. mandatory proxy solicitations. and so on. 

(b) THE CURRENT REGULATORY FRA-MEWORK 

In Canada. unlike Nigeria. securities regulation is primarily dealt with under 

provincial law."" In furtherance of the powen of the provinces to legislate with respect to 

-property and civil rights'.lox the various provinces have enacted secuntirs statutes and 

concomitant regulations and the couns have up held their validity even where there is 

overlapping but not contlicting fedrral law.'Ou Thrp have also been held to be binding on 

persons outside the province."0 Although Parliament has not passed a statute such as the 

107 This dso  includes the law of the three territories - Yukon territones. Northwest Territories and Nunavet 
as of 1 April. 1999. Various fedenl legislation however at'ect trading in securities such as ss. 580(2). 382. 
383.384 and 400 of the Criminal Code. See. P. -4nisman & P.W. Hogg. Consrirlitional .-lsprcrs of Ferlrral 
Seatriries Lqis furion: Proposds f or LJ Secrrriries .Clurker Lmv/ur Cunuda Vol. 3 .  (Ottawa: M in ister of 
Supply and Services. 1979) at 14344. 

10s S.92( 13) of the Constitution .-kt. 1982. enacred as Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982, (U.K.) 1982. 
c. l 1. The 'property and civil rights' power has been interpreted to include deaiings in pmperty. contracrs. 
and the regulation of business. trades and professions: P. W. Hog.  Cumtirurionai Lrnv ofCunada. 2nd ed. 
(Toronto: The CarsweIl Co.. 1985) at 454-55. 

109 See. for example. .Lfdripfe .-lccrss L*- .\fcCurcheon. [ 19821 2 S.C.R. 16 1 .  138 D.L.R. (3d) 1. 18 B.L.R. 
138.44 NR 181. 

110 P. Anisman & P. W. Hogg. supra note 1 O7 at 14546. noting R Y- .CfcKeck Senrrities Ltd ( 1966) 56 
D.L.R. (2d) 56 (leave to appeal denied. sub nom. West e R. [ 1 9661 S.C.R. ix). 



various provincial acts regulating trading in secwities. there are several heads of 

constitutional power under which it might do so.'" 

In the past. there was some question as to whether provincial securities laws 

applied to federally incorporated corporations. The current position is that a Iaw. which 

has the effect of incapacitating a federally incorporated corporation from operating in a 

province. is void as regards the fedenlly incorporated corporation.' '' Consequently. 

corporations incorporated under the kderal residual power in S. 9 1 of the Con~rirzrrion 

.-ICI. 186- cannot be prevented from issuing securitirs by the provincial regulatory 

authorities in furtherance of the provincial powers in S. 971 1 3)  relating to property and 

civil rights in the provinces. 

It is to be observed that the ditriculty with any anempt in Canada to have a 

uniform legislation in this area is the presencr of two legal systems in the country - the 

civil law system in the province of Quebec and the common law system in the other 

provinces. 

The securities acts and the regulations passed under the securities acts leave 

considerable adjudicative and administrative discretionary powee to panels of 

commissioners or an administrator. There are also SROs that have their own niles and 

decision making powers. The rules. decisions and policies of these regulatory bodies are 

an important part of the overall regulatory regirne for securities. 

To complement the securities statutes and their regulations made by the provinces 

and temtories. there are other sources of securities regdation. The first is the body of 

111 Anisman & Hogo. stipru note 107. at 153-220. 

"'4.~. .Ilanitoba v. -4.G. Cunada. (1919) 1 W.W.R. 136 (Man.. J.C.P.C.). 



National Policy Statements (NPS) adopted by ail jurisdictions. These generally interpret 

the legislation and set guidelines to ( 1) implement certain policies and (2) regulate the 

conduct of participants and securities trading' '' 
In addition to the NPS adopted by al1 jurisdictions. each jurisdiction also has a set 

of Local Policy Statements (LPS)"" that performs the same hnction as the NPS. but on 

the provincial level. The use of policy statemcnts in Canada was called into question by 

the decision of the Ontario Court of Justice (Grneral Division) in .-finskej Financial 

Corpurution rr al. v, Onturio Secwitirs Commission ur al. ' " which held that a speci fic 

policy established by the Ontario Securities Commission (No. 1.10 respecting the sale of 

"penny stocks" in Ontario) was bcyond its powers as being "legislative" in nature. This 

decision. which was upheid by the Ontario Coun of Appeal on a slightly ditTerent basis. 

has led the Ontario Lrgislature to gant the Ontario Securities Commission the power to 

make rules that have the force of law. to sidestep the .-lindey problem. Other jurisdictions 

haw t'ollowed this lead. 

Finally. the various securities commissions also issue Blankrt Ordrrs. Rulings. 

and Notices that are intended. on the one hand. to cIariFi. arnend. and rnodi- certain 

aspects of the securities statutes. and on the other hand. to make policy . 

'" Approxirnately 50 National Policy Statements and 13 Uniform Act Policy Statements have been adopted 
across Canada through the Canadian Securities Administratots, an informa1 orgmisation in place since the 
1930s consisting o f  the securities regulators of a11 ten provinces and the hvo tem-tories. 

"' These indirectly have the force of Iaw because the various s e ~ ~ t i e s  commissions require cornpliance by 
those who wish to trade in securities. 

"' ( I  993). 1-1 O.R. (3d) 380 (General Division). 



Cooperation among provincial secwities administrators has been an important 

charactenstic of the regulation of securities markets in Canada. The impenis for 

cooperation appears to br in part "a desire to avoid inconsistent requirements which 

would create impediments to the efficient Functioning of the securities market and thus 

undermine rather than promote the ultimate purposes of legislation. namely. enhancement 

of the nising of capital by corporate issuers."' l 6  

116 P, Anisman. 'The Regulation of the Securities Market and the Hannonization of Provincial Laws" in R, 
Cumming. Hurmont'arion of-Busincss Lmv in Canada. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1986) at 77. 
Another impenis for inter-provincial co-operation may be a desire to forestall any pressure for federal 
legislation of securities markets. as this would have the effect of furrher restricting provincial powers. 



Chapter 2 

SECURITIES LAWS AND INVESTOR PROTECTION 

2.0. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the world's major securities regulatory systems strike a balance 

sornewhere behveen the two extreme positions of investor protection. One extreme posits 

that investon should be protected from al1 possible nsks. including "business risks" or 

"economic risks". i x . .  the level of risk inherent in a particular investment. which might 

be evaluared simply by answering the question. "is the investment a good deal?" At the 

other extreme is minimal protection: absent overt fraud. investors are on their own to 

discover and evaluate investment risk. Arnong rmerging markets. the cntical question 

remains whether regulatory authorhies should opt for a disclosure and/or merit-based 

approach in secuntics oftkrings conducted in their markets."' 

As reitented in the Kirnber Report. the idea was not that **the pubiic must be 

protected against i tse~f ' ."~ Invrstors should be protected by disclosure which would 

allow hem to make informed decisions. ' " 
In a disclosure framework al1 matrrial infonnati~n"~ normally should be 

disclosed in the form of wrinen otrenng materials. This information should include. For 

I l 7  Marc 1. Steinberg. "Emerging Capital Markets: Proposais and Recommendations for implementation" 
( W inter 1 996). 30(4) The Inrernar:jnol Lmyrr at 7 1 3. 

Ils Rrporr uj'the .-lrtornq General 's Cornmiriet! on Srrlrrities Legisiarion in Unturio suprrr note 32 at para. 
1 1 7  

Il9 Ibid. However. some discretion to mess the ment of secunties offered under a prospectus has been an 
element of rnost secun'ties regdation since its inception in the early pan of the lom cenniry. This discretion 
with respect to the ments of the secwities k ing  offered is referred to as -blue shy" discretion. The teml 
originated in the United States where States adopted securities laws that were said to protect against **eastem 
industrialists selling everything incIuding the blue sky". See generally. Mark R. Gillrn Secltriries 
Regilarion in Cunuda. supra note 9 1. at 1 12. 



example. ( I ) material historical information relating to such elements as assets. eamings. 

nature of operations. and managerial self-dealing. (2) the purposes for which the proceeds 

denved form the offering d l  be used. (3) reasonably accurate financial statements 

prepared in accordance with recognised accounting practices and auditing standards. and 

(4) fonvard-looking developments. events. and contingencies that are reasonably likely to 

occur and to have a matenal financial effect on the enterprise.12' 

By contnst. merit ~gulation rnables the securities authority. cven if there is 

accurate and full disclosure. to prevent the offenng from being conducted if it is 

detemined that such offrring is unfair. unjust or inequitable.12' 

For emeqing markets. it has been suggested that a disclosure approach should be 

adopted to the exclusion o h  ment-based ~ ~ s t e r n . ' ' ~  According to proponents of this 

view. the risk esists that adhcrence to ment regulation in such markets will only serve as 

a subterfuge for government assessments of character. integrin; and goodness.'2J 

Nonetheless. adoption of a disclosure approach alone leaves a gap that needs to be filled. 

Although a disclosure-based systern calls For revelation of material insider dealings. such 

a system fails to address the propnety of even blatantly un fair insider rip-off.. If attractive 

- -- 

'" Material information may bc detined as ( 1) such information that a reasonable invesror would consider 
important in the making ofa decision to buy or seil or (3)  such information that is deemed price sensitive. 
See Basic. /nc r: Levinson. 485 U.S. 234 ( 1988): Australian Corp. L. 1002G. 

"' Gower Report ( U.K. I on Rwior of'lnvestor Protecrion (Part 1-1 984. Part 1 1 - 1985). 

'" Richard B. Tyler. .More about Blue S b c v '  39 It'acih- Q Lee L. Rrv. 899 ( 1982). 41so. SEC. Report of 
SEC S .4 h ison .  Cornmitire on Corporare Disdosure ( 1 977). 

*" John I.A. Burke. *The Estonian Srcunties Market Act: A lesson for Former Republics of the Soviet 
Union'. 2-  CTLlncl .  J. Tramnasional L. 545.550 ( 1994). 



profits are anticipated. many astute investors will purchase the subject secuities 

regardlrss of unfair insider dealings."' 

Irrespective of investor nonchalance. a regulatory system should not stand 

dormant. Moreover. the pro b lem is exacerbated alter the O ffering is completed. rspeciai 1 y 

when the insiden sel1 substantial amounts of stock in the offering whiie retaining a 

sufficient percentage to retain control over the enterprise. In such a scenario. these 

insidçrs would have a greater incentive to unduly benefit themselves at the rxpense of the 

enterprise and unaffiliated security h~ lden . '~ '  

In emerging markets. when issuers ciect to tap unsophisricated investors for funds 

on a widespread basis. the need for disclosure ruid surveillance should prevail. Being 

uninitiated investors. thry are more easily induced to part with their hnds on the basis of 

falsç hopes and outright lies. Although sound regulation cannot prevent the overiy 

gullible from being manipulated. it c m  minimise the degree of investor intoxication 

rnveioping such offerings."' According to Burke. requiring sutEcient disclosure and 

implementing adequate surveillance against fraud should deter sharp practices. If a 

regulatory authority has been çsrablished. the filing with such authority of the applicable 

disclosure documents transmitted to investors should be mandated."~ 

" Stanlq Siegel. The Long .\forch to ~r .lfurket Economy: .d n &rumina [ion of the .Vmv Cumpoqv and 
Src7irities Lmrs of-he People's Reprtblic oj'Ciiinu. in Emerging Finunce Markets und the Role of 
lnrernaiionai Finunce Orgunizutions. 497 ( J .  Norton & M. hdenas eds.. t 996). 

I Tb M. Steinberg. szrpru note 1 17 at 729. 

'" Joel Seligman. *-The Historical Need for a Mandatory Corporate Disclosure Sysrem.*. 9 J. Corp. Lmv 1 
( 1983). 

128 Strpru note 123 at 579-84. 



2.1. DISCLOSüRE AND THE PROSPECTUS REQUIREMENT IN NIGERIA 

Nigerian securities regulations. in ensuring that investors are protected. require 

disclosure on the initiai distribution of securities and to some extent continuous 

disclosure to support secondary market trading.'29 It reguiates bids for securities made for 

the purpose of effecting a takeover and bids for securities made by the issuer of the 

securities itseiE It also regulates the persons who are involved in securities activities. 

Penalties exist for f m d .  negligence and misrepresentation: and regulators cm stop 

trading in particular securities if thep conclude the issuer. promoters or dealers are acting 

irnproperly. 

Consequently. the concept of disclosure remains a central aspect of Nigenan 

securities regulation. The objective of such disclosure is to provide investors with as 

much information about businesses in which they xek to invest. so that such investors 

may make informed choices. Currently. this O bjrctive of disclosure is achieved in 

Nigenan. as in most other junsdictions. by the imposition of a prospectus requirement 

before any sale of securities to the public. The prospectus is a document containing 

statutory mandated. material information about a particular issuer of securities to assist 

prospective investors in their decision to purchase its se~urities."~ Furthemore. if there is 

a ~~i~nificant '" '  change in any matter contained in the prospectus. or if any *sipificant* 

new matter &ses after preparation of the prospectus for submission. suppiementq 

information must be included in the prospectus. 

'" Niserian securities iaws have not been adequately devcloped ro providr for secondary market trading. 
The existing Iaws rnostly provide for primap disclosure. 

130 it atso provides information relevant to valuing the securities. 



The prospectus requirement is expressly provided for under the CAMA and the 

SEC Act. S. 548(1) of the CAMA provides: 

. . . it shall not be lawful to issue any form of application for securities in a public 
company"' unless the form is issued with a prospectus which complies with the 
provisions of section 550 of this Act ... 133 

Section 9(1) of the SEC .-kt.  in addition to requirinp the filin- of a prospectus. provides 

for the funher registration of the securities with the SEC:"" 

"Al1 securities proposed to be otTered For sale to or for subscription pursuant to 
section 6(b)'j5 of this Act shall be registered with the Commission by the issuer 
tiling an application for registration with the Commission. accornpanied by a draft 
prospectus. undrr such t ems  and conditions as the Commission rnay by niles and 
regulation prescribe." 

The test that the prospectus is required to meet is one of full. tme. and plain disclosure of 

al1 matenal facts that relate to the securities issued or proposed to be distributed. 13' 

Section H O (  1 ) ot'CXMA provides that the prospectus must state the rnatters speciîïed in 

131 Interpreted the same way as 'material' information. See supra note 120. 

132 By Sections 22 and 21 of CAMA. a public Company in contradistinction to a private one has more than 
fi@ members. and does not have any restrictions on the transfer of its shares in its articles of association. It 
can also make an invitation to the public to subscribe to its shares and debentures. 

IJ'  S. 553 provides exemptions when the prospectus requirement may be done away with. while S. 550 
provides the contents of every prospectus issued. 

154 S. 547 of CAMA also provides for reeistration of securities issued to the public. 

"' S. 6(b) de& with registration of al1 securities proposed to be offered for sale io or for subscription by 
the public. or to be offered privately with the intention that the securities shall be held ultimately other than 
by those to whom the offers were made. 

136 The purpose of a prospectus is to inform investors. Therefore. the information set forth in the prospectus 
must presented in a clear. concise. and understandable fashion. The term "material" iimits the information 
to those matten to which there is a substantial Iikelihood that a reasonable investor would attach importance 
in determining whether to buy or sel1 the securities registered. See. SEC Guidehes on .-idministrative 
Proceeidings: Mergers. -4 cqzr isitiom und Combinat ions: Prospect uses; Registrations Undenuriters and 
uitdenvriting .4greernents. at p. 20. 



Part 1"' of its Schedule 15 and set out the reports specified in Part 11''~ of that Schedule. 

The said Parts 1 and 11 have effect subject to the provisions contained in Part 

Since the disclosure requirement by means of a prospectus is triggered when a 

transaction involving a w*security" amounts to an *-invitation to the public".'"0 before 

determining when a prospectus would be required under Nigerian laws. the definition of 

-securities' must be properly addressed. A consequence of the dual securities laws. with 

different sources in Nigeria is that there are unintended overlaps between both statures. as 

regards the definitions of securities by the statutes. While Section 650 of the CAMA 

def nes -securities' as including %ares. debentures. debenture stock. bonds. notes (other 

than prornissory notes) and units under a unit trust scheme". Section 19 of the SEC clcr 

de fines securities broadly as: 

any note. stock. treasury stock or certificate. government bond. debenture. 
participation in any profit sharing agreement or in any oi1 or _ras or other mineral 
royalty or Iease. any subscnption. transferable share. investment contnct 
certificate of deposit for a security. or rights or interest (described whether as units 
or othenvise) under an. unit trust scheme. or in general an? instrument commonly 
known as "security' but shall not include currency or any note. dnft bill of 
exchange or banker's acceptance which ha a maturity at the time of issuance of 
not rxceeding nine month. exclusive of the days of grace. or any renewd thereof 
the maturity of which is likewise limited.'"' 

lit These basically 1 ist information penaining to the issuer-s proprietors hip. management and capital 
structure. 

l ;s Auditors and Accountants Reports. 

139 The SEC Further provides in its guidelines supra. for certain statutory and genenl information to be 
disclosed in the prospecnrs. 

I -IO In accordance with S. 6(b) of the SEC .-lcsf and S. 548 ot'CAMA. 

"" This SEC definition replicares that of the US federal securities laws. and thus makes the -investment 
contract' jurisprudence in US and Canadian securities laws part of the Nigerian securities laws. Hence in Re 
Proposed Dmis Imes~nrrni Bond: .4ppruvaVCIearance 119923 1 SLR 95.97-98. the Nigerian SEC relied 
on the US Supreme Court's decision in SEC v. LKJ. Hoivqv Co.. 328 US 293 ( 1946) where an 'investrnent 
contract' was defined as: 



Section 545 of CAMA defines the phrase '-invitation to the public" and it 

rncompasses the Canadian definition of .'pnmary distribution" or "distribution" to the 

public.''" It provides: 

.. . an invitation shall be deemed to be made to the public. if an offer or 
invitation to make an ot-er is- 
ilij pubiished. advenised or disscminated by newspaper. broadcasring. 

cinemûtograph. or any other means whatsoèver: 
(b)  made to or circulated arnong an); persons whether selected as members 

or as debenture holders of the Company concrmed or as clients of the 
persons making or circulating the invitation or in any other manner: 

(c)  made to any one or more persons upon the terms that the persons to 
whom it is madr ma. renounce or assign the benetit of the ot'er or 
invitation or of any securities to be obtained under it in favour of anp 
othrr persons: 

(d) madr to any one or more penons to acquire any secunties dealt in 
upon any stock exchange or in respect of which the invitation States 
that application has been or shall be made for permission to deal in 
those securities in an' stock exchange. 

t.l(a). EXEMPTIONS TO THE PROSPECTUS REQUIREMENT 

The CALMA provides for certain instances when the tïling of. or cornpliance with. 

the statutory contents of the prospectus need not be complird with. These exemptions fail 

broadly under statuton and discretionary exemptions. 

.., a conact ,  transaction or scheme whereb! a person invests his money in a cornmon 
enterprise and is led to expect profits solely from the rffom of the prornoter or a third p q .  it 
being immatenal rvhether the shares in the enterprise are evidenced by formal cenificates or by 
nominal interests in the physical cissets employed by the enterprise." 

'" Formerly. Canadian securities acts required a prosprcnis when there was a *-distribution to the public*.. 
Uncertainty associated with the meaning of the term made planning difficult and may have led to a number 
of issues being sold without a prospectus in situations where prospectus information and statutory liability 
might have been appropriate. To rectif) this. an appmach known as the -cIosed system- has been adopted in 
rnost Canadian s e ~ ~ t i e s  acts. The "closed system" approach is to bring al1 distributions of sectuities within 
the ambit of secun'ties regdation and then -gant specitic exemptions. Mark R. Gillen Senrrities Regufation 
in Cunuda. supra note 9 1 at 102. 



Statutory exemptions include instances where the application form for securities 

was issued in comection with a bona fide invitation to a person to enter into an 

undenvriting agreement with respect to the shares14' or in relation to shares that were not 

offered to the p~blic. '~.4lso the statutory contents of the prospectus do not apply when 

the issue of securities is to existing shareholders o l a  Company. whether or not an 

applicant for the shares has the right to renounce in favor olother persans:''" or when the 

securities issued are or will be in al1 respects uniform with secunties previously issued 

and for the time being dealt in or quoted on a recognised stock exchange.'" Further. 

when a prospectus has been registered with the SEC within six months of the issue. there 

is no need for a new one at the actual time of the issue as long as mention is made of the 

earlier prospectus issued."' Also cxempted from the prospectus requirement is the sale of 

any shares by or under the supervision of the 

Section 553 of CAMA provides for discretionan; exemptions where. in light of 

the s i x  and other circumstances of the issue of securities. and any limitations on the 

number and class of prrsons to whorn the offer is to be made. cornpliance with the strict 

prospectus requiremrnts contained in schedule 15 would be unduly burdensorne. To 

obtain the benetit of such an exemption. an application would have to be made to the 

146 S. 55 l(b). S. 516 estends this exemption to the securities previously issued by companies associated 
with the issuer. This provision does not exist in the Canadian securities laws and could be a potentially 
significant regutatory loophole. 



SEC for a certificate of exemption and the stock exchange where the security is traded or 

quoted is duly notified. 

(b) CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE TO FILE A PROSPECTUS 

Subsections 543(2) and (3) of CAMA provide for penal and civil sanctions 

respectively for failing to file with the SEC and duly deliver io a purchaser a prospectus 

where a prospectus is required. They provide that: 

( 2 )  If an); invitation to the public is made in breach of subsection ( 1  )IJS of this 
section al1 persons making the invitation and rvery otXccr who is in 
default or any body corporate making the invitation shall be guilty of an 
offence and liable on conviction in the case of a body corporate to a fine 
not rxceeding Nj .  000 and in any other case to impnsonrnent for a terni 
not exceeding 2 years or to a fine not exceeding NjOO or to boh  such 
impnsonment and the. 

( 3  If. as a rrsult of any invitation to the public in breach of subsection (1 ) of 
this section any person acquires or disposes of any secunties or deposits 
money with any Company. he shall be entitled to rescind such transactions 
and eithrr in addition to or instead of rescinding. to recover compensation 
for any loss sustained by him from any person who is iiable whether 
convicted or not. in respect of the breach. 

Also. in furtherance of the administrative powers of the SEC pursuant to sections 

15 and 26"' of the SEC Act. the SEC may impose any of the several administrative 

sanctions on the defaulting Party who either failed to file a prospectus as required or filed 

one which did not comply with the strict requirements of the Iaw. For instance. it could 

order ( 1) cornpliance with the delivery obligation: (2) that trading in the security cease: 

1-W Subsection ( 1 ) rnakes it unlawfid for any pcrson to fail to file a prospectus when required or to file one 
that does not comply strictly with the requirements of the law. 

150 Section 26 of the SEC .4cr is the general penaI~ provision for violations of the SEC .-kt. 



(3) a denial of exemptions from the requirements of the securities act or regulations: or 

(4) a reprimand or suspension. cancellation. or restriction of registration for trading.15' 

In SEC v. Afiibank Nigeria PZc. & FBN (:&rchont Bnnkers) L imiled ' '' the 

respondents were invited to appear before the Administrative Hearing Committee (AHC) 

of the SEC to explain why a material fact. to wit. the management of Afnbank had 

decided to embark on a Head Office project. was not disclosed in the prospectus issued 

by the bank during its privatisation in 1993. The AHC after hearing the parties decided. 

FBN (Merchant Bankers) Limitrd was suspended for 3 months from 
functioning as an lssuing House: and 
Afnbank (Nig.) PIC. was suspended from perfoming Rrgistrm' tùnction for 
3 months and was barred fiom performing the h c t i o n s  of an in-house 
registrar. 

(c) LIABILITY FOR PROSPECTUS MISREPRESENTATTON 

Both the CAMA"' and the SEC .4crt5'' providr for both civil and cnminal 

liabilities for misrepresentations contained in the prospectus. A representation is a 

statement of past or present facts that induces a parry to enter into a contract with the 

person who rnakes the representation. "' The statutory liabilities also rxtend to omissions 

of material facts in the prospectus. 

"' SEC' Guidefines. mpru note 136 at 4. 

"' The Srcurities and Exchange Commission Report and Accounrs for the ?car ended 3 1" December. 1994 
at 73. 

'Y Ss. 562.563 and 563. CAMA. 

1 54 Section 18 of the SEC .-kt. 

"' Horsfaii K Thomas ( 1861). 1 H. & C. 90. 158 E.R. 8 13 (Exch. D.): Smith v. Chadivick ( 1884). 9 App. 
Cas. 187 (HL). 



Section 567( 1 ) provides that directors and promoters of the Company who 

consented to act in that capacity and duly authorised the issue of the prospectus are liable 

to pay compensation. to al1 persons who subscribe for shares or debentures on the faith of 

the prospectus. for the loss or damage they rnay have sustained by reason of any unme 

statement included in it. 

Section 563( 1 ) provides for criminal liability of any officer of the Company who 

authorized the issue of the prospectus containing an untme sratement. It stipulates that on 

conviction upon an indictment. such oficer is liablr to rither a term of imprisonment not 

exceeding two years or to a fine not exceeding tive thousand naira'" or to both the fine 

and imprisonment. Such prrson could however be convicted surnmarily and in this 

instance the penalty would br a maximum jail term of three months or a maximum fine of 

five hundred naird5%r both. 

Also. an argument can be made that a shareholder rnay also seek inj unctive relief 

and possibly damages for misrepresrntations contained in a prospectus by virtue of the 

implication of regulation 7( 1 ) to the SEC dct (the SEC'S anti-fraud provision).''g This 

may not be entirely obvious. since regulation 7( 1) does not by its terms create an express 

'" See. SEC E -4fibc1nk. supra note 151. 

' 'O  About S IO0 CDN. 

IFS About S I O  CDN. 

159 Made pursuant to section 23 of the SEC ..let. This regulation is discussed in more detail in the next 
section below. 



civil remedy or penal ~anction.'~' Nevertheless. it has been contended that a pnvate nght 

of action is irnplicit in the regulation for the following rea~ons:'~' 

Firstly. under the common law. where there is a statutory prescription unsupported 

by a civil or penal remedy. the presumption is that a civil right of action accrues to the 

penon who is indemnified by the transgression of the Justice Oputa in the 

Nigerian Supreme Court decision in Bello v. AG. O y  ~tufe'~~ observed that. **the mavirn 

zrhi jus ihi rernrdim is so fundamental ro the administration ofjustice that where thère is 

no remedy provided by either the common law or by statute the Courts have been urged 

to create one."la 

Secondly. following the decision of the Nigerian Court of Appeal in Societe 

Grnerule tir Swwillcnce S A  r. Rmfico Yigeria Lirnited. 16' it would appear that 

Nigerian law is vrry liberal in allowing suits for breach of statutory duty and a plaintiff 

I bu While it is the case that S. 26 of the SEC .-Ici penalises a breach of any of the provisions of the Act, 
thereby giving rise to the possible suggestion that a breach ofany of the SEC's regulations' (such as reg. 
7(1)). which are made pursuant to S. 23 of the Act, assumes the status of a breach of the parent statute. it is 
submitted that this view cannot be correct. The resolution of this issue of statutory interpretation caIls for an 
enquiry as to whether there is such a legislat ive intcnt. The SEC .-ICI indicates in no uncertain terms that 
penalties for a breach of the SEC's regulations are to be stipulated in the regulations themselves. (S. 23(2) 
provides that any rule or regulation made under S. 23( 1 ) may. where appropriate, prescribe penalties for a 
violation- Since those regulations t'ail to prescribe any penalties. it then foIlows that the genenl penalty in S 
16 wilI be of no relevance to a violation of the regulations. 

16 1 T. Ogowewo. "The Role of Target Management in a Tender Offer: The Position in Nigerian Law ''. 
( 1996) JO(1) J..4.L. at 16 - 18. 

Ib' ( 1986) 5 Y. W.L.R. 838. 

16' ( 1992) 6 N.W.L.R. 93. 



need not show that the p r i m q  intention of the statute is to protect his cla~s.'~~ But even 

if such a showing were necessary. it would not be a dificult task for the shareholder to 

argue that he falls within a class for whose benefit regulation 7(1) was promulgatrd. 

Thirdly. section 27 of the SEC i lcr indicates that a violation of Regulation 7( 1)  

was not meant to go ~n~un i shed . ' ~ '  One c m  thus infer that even thou& the regulation 

imposes neithrr a penal nor civil remedy. the courts are likely to imply a civil remedy.'68 

2.1. THE ANTI-FRAUD PROVISION UNDER NIGERIAN  LAW'^^ 

The anti-hud provision in the Nigerian securities Law. Regulation 7(l)  made 

pursuant to Section 23 of the SEC .-kt remains the most potent tool for ensuring investor 

protection under the Nigerian laws. The regulation provides: 

it shall be unlawtùl for any person involved in securities trading to directly or 
indirectly - 
(a) cmploy any device. scheme or artifice to defnud or is capable of 

defiauding any person or institution: 
(b) makr. utter or present any untrue statement of a material fact: 
( c )  omit to disclose a material fact necessary in ordrr not to render any 

statement misleading in the light of circurnstances under which the 
statement \vas made: 

- -- 

Ibb This is unlike English law rvhere the plaintiff has to show that the statutory obligation or prohibition was 
imposed for the benefit or protection of a particular class of individuals that he falls under. See Lonrho v. 
Shdi Perrolttum Co. Ltd (No. 2). ( 1982) A.C. 173. 

167 S. 27 provides as foltows: "The Federal Hi@ Court shall have jurisdiction for the trial of offences and 
violations ansing under this Act and under the rules and regulations made thereunder and of al1 suits 
brought to enforce my liabiiity or d u e  created by the provisions of this Act." 

168 According to a leading authority on statutory interpretation, "if there is clearly no criminal sanction. the 
inference is srronger that a civil sanction is intended". See. F. Bennion. S t ~ t u t o ~  hterpretdon: a Code 
(London. 1992). 45. 

169 The Canadian laws do not have an express ami-hud provision identical to the Nigerian provision. and 
so prirnary cornparison here is to the US. ami-hud provision. more particularly as the Nigerian provision 
was copied fiom that of the US. 



(d) engage in any act. practice or course of business which operates or would 
operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person in connection with the 
purchase or sale of or dealing in any security: or. 

(e) deal in the securities of a Company of which a person is an insider. 

This regulation is pattemed essentially dong the lines of rule lob-5 promulgated 

under section 1 O(b) of the U.S. Srcwities and Exchange . -k t .  1934. ''O The U.S. 

progenitor. Rule 1 Ob4 has been described as a catch-al1 clause to prevent rnanipulative 

de vice^.'^' Its purpose remains to enable the US SEC to deal with new manipulative 

devices in the securities markets that did not exist or were not known in 1934. 

Regulation 7( 1 ) is however much more potent than Rule 1 Ob-5. in that while Rule 

lob-j(a) is limited to proscribing the emp1o);mrnt of any device. schemr. or artifice to 

defraud in connection with the purchase or sale of any security. regulation 7( 1 )(a) goes 

penon or institution. In other words. even if a schemi: is employed which. aithough it 

does not defnud. is nevertheless capable ofdefrauding. there will be a breach of 

Regulation 7( 1 )(a). .41so. unlike mle I Ob-5. insider dealing is now expressly charactensed 

as a manipulative and deceptive act in regulation 7( 1 )(e). 

A considention of regulation 7( 1 ) indicates that repulation 7( 1 )(b) and (c) and 

arguably (d) do not require a showing of scienier.17' lndeed in Emr Q Ernst v. 

'" 15 USCA S78j(a). 

17 l Thomas G. Corcoran. ri speaker for the dmfiers in congress: Hearïng on HR 7852 and HR 8720 before 
the House Cornmittee on interstate and Foreign Commerce. 73rd Cong. Zd Sess.. 1 15 ( 1934). 

li: Adminedly. one cannot with al1 confidence say the same for Reg.7 ( l )(a). where words such as .device'. 
'scheme' and -artificeg are used. Such words carry a connotation of crafi or overreaching. 



Hochfilder. '73 the Supreme Court of the U.S. acknowledged that this was the case with 

regard to mle lob-j(b) and (c). If scienter is not required. a person whose conduct has 

misled or deceived would nevertheless be held to have intiinged regulation 7( 1 ) 

regardless of faul t. l 74 

Z.l(a) THE REGULATION OF INSIDER TRADING IN NIGERIA 

Insider trading c m  be broadly defined as "purchases or sales of secunties of a 

company effected by or on behalf of a person whose relationship to the company is such 

that he is likely to have access to relevant material information concrrning the Company 

not known to the general public'-.'7' 

The notion on which the prohibition of insider trading is based is that trading 

should be bri-ed on .-equal access to inf~rmation"."~ However. somr commentators have 

in the past considered insider trading as a justified perk for insidcrs.'" 

-- - 

17 
( 1976) 423 US 185. rit 193. Here. scirnrrr was defined as "mental state embracing intent to deceive. 

manipulate or dehud'. 

174 However. it is possible that Nigerian courts rnay cal1 on precepts of the tort of deceit to impose an 
internai requirernent of scirnrer. Under the standard espoused in  der^ r: Prrk. at 374. the false 
representation must be made knowingly. or without brlief in its tntth. or reckkssly. careless whether it be 
true or false. This standard has been accepted in Nigeria: .-ibba K .\krndilas & Kmaberis Lrd ( 1964) 3 ALR 
Comrn. 24 1. 

1-5 The Kimber Report. supra note 32 at pan 2.0 1. 

1 76 P Anisman. Insider Truding LegÏslurion f or A usrruliu: -4 n Ori dine a f rhr Ismers und .-l lrernahes 
(Canberra: Australian Govemment Publishing. 1986) at 1. Also see. Tungrre c Céncap Equities .-ilberta Lrd 
( 1996). 39 Alta. L.R. (3d) 29. ( 1996) 6 W.W.R. 76 1 (C.A.) at 766: -... the v e l  purpose of the insider 
trading regulation is to prevent the insider from putting the outsider into a guessing game with the insider 
holding a sure hand." 

IN For examp le. see E. Szockyj. The Law and h i d e r  Trading: In Search of a Lrvrl Plqing Fidd (Buffalo: 
William S. Hein & Co.. 1993) at 5. 



According to the Kimber Report. 

'The ideal secunties market should be a free and open market with the pt-ices 
thereon based upon the fullest possible knowledge of al1 relevant facts among 
traders. Any factor which tends to destroy or put in question this concept lessens 
the confidence of' the investing public in the marketplace and is. therefore. a 
matter of public concem."" 

It is fair to assume that investors do not want to invest in a company where 

insidcrs are known to be trading using inside information. This also decreases their desire 

to invest in securities in genenl because they have less confidence in the rtxciency and 

fairness of the capital markets."' 

Under the common law. it is only in instances where a fiduciary relationship 

rxists bctween the insider and the othrr party to the transaction. would such person who 

deals with an insider in ignorance of the special tàcts be able to obtain any protections 

from the law. Even then. the only statutory sanctions against the insider under the 

comrnon law are criminal. which lie in the absence of civil rernedir~.'~' The common 

law. in recognising the tiduciary duties owed by insiders of the company to the Company 

itseK has failed to recognise the sarne for shareholders of the company."' 

In the 1907 English case of Prrciial K ?vrighrl"-' the Coun of Appeal clearly hdd 

that a director owed no fiduciary duty to a shareholder and therefore could purchase with 

13 The Kimber Report, supra. note 32 at para. 2.02. 

If<) E. Szoclqj. supra note 177 at 6. 

180 The criminal law. although statutoq. was deemed inadequate to protect investors. the standard of proof 
for conviction being proof beyond a reasonable doubt was usually diff~cuIt to meet. See however. R. v. 
Litrler ( 1972). 4 1 D.L.R- (3d) 523. which was based on the new statutory regime. 

ta1 Regal fHastings) Lrd t: Guitirer ( 1942) 1 Ail E.R. 378, ( 1967) 2 A.C, 13Jn (H.L.) 



impunity the latter's shares while in possession of favorable confidentid information 

about the Company. As a result of the limitations of the common law. most jurisdictions. 

in a bid to protecr investors adequately against insider trading. expressly provide in their 

securities laws for regulations and sanctions. 

Insider trading is expressly proscribed under both Chapter V of Pan XVII of the 

CAMA and Regulation 7 in the SEC Act. 

A consequence of this dual proscription under the Nigerian laws is that. there is 

now. nthrr confusinglp. a contlicting definition for the otTensr. While the CAMA 

establishes express civil'" and ~ r i r n i n a l ' ~  liabiiity. the SEC .-kt does not. Further. while 

a tive per cent shareholder is presumed to be an insider under the SEC'S regulations.i8-i 

section 614 of the CAMA simply detinrs an insider as an individual who at any time in 

the preceding six months has been knowingly connected with the Company as a director. 

officer or employee of that Company or a related compmy. 

Bp regulations 7(2) and 29 of the SEC .-kt. "insider trading" occurs when a person 

or goup of pesons who are in possession of some confidential and price-sensitive 

information not genrnlly available to the public. utilise such information to buy or sel1 

securities for the benetït of himself. itself or any penon. whether knowingly or 

unknowingly. 

1s; S. 620 

184 S, 62 1 

185 Reg. 7(3)(v). 



Both S.6 14 of CAMA and regdation 7(3) of the SEC '-id define an "insidei' as an 

individual: 

(a) who is connected with the company during the preceding six months in 
one of the following capacities: 
(i) a director of the cornpany or a related company: 
(ii) an officer of the company or a related company: 
(iii) an employer of the company or a related cornpany: 
(iv) a person in a position. involving a professionai or business 

relationship to the company. as above: 
(v) a shareholder who owns f v e  per cent or more of any class of 

securities or any person who can be deemed to be an agent of 
any of the above listed persons;'86 and. 

(b)  who by virtue of having being connected with the company as mentioned 
above in (a) above has obtained unpublished price-sensitive information in 
relation to the securities of the company. 

Regulation 63 to the SEc .-kt1'' further provides that the offence of insider trading 

applies not only to dralings al a recognised stock exchangr: but extends to off-market 

dealings in advertised securities: so long as: 

(a) the peson who deals in these securities shall quali. as a insider: 
(b )  the person shall be an individual. not a company: 
(c) the person shall have knowingly been connected with the Company dunng 

the preceding six months: 
(d) the person shall have obtained the information by virtue of having been 

comected with the Company: 
(e) it shall be reasonable to espect the person not to disclose the information 

except for the performance of his duties: 
(f) the information shall be unpublished price sensitive information in relation 

to secwities. 

The CAMA leaves the highlighted provision out of its definition. 

tg7 The Interpretations to the Regulations. 



L.l(b). LIGBILlTY FOR INSIDER TRADING 

The CAMA provides ~ i v i l " ~  and criminal l i ab i~ i t~ ' '~  for the contravention of its 

insider trading provisions. 

Section 620 of CAMA provides civil liability for insider trading: and an insider 

found guilty is: 

(a) liable to compensate any person for any direct loss suffered by that 
person as a result of the transaction. unless the information was 
known or. with the exercise of reasonable diligence. could have 
been known to that person at the rime of the transaction: and. 

(b) accountablc to the Company for the direct benefit or advantage 
received or reccivablç by him as a result of the transaction. 

The implication of these provisions is that an insider nred not be a party to the 

securities transaction. If he counsels another person to deal in the securities. he is liablr to 

the other party. 

Section 621 oFCAMA provides for criminal liability ot'cither imprisonment for 

two years on conviction For insider trading or a ilne of five thousand naira (Nj. 000)"~ or 

both such fine and impnsonment. 

Also. insider trading is expressly charactetized as a manipulative and deceptive 

act in regulation 7( 1 )(e). As reitented earlier. even though this regulation imposes neither 

a penal nor civil remedy. the courts are likely to imply a civil remedy. This is particularly 

so as section 17 of the SEC Act indicates that a violation of Replation 7(1) was not 

meant to go unpunished. 

138 Section 620 of CAMA. 

lS9 Section 62 1 of CAMA. 

'* About S60 CDN. 



Despite the fairly detailed insider trading prohibitions in Nigerian securities laws. 

ir is quite surprising that there has not been any SEC prosecution for violations thus far. 

This lack of prosecution points to more endemic problems associated with the 

enforcement of the securities laws in bJigena.I9' 

191 Discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 



2.2. DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS IN CANADA 

In Canada. the objective of disclosure in the various securities statutes is achieved 

by the imposition of a prospectus requirement before a sale of securities to the public. In 

the absence of statutory and discretionay exemptions. most of the securities statutes in 

Canada provide that: 

No person or company shall trade in a security. cither on his own account or on 
behalf of any other person or company. where the trade would be in the course of 
p r i r n q  distribution to the public of the security. until there have been tled with 
the commission both a preliminary prospectus in respect of the offenng of the 
security and receipts thereaf er O btained from the direc tor. 19' 

In tum. "prirnary distribution to the public" in relation to trading in securities is defined in 

Section 1 ( 1 ) of The .bhnitohu Seczrriries .Act (.CiSi!) as: 

tndrs that are made for the purpose ofdistributing to the public 
securities issued by a Company and not previously distributed to the 
public: or 
tndes in previously issued securities of a company for the purpose of 
distributine those secunties to the public where the securities form 
al1 or part of. or are derived from. the holdings of any person. company 
or an? combination of persons or companies holding a sufficient 
number of the securities of that company to materially affect control of 
that company: 

whether the trades are made directlp to the public or indirectly to the 
public through an undenwiter or othemise. and includes any transaction 
or series of transactions involving a purchase or sale or a repurchasr or 
resale in the course of or incidental to such distribution, 

The above provision is intended to ensure that the prospectus requirement covers both 

initial public offerinçs and second-; distributions from .-control blo~ks".''~ This 

19' MSA. s.37 (1): O.S.A. s. 53. 

195 A "conuol person- or block is defined as a person (or group of persons) who has (have) sufficient 
control over voting rïghts to materially affect the control of the issuer. In cenain Canadian jurisdictions. a 
holding of70?/0 is deerned. in the absence of evidence to the contrap. to be suficient to materially affect 
thecontrol ofan issuer. SeeA.S.A. S. I(c.2): B.C.S.A. s.1(1): O.S.A. s-l(1): S.S.A. S. 2(1)(K). 



becomes necessary because both issuers of securities and individuals who control an 

issuer are in unique positions with respect to the aKhin of an issuer. and thus should be 

required to disclose in a prospectus al1 material facts relating to the issuer and its business 

when seeking hnds fiom the public. 

Noteworthy is that although the concept of "public' is central to the :bIs4. the term 

is not deîïned therein. Recoune has to be had to case law in defining the term. Generally 

speaking Canadian judges have approached the term in two ways. The first is to define it 

in a "needs to know" analysis. Simply put. the public are those who do not have access to 

the information of an issuer of securities and thus *.need to know" the information 

required to be contained in a prospectus.'9J The second approach is one that looks at the 

nature of the relationship between an issuer and an individual to determine whether the 

individual is a "close fiend or business associate" and. as such, not a member of the 

public."' Thus. where thrre are *-cornmon bonds" between the issuer and an investor. for 

example. as would exist between. on the one hand. an issuer and an officrr. director of the 

issuer. and on the other hand. an issuer and a spouse or child of an officer or director of 

the issuer. the presumption is that substantial disclosure is not required to protect such an 

investor. 

19J SEC K Rufsron Purina C'o. ( 1953). 346 U.S. 1 1 9 

19' R rr Pirpgras ( 1959). 19 W.W.R. 2 18 (Alta. C.A.). See &o. R v. .\lcKillop ( 197 1 ). J C.C.C. (2d) 390. 
These two cases indicate that a mde in securities will be considered to be a made to the public ( 1 ) 
irrespective of the number of persons who avaiI thernseIvrs of the oppomity to purchse the shiues or 
securities and (2) if t h e  are no common bonds benveen the purchaser and the issuer. 



2.2(a) EXEMPTIONS 

Most Canadian securities statutes provide other ways of distributing securities that 

do not involve complying with the elaborate prospectus disclosure requirement. The basic 

principles underlying the exemptions From the prospectus requirement are the need to 

provide investors who require the information about the securities and the issuer with 

adequate disclosure berore trading is cornmenced. and the need to provide such disclosure 

on an ongoing basis to such investors. The exemptions lie at the core of what is usually 

referred to as the '*closed system" which rxists to protect investors who. because they are 

either not sophisticatrd investon or do not have common bonds with the issuer. need to 

know the information that is rcquired to be disclosed in a prospectus. 

Under the .LIS4 for example. the exemptions can be broadly divided into ( 1) 

statutory exemptions and (21 discretionary exemptions from The Manitoba Securities 

Commission (MSC). 

1. Statutory Exemptions - Thrse faII under two broad categories. nameiy: 

(i) those based on the nature of the trade: and. 

(ii) those based on the nature of the security involved. 

A. Trade based exemptions - These cm be M e r  grouped under three classes: 

( i) Those exempt under S. 1 9( 1 ) of the .LISA and include: 

(a) isolated trades: 
(b) trades to or between registered undenvriters: 
(c) a trade by a Company: 

(i) as a stock dividend: 
(ii) on winding up: or 



(iii) on the conversion of a convertible security. if no commission is 
paid: 

(d) in connection with a rights offering. if not objected to by the director of the 
MSC: 

( e )  a trade pursuant to a statutory arnalgamation. arrangement or rnerger: 
( a trade in connection with a take over bid: 
(g) a trade by a company of its ovm securities to directors. oficers or 

employees of the company or of an affiliate if: 
(i) trades to employees are not induced by expectation of employment 

or continurd ernpioymrnt: 
(ii) options p n t e d  by a public cornpany are authorised by the 

shareho lders: and. 
(iii) trades in exchange for mining. oil or gas claims or properties are 

escrowed. if required by the director. 

(i i)  "Private Placement" exemptions are set fonh in S. 19(3) of the .blS.rl and S. 90 of the 

regulations thereto - These exempt trades made for the purpose of investment (and not for 

resale) where the "aggreegatr acquisition cost" to the investor rxceeds $97.000. While S. 

19(3) appliès to trades made other than to individuals. S. 90 of the Regulation applies 

only to trades to individuals. 

(iii) '-Limited offering regulation" exemptions are set fonh in S. 91 of the regulation 

to the Act. This section exempts: 

(a) trades to an unlimited nurnber of "related purchasen" and up to 15 
"informed purchasers" as defined in S. 89 of the Regulation: and. 

(b) trades to an unlimited number of **relatai purchasen" and up to 50 
'-sophisticated purchasers" as detïned in S. 89 of the Regulation. 

B. Srcurity based exemptions - These are set out in S. 19(2) of the Act and include: 

(a) debt instruments 
( i )  of or guaranteed by certain govemments: 
(ii) the repayment of which is secured by taves 
(iii) of or guaranteed by a bank. trust company or a loan company or an 

insurance company: or. 
(iv) of or guaranteed by the World Bank: 

(b) guaranteed investment certificates of a trust company: 



negotiable promissory notes or commercial paper of a term of not more than one 
year. if each note or commercial paper traded to an individual has a denomination 
or principal arnount of not less than $50.000: 
mortgages or other encumbrances unless secured by a bond. debenme. or 
issued under a trust deed: 
securities evidencing indebtedness due under any conditionai sales contract or 
other title retention contract. if the securities are not offered for sale to the public: 
debt instruments issued by a peeon or company organised exclusively for 
educationai. benevolent. fratemal. charitable. religious or recreational 
purposes; 
securities issued by a cooperative: 
shares or membenhips in a credit union and debt instruments issued by a 
credit union: 
securities of a private company where the public is not solicited: 
securities issued and sold by a prospector for the purpose of financing a 
prospect ing expedition: 
securities issued by a prospecting syndicate where the securities are sold by the 
prospector. if the prospecting syndicate agreement is approved by the director: 
and. 
securities of a prospecting syndicate within the meaning of Part VI. issued by the 
prospecting syndicate. where the prospecting syndicate agreement is approved by 
the dirrctor and the securities are sold to not more than 50 persons or companiês. 

2. Discretionary Exemptions - In addition to the statutory exemptions referred to 

above. the MSC also has the power to issue discretionary exemptions pursuant to S. 

20 of the .CISA and. in effect. under S. 59 of thé .LISA. Under S. 20. the MSC is 

eranted broad authority to exempt "...iuiy trade. intended trade. securîty. penon. 
C 

company or distribution. as the case may be. from al1 or any provisions of this Act or 

the regulations." 



(b) CONTINUOUS DISCLOSURE 

Under Canadian law. once the distribution of securities has ended. the securities 

statutes impose a duty of continuous disclosure on an i ~ s u e r . ' ~ ~  *-Continuous disclosure". 

refen to the duty of an issuer to make public disclosure of the state of its affain on an 

ongoing or continuous basis. The rationale for this duty includes. inter dia: 

(a) to provide holders of the securities of a corporation with current information with 
which to make investrnent decisions regarding. 
(i) whether to sel1 or hold the sharer that they hold: or. 
( i i )  whether to purchase additional shares: 

(b) to provide nrw investon with a method of evaluating the corporation's securities 
as a basis for making a decision as to wheiher to purchase shares: 

(c) to makr it possible for anyone who drsires to determine the value of a 
corporation's securities and a potential price of a new issue: and 

(d) to rnsure efticiency in the structure and organisation of the capital markets and to 
deter ~i-aud.''~ 

The framework for continuous disclosure in Canada is provided by rules in the securities 

statuts that rnsure that an issurr makrs pubiic disclosure of its affairs in a variety of 

circumstances. Thçse rules provide for: 

(i)  timely disclosure of material changes: 
(ii) the use of a detailed tom of proxy. as well as information circulars for the 

solicitation of proxies: 
(iii) financial disclosure: and. 
(iv) pro hibition of insider trading. 

1 'b The du@ of continuous disclosure applies only to the category of issuers usually referred to in the 
securities statutes as "reporting issuers" i.e. those issuers whose securities are traded to persons who need to 
know the information that the issuen are required to disclose: M. Gillen. Seorriries Regdarion in Canada. 
supra note 9 1 at 147. 

197 D.L. Johnston. Canadian Secwities Regzilation (Toronto: Buttenvorths. 1977). 240: V.P. Alboini, 
Canadian Semriries Reguhtion. Vol. 1 (Toronto: Carswell. 1984). S. 18. Srr also ~ClcLuughlin v. S. B. 
McLatcghlin -4ssociutes Lid ( 198 1 ). 14 B.L.R. 46 at 59 ( O - S C ) .  



(i) Timely d i s c ~ o s u r e ~ ~ ~  - Simply put. this is a duty to make a public disclosure when a 

material change occurs in the affain of the corporation. It includes the following: 

(a) issuing and filing a press release that discloses the nature and substance of 
the material change: and. 

(b) filing a report of the material change not later than ten days after the 
occurrence of the material change. 

iiie statutes grnrrdly define "materiai change" ro mean a change rhar (aj is iikeiy 

to have a significant intluence on the value or the market price of the securities of the 

issuer: and (b) is not generally k n o ~ n . ' ~ ~  However. not al1 changes that have a significant 

effect on the marker pnce or value of the securities of a corporation will bç a rnaterial 

change."" Pezirn v. British Cohtmhiri (Superinfendent of'Brokers) illustrates that what 

constitutes material change is not closed and depends on the circumstances of each 

transaction. as well as the nature of the industry in which the issurr is involvrd. 

National Policy No. 40. in an attempt to provide some cenainty in this area 

e~pands this requirement and provides a non-exhaustive list of what could. in various 

instances. constitute reportable **material information".'" The detinition of *-material 

information" is not restricted to "changes" in the business operations or capital of the 

1'18 OSA. S. 73( 1 ): ASA. S. 1 18: QSA. S. 73. Manitoba howrver does not have this provision and provides in 
S. 55 for the filing of an amendment to the prospectus only where there is a material change dunng the 
period of distribution to the public of a securip. 

199 This additional requirement is tound in the QSA. s.74. 

200 According to Alboini. s u p n  note 8 1 at para. 18.1.1. the material change rnust be "a change in the 
business. opentions. or capital of the issuei'. See generally. Pt-im v. British Columbia (Superintendenr of 
Brokers). [1994] Z S.C.R. 357. 

'O' The result of this is that the definition of material changee.. has been extended to include material 
information*.. These policies go beyond the technical requirements of existing securities legislation by 
requiring immediate disclosure by way of press release of 'material information" and notification to the 
relevant securities regulator in advance of issuing any such press release so that a determination rnay be 
made by the regulator whether to hait trading in the issuerts securities. 



issuer and, thus. is broader than the statutory requirement to disclose "material changes' 

in the securities legislation of most provinces. However because the determination of 

what is material remains subjective and is dependent on the particular issuer's affairs. it is 

the reporting issuer who has to determine what information is relevant and must be 

reported. 

(ii) Proxy Solicitations - Prior to the enactment of pro- solicitation requirements in 

various statutes in Canada. the provisions that govemed the solicitation of prosies were 

very lau."' The current proxy rules. in a bid to reduce management powers. influence and 

their use by management to obtain blanket approval for an. policies that they wished to 

put in place. generally speciQ: 

(a) the requiremrnts for the foml of pro-: and. 

(b) the information that must be included in the proxy or "information circulai'. 

Most jurisdictions specify that when voting security holders are being notified of a 

meeting. the management of the reponing issuer must send a proxy fom by prepaid mail 

to al1 such voting security holders. This fom must permit the security holder to appoint 

someone. apart from the person selected on the proxy form. to be the proxy holder. Also. 

the form should permit the security holder to vote not onlp for. but also against. any 

rnatter identified in the notice of the meeting or in the information c i r ~ u l a r ~ ~ '  

'O' R. Crete. The Pro-y- S\wrrn in Cunudian Corporations: .-î Critical .-lnairicis ( Montreal: Wilson & 
Lafleur. 1986). 

"j The information circular should be detailed in its description of the manen to be voted on so that the 
security hoIders can make independent and informed decisions. 



Regulations to the statutes speci% a variety of information that should be included 

in the information circular. These include: 

(i) any interest of the persons who are soliciting the proxies: 
(ii) the narnes of those who have holdings whether direct or indirect of more than one 

hundred per cent of the voting nghts. where this is known: 
(iii) interests of any insiders in any matenal transactions: and. 
(iv) the narnes of those who are paying the cost of soliciting the proxies. 

(iii) Regular financial disclosure - This involves the prepantion and filing of annual 

audited financial statements rvithin 140 or 170 days atier the end of the issuer's financial 

and interim financial statements. which do not have to be audited. quarterly.'u' 

The m u a 1  financial staternents must include: 

(a) an income statement: 
(b) a statement of retained earnings: 
(c)  a balance sheet: and. 
(d) a statement of changes in financial position. 

The statutory periodic disclosure reqtiirernents are supplemented by securities 

commission guidelines. which do not have the force of law but are intended to indicate 

the manner in rvhich the securities commissions would exercise their discretion. Pursuant 

to such policies in Ontario. Quebec. Saskatchewan and British Columbia. a reponing 

issuer. other than a foreign issuer is required to prepare and file with the relevant 

provincial securities commission and to makr available to the public an A M U ~  

information Form ("AIF). 

" The ASA (S. 12 I (  I )): BCSA (BC Reg. 479/9F as am.. S. 136): NSA (S. 79( 1 )): NSSA (S. 84( 1 )): OSA S. 

78( 1)): QSA (S. 75): and SSA (S. 87(2)) require that financial staternents be filed within 140 days of the 
end of the tlnancial year. The MSA (S. l20( 1 )) requires that this be done wirhin 1 70 days. 

'O5 ASA. subs. 120( 1 ): BC Reg. -17919. as am.. S. 1 X( 1 ): MSA. S. 129( 1 ): NSA S. 78( 1 ): NSSA S. 83( 1 )); 
OSA S. 77( 1): QSA S. 76: and SSA S. 86( 1 ). 



The AIF must include a Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) section 

which includes a narrative of the reporting issuer's financial condition and results of 

operation. Several securities commissions require MD&A to accornpany the financial 

statements and prescnbe disclosure guidelines.206 

(iv) Prohibition of insider dealing -This involves the imposition of reponing 

requirements and trading prohibitions on the insiders of reporting issuers and special 

relationship persons. Generally. under the securities statutes. the following three activities 

are prohibited: 

the purchase or sale of securities by a special relationship penon or company who 
or that has knowledge of a material fact or a material change with respect to the 
reponing issuer. where this materiai fact or material change has not been 
previously d i s c ~ o s e d : ~ ~ ~  
the provision of information (or tipping) by the reporting issuer or a special 
relationship person or company to another person. other than in the ordinary 
course of business. of a material fact or material change regarding the reporting 
issuer before such material fact or materiai change is generally d i s c ~ o s e d : ~ ~ ~  and. 
the passing of undisclosed material information or material change. except in the 
ordinary course of business. by a person or company that is proposing to make a 
takeover bid for the securities of the reporting issuer. or to become a party to a 
business combination or amalgamation with the reponing issuer. or to acquire a 
substantial portion of the property of the reporting issuer. before such matenal fact 
or matenal change is pnerally d i s c l o ~ e d . ~ ~  

-- 

'06 The MD&A is intended to give investon the ability to look at the issuer through the eyes of management 
by providing both a historical and prospective analysis of the issuer's business. 

'O7 ASA. S. 1 19(2): BCSA. subss. 68( 1 )(dl. (b) .  and (c): MSA. S. 1 12( 1 ): NSA S. 77( 1 ): NSSA S. 82( 1 )): 
OSA S. 76( 1 ): and SSA S. 85(3). 

'Oa ASA. S. I 19(3): BCSA. S. 68(7): MSA. S. 1 132): NSA S. 77(2): NSSA S. 82(1)): OSA S. 76(2). 

ASA. subs. 1 19(4)(a): BCSA. S. 68: MSA. S. 1 lZ(3): NSA S. 77(3): NSSA S. 82(3)): OSA s. 76(3): and 
SSA S. 85(5). 



"Special Relationship Person or Company" is defined in the various secwities as: 

insiders. associates. and affiliates of a reporting issuer:?'' 
insiders, associates. and affiliates of 
(a) a person or company that is proposing to make a takeover bid for the 

reporting issuer's securi ties: or. 
(b) a person or company that is proposing to become a Party to a business 

combination or amalgamation with the reporting issuer:" ' 
tippees:'12 
persun5 wlio uhed tu be in u spsciai reiaiionship with h e  reponing issuer md 
obtained knowledge of material tacts or material change while in that capacity:"' 
and. 
persons who are directors. officers. or rmployees of: 
(a) a reporting issuer: 
(b) a pcrson who is proposing to make a takeover bid for the securities of the 

issuer. to becomr a pxty to a business combination with the issuer. or to 
acquire a substantial part of the issuer's assets: or. 

( c )  a pcrson èngaged in. or proposing to engage in. any business or 
professional activity with. or on behalf of  the reporting issuer."" 

Under Canadian laws. the penalties that may be imposed upon directors and 

officers for breach of the insider trading rules vary fiom jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

Genrnlly depending on the jurisdiction. directors and officers convicted of trading on the 

basis of undisclosed material information or of providing such information to other 

penons may be subject to ( 1 ) imprisonment for up to five years less a day. (2) a fine of up 

'IO ASA. subs. 9(a)(i); BCSA. subs. 3 ( a ) ( i ~  MSA. subs. I 12(S)(a)(ir: NSA. subs. 77(5)(a)(i): NSSA. subs. 
82(i)(a)(r3: OSA. subs. 76( j)(a)(1] and SSA. subs. 8j( l)(a)(i). 

'1 I ASA. subss. 9(a)(ii) and (iii): BCSA. subss. 3(a)(ii) and (iii): MSA. subss. t 1 Z(j)(a)(ii)and (iii): NSA, 
subss. 77(5)(a)(ii) and (iii): NSSA. subss. 82(5)(a)(ir') and (iii): OSA. subss. 76(5)(a)(ir] and (iii) and SSA. 
subss. 85( l )(a)(ii) and (iii). 

"' ASA. S. 9(e): BCSA. S. 3(ek MSA. subs. I I?(j)(e): NSA. subs. 77(5)(e): NSSA. subs. 82(5)(e): OSA. 
subs. 76(5)(e) and SSA. subs. 85( l )(e). 

''' ASA. S. 9(c): BCSA. S. 3(d): MSA. subs. 1 11(5)(d): NSA. subs. 77(5)(d): NSSA. subs. 82(S)(d): OSA. 
subs. 76(5)(d) and SSA. subs. 85( I)(d). 

ASA. S. 9(c): BCSA. S. 3(c): MSA. subs. 1 12(5)(c): NSA. subs. 77(5)(c): NSSA, subs. 82(5)(c): OSA. 
subs. 76(5)(c) and SSA. subs. SS( l)(c). 



to the greater of $1 million or four times the profit made or loss avoided as a result of the 

contravention or (3) both a fine and imprisonment. 

In addition to fines and imprisonrnent. directors and officers who contravene 

insider trading provisions may be subject to fùrther penalties imposed by the reguiatory 

bodies. These includr the removal of exemptions. cease vade orders. orders prohibiting 

individuals tiom acting as directors or officers of  a Company and costs sanctions. 

Also. provincial securities statutes make directors and senior officers who are in a 

special relationship with a reporting issuer and who breach the insider trading niles civilly 

liable in darnages to penons who sel1 securities to or purchase securities tiom someone 

who tnded on the basis of material confidential inhnnation received from the director or 

officer (a "tippee"). However. to date. there appear to have becn no civil actions in which 

damages have bren recovered under the insider trading and tipping civil liability 

provisions of provincial securities statutes."' 

Lastly. directors and officers who have engaged in tipping or trading on the basis 

of materiai confidential information will also be accountable to the corporation for. and 

will be required to disgorge- any benetit or advantage received. or receivable. as a result 

of the trade or communication. 

115 In response to the lack ofstatutory civil remedies under Canadian securities law for misleading and 
untimely continuous disclosure. in March of 1997 the Corponte Disclosure Cornmittee (the "Allen 
Cornminer;") release a final Report. entitled "Responsible Corporate Disclosure: A Search for Balance" (the 
"Allen Report"). The Allen Rrpon recommended the creation of a limited statutory regime whereby issuers 
and othen who are responsible for misleading conrinuous discloswp may be liable in civil actions bmught 
by injured investors to recover their damages. The most dramaric and conmiversial aspect of the Allen 
Report is its creation of a fom of -'strict l iabi l i~ .*O The Allen Report recommends that where a plaintiff 
br ins a claim for misrepresentation or untimely disclosure. the plaintiff will be deemed to have relied on 
the faulty disclosure in buying or selling the securities in issue. This reverses the usual burden of proof 
standard for civil cases. 



2.4. CONCLUSION 

On a cornparison of the Nigerian securities legislation with the Canadian 

legislation in the principal area of disclosure. one may conclude that the Nigerian 

disclosure laws are extensive and cornrnendable. having being implanted fiom both the 

United States and the United Kingdom laws. However. as has been noted elsewhere. '[a] 

capital market is not created and sustained merely by passing the necessary ~aws'. ' '~ In 

îàct laws. if not properly understood by regulaton and operators. may even negatively 

affect the development of the market. This appears to be the situation in Nigeria. 

The anti-fraud provision. regulation 7( 1 ). made pursuant to the SEC Act. 

pattemed dong the lines of mle 1 Ob4 promulgated under section 10(b) of the US 

Sccurities and Exchange Act 1934 is a prime example of such a norrn that was copied 

from a jurisdiction with an advanced capital market. This provision. as presently framed. 

will be prodigious in generating litigation. since the limiting factors of mle lob-5 are 

absent.'" Surprisingly çnough. not one case exists where regulation 7( 1 ) has been 

invoked in the Nigerian courts. That such a powerful regulation has been in abeyance for 

this long goes to show that either Nigerian lawyers are very unfarniliar with securities 

laws or altematively the law is difficult to invoke in practice in Nigeria. If the former is 

the case. then one can assume that when it is eventually stumbled on. it may be used in a 

wide range of situations: such as in cases of pure corporate mismanagement - blumng the 

"' P.N. Pillai. 5ecuritics Regulation in Malaysia: Emerging Noms of Governmental Regulation* (1986) 8 
Journal of'Comparutiw Business and Capitul Marker Lmv 3 9.42. 

''' T.1. Ogowewo. .-Transposition of Securities Legislation to an Ernerging Market". (1996) 6 JIBL 239 at 
249. 



division between Company law and securities laws. and possibly to attack legitimate but 

novel transactions. or even to regulate the substantive faimess of a transaction. 

Also. as stated èarlier. the laws in Nigeria have not yet been well developed to 

provide for "continuous disclosure" to support secondary market trading. As a result of 

this. the management of companies still have extensive intluence and powers over the 

companies to the exclusion of the shareholders. The current sanctions available to 

regulators provide an inadequate drtenent to disclosure violations in Nigeria and the 

existing remedies available to investors in the secondary markets are so difficult to pursue 

and establish that they are. as a practical matter. largely academic. To this extent. the 

continuous disclosure regulations in Canada could be adopted to make for a proper 

developrnent of the secondary market in Nigeria. 

Consequently. the Niçerian laws could be arnended to adopt a statutory "strict 

liability" mode1 as recornmrnded by the Allen Report in Canada. Such a provision would 

add a significant deterrent to misleading disclosure by providing a remedy by which 

injured invrstors c m  serk at least partial compensation for disclosure violations without 

unduly penalizing innocent market participants. This would encourage minority class 

action suits. by making them more accessible in Nigeria and thereby solving to some 

extent the related problem of Nigerian shareholders being w-idely dispened and having 

small shareholdings. 



Chapter 3 

THE REGULATION OF SECURITY MARKET PARTICIPAVTS 

3.0. INTRODUCTION 

The second cornerstone of investor protection in securities regulation is achieved 

by regulating financial intermediaries such as brokers. dealers. undemiriters. portfolio 

managers and advisers. who are the principal actors in the industry. The regulation of 

these market opentors is aimrd at developing and maintaining public confidence in the 

markets by addressing such issues as pressure selling. conflicts of interest. professional 

cornpetence. and the risk of business failure. 

Financial intermediaries rrmain essential players in the securities industq. They 

provide needed liquidity. structuring of transactions. and. at times. capital to emerging 

securities markets. Their roles rnay rmgc from an invrstment banker. orchestrating a 

distribution of securities on behalf of an issuer. to that of a broker acting as agent for 

clientele. or a dealer engaging in transactions for its own account. Because of their 

function in the stnicturing and consummation of securities dea 

particularly invrstment bankrrs. o f  en control the red or green 

cornpietion and marketing of securities deals? 

1s. tinancial intermediaries. 

light to the successhl 

With this power cornes the risk of abuse. Thus. financial intermediaries rnay 

engage in irnproper conduct such as stock manipulation. insidrr trading. charging 

undisclosed and excessive commissions. and a broad range of othrr unfair practices. They 

may also run atoul of standards relating to financial integrity. Failure to retain adequate 

"' See. Chns-Crafi ~ndtls-. Inc. v. Piper .lircrofr Corp.. 480 F3d 341.380 (Zd Cir. 1973): Marc I.  
Steinberg. Semrities Regufution: Liabi[ities und Rrmedies para 5.04(4) ( 1 996). 



capital. accunteiy record trades. and provide effective settlement and clearing 

rnechanisms will w e a k  havoc not only on the delinquent operator. but. if severe. upon the 

affected market."' 

Also. if investors cannot fully assess the quality of securities market actos. the 

problern of adverse selectionEO may M e r  plaguç activities in the industry. The less 

financially responsible. less honest. and less competent operators who cm operate at 

lower cost may drive more financially responsible. more honest and more competent ones 

out of the industry. The risk of substantial loss fiom dealings with these less competent 

operators may. in the long run. cause investon to discount the value of the services 

provided by industry mcmbers. or the value of the sccuritiçs themselves. In short. 

investors will .*lose contldence" in securities markets. 

In light of the above. secuntirs markets. and more pxticularly emerging ones. 

m u t  oversee financial intermediq practices from both fraud and financial integrity 

perspectives. Regulations that set and enforce standards of financial responsibility. 

honesty and competence are the means by which most jurisdictions stnve to maintain 

proper ethical standards and professionalism. coupled with ensuring improved allocation 

eficiency in the secunties industry. 

Registration by such financial intermediaries as investment advisen. brokers. and 

dealers with the applicable government regulator or SR0  should be mandated. 

Compulsory registration enables the regulator to quali% those meeting defmed standards. 

- - 

219 Ralph E. Jcnvey. Regulation ofrhe Seairi~ies and Commodities Markers paras. 4.0 1 -.O2 ( 1992). 

no Adverse selection is said to occur to the extent that buyen are unable to distinguish higher quality h m  
lower quality products. In such circumstances. the lower quality producü will tend to drive out die higher 
quality pmducts. a variant of the sixteenth cenniry. Thomas "Coresham's law- relating to currencies. 



acts as a tracking procedure for identifying subject intermediaries under its ovenight 

authority. and serves as a fee-generating vehicle for costs incurred. 

These fees (as well as tau levied on brokerage commissions) also may be used to 

establish a system of investor insurance to provide protection against catastrophe should a 

broker-dealer becomr insolvent or abscond from the juri~diction.~' 

To induce financial intermediaries to follow specified requirements and to redress 

instances of misconduct. the applicable regulator must also have sufficient enforcement 

7 7 7  

powers.--- These powen should cover the broad range of prospective noncornpliance. 

Irrespective of the adoption of relatively comprehensive procedures with respect 

to financial intermediaries situated within its borders. vigilance also needs to be directed 

ai cross-border broker-dealer practices. In today's npidly changing technological world. 

there esists the continual threat of h u d  by financial intermediaries and other market 

participants from locations abroad. having adverse ramifications in the atkcted local 

securities market. To help p i r d  against such cross-border abuses. understandings of 

cooperation should be rntered into with securities authorities from other nations.'" 

Gregory S. Crespi. The Reach of the Ftderal Regisnation Requiremenü for Bmker-Dealers and 
Investment Advisers-. 17 Sec Reg. L.J. 339 ( 1990): David A. Lipton. '-A Primer on Broker-Dealer 
Registration-. 36 Curh. CL.  Rev. 899 ( 1987). 

777 - Enforcement mechanisms are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 

Michael D. Mann et al.. -Developmenü in [mernational Securities Law Enforcement and Reguiation ", 
( 1995) 29 Inr 'l Lmv 729: Harvey L. Pitt & David Hardison, "Games Without Frontiers: Trends in the 
International Response to 1 nsider Trading". ( 1992) 55 Law B Conrentporaty Probiems at 192. 



3.1. REGULATION OF MARKET PARTICIPANTS IN NIGERIA 

3.l(a) THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENT 

Registration is generally considered to be the first step in market regulation and 

has remained one of the most important and perhaps effective means of ensurine that 

investors are protected within the Nigerian capital market. 

As observed by Lord Atkin in L p b w n  v. : b ~ a ~ i r n d . ~ ~  the purpose behind the 

imposition of registration requirements is to ensure *.that persons who carry on the 

business of dealing in securities shall be honest and of good repute and in this way ... 

protect the public from being de f~uded . "~ '  

Section 6(d) of the SEc Act riscribes the registration functions to the SEC by 

expressly mandating the SEC to register. 

"stock exchanges or their branches. registrars. investment advisers. 
securities dealers and their agents and controlling and supervising their 
activities with a view to maintaining proper standards of conduct and 
prokssionalism in the securities bus in es^.""^ 

Also. Section 14(1) of the SEC Regulations tùrther provides that. 

"-4 brokrr or dealer or any agent of a broker or dealer or any investment adviser or 
registrar shall not e f ic t  any transactions in. or induce or attempt to induce the 
purchase or sale or tmnsfer of. any security unless such a broker or dealer or his .. agent or investment adviser or registrar is registered ... 

Consequently. no prrson or company shall: 

(a) trade in any securîty unless that security is registered and the person or 
company is registered as a BrokeriDealer or as a dealing clerk or as a 
stockbrokerage tirm: and. 

[1932] A.C. 3 18 (P.C.). 

22s Ibid.. at 324. 

E6 The CAMA does not have any equivalent provision. 



(b) act as lssuing  ous se."' Lnvestrnent Adviser. BrokerlDealer. Registrar. 
Stock Exchange. Portfolio Manager. Management company. undenniter. 
etc.. unless an application for registration has been made in accordance 
with the SEC Act and the Regulations and the person or company has 
received written notice of the registration from the SEC and. where the 
registration is subject to terms and conditions. the person or company has 
complied with such terms and ~onditions."~ 

in çarrying  ou^ ils responsibiiities of ensuring tiie proper protection of invesrors 

and fair dealings in securities transactions. the SEC has the power to examine the records 

and affain of. and to cal1 for information frorn. any market operator as necessary to give 

effect to provisions of the SEC .-f~.r.~'' 

Also. the SEC may. if in its opinion the public interest and the protection of 

investors so require. and afier notice and opportunity for hearing have been given to the 

affected person. suspend for a prnod of not exceeding twelve months or. with due 

approval. revoke the registration of a security or any person registered pursuant to the 

SEC .4 cr 

(b) OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

A p m  Frorn the reçistntion requirements. Nigerian securitics Iaws contain other 

specific provisions and guidelines. which seek to regulate the activities of the principal 

instinitions/participants in the securities industry. namely: (i)  The Stock Exchange: (ii) 

.- 

-7: - Issuin_g tlouses are financial intermediaries that float large issues of securities on behalf of issuen of  
securities. This terminolog is not used in Canada. but the functions of Issuing Houses are to a large extent 
identical to those of fnvestment Dealers in Canada. 

Es SEC guidelines. supra note 1 36 at 28. 

229 Reg. 5.  

' j O  Section 24. SEC .-lcr. 



Registrars: (iii) Investment Advisers/Ponfolio Managers: (iv) BrokerslDealers and (v) 

Undenvriters. 

(i)  THE STOCK EXCHANGE 

A stock exchange is an organised market where buyers and sellen through 

stockbrokrrs cornpetitively .%id" and .*offri' for listed ~rcurities.~" 1t provides facility 

for transactions in securities issued by govemments. companies and institutions. 

Regulation 1 1 ( 1 ) to the SEC' .4cr expressly provides for registntion of "al1 stock 

exchanges and branches thereof with the SEC". An eschange is registered only if it 

appears to the SEC that the exchange is organised in a manner as to comply with 

provisions of the rules and regulations stipulated by it and that the rules of the stock 

exchange are designed arnong othrr things to: 

(a) comply with the SEC Act and regulations made thereunder: 
(b) prornote just and equitable dealings in securities: 
(c) prevent manipiilative acts and practices: 
(d) provide for appropriate discipline of its members for violations of its own 

rules and of the SEC Act and Reguiations: and. 
( e )  rnsure a fair representation of its mernbers in the selection of its directon 

and administration of its affair~.?~' 

Furthemore. regulation 1 1 (3)(b) requires a registered exchange to fùmish the 

SEC 'with copies of any amendments to the rules of the exchange forthwith upon dieir 

adoption'. Also. the exchange is required by law to file with the SEC copies ofa report of 

-' S.  29 of the SEC -4ci de tines the -Exchange.' as the Nigerïan Stock Exchange and any other exchange 
registered by the SEC which consrinites. maintains or provides a market place of facilities for bringing 
together purchasers and selien of securities or for othemise perfoming with respect to securities the 
functions perfomed by a stock exchange as the terni is genenlly undentood and includes the market place 
and market facilities maintained by such exchange. 

"'section II. SEC .4ct and Reg. 1 l(4). See also SEC guidelines. supra note 136. para. 3.2. at 30. 



any proposed amendment. or repeal of or any addition to. its rules not less than thirty days 

(or such shorter time as authorised by the SEC) before an? action is taken on such 

arnendment. repeal or addition by the exchange. 3; 

In accordance with Section l3( 1) of the SEC dcr. even &er the exchange is 

registered and has commenced activities. written quarterly reports on its activities for 

each quater must be submitted by it to the SEC. 

From the above. it is clcar that the responsibility for regulating the Stock 

Exchange in Nigeria is vested in the SEC. The SEC is the apex investment protection 

body in the capital market. and it carries out its responsibilities by employing a number of 

regdatory dcvices. such as registration. nile-approval and administrative reviews of the 

activities of the stock exchange. 

Regdation 6 1 to the SEC .-fer also provides that an. market operator directly 

affected by any direction. order or decision made under any by-law. rule or regulation of 

the exchange or an- of its branches m. apply to the SEC For a hearing and review. 

punuant to Section 6(t) of the SEC' -4 

(ii) REGISTRARS 

The SEC Act defines O-registrars" and brings them under the control of the SEC. 

"Regisuai' is defined as a Company registrar engaged in the keeping of the register of 

133 Reg. 45( 1 ). 

2 4  Section 6(f) of the SEC ..Lcr charges the SEC with the duty of acting as the apex regdatory organisation 
for the Nigenan capital market induding the NSE and its branches to which it wouId be at liberty to 
delegate powers. 



members and shareholden and performing other auxiliary functions for his Company or 

othrr companies or instit~tions.~'~ 

The SEC Regulations provide that al1 applications for reeistration as registrars 

must be filed with the  SEC."^ Registrars are M e r  charged with the responsibility of 

retuming surplus moneys due to subscribers or purchasers of securities within founeen 

days of the allotment of shares2" and also of issuing share certificates to allottees of 

shares within thirty days of the all~tment."~ The' are also charged with certain 

responsibilities regarding entries in the registers kept by them and are obligated to 

maintain current records of al1 their transactions"' for a penod of not less than six years. 

which musr br  made availablc at al1 times for examination by the  SEC."^ 

( i i i )  [NVESTMENT ADVISERS AND PORTFOLIO MANAGERS 

"Invesunent Adviser" is defined as any person who. for compensation. engages in 

the business of advising othrrs either directly or through publication or writings. as to the 

value of securities or as to the advisability of investing in. purchasing or selling securities. 

232 Section 29. SEC.-lcr: Reg. 63. Ausiliaq services include contirmation of signatures of msferon in case 
of the transkr of shares. despatch shamstock certiticates to their respect ive owners afier allotment. issue 
interest and dividend warrants and fonvard notices of meetings together with Annual Repons and Accounts 
to shareholdcrz'stockhoIders. SEC guidelines. szipru note 136 at 3:. 

3 7  Reg. 26. Lace payments accrue interest in accordance with Reg. 26(2). 

3 4  Reg. 27. 

239 Reg. 29. 

2.10 Reg. 30, 



or who. for compensation and as part of a regular business. issues or promulgates 

analyses or reports concerning securities but does not include: 

a bank. or any bank holding company. which is not an investment 
company: 
any Iawyer. accountant. engineer or teacher or other professionais whose 
performance of such service is solely incidentai to the practice of their 
profession: 
any broicer or deder whose perhrmance of such services 1s solely 
incidentai to the conduct of his business as a broker or dealer and who 
receives no special compensation therefor: 
the publisher of any bona fide newspaper. news magazine. or business or 
financial publication of general and regular circulation: or 
any person whose advice. analyses or reports relate to no securities othcr 
than securities which are direct obligations of or obligations guaranteed as 
to principal or interest by the Federal Republic of ~i~er ia .""  

"Portfolio Managers" are advisers registered for the purpose of rnanaging the 

investment portfolio of clients through discretionary authority granted by the client2'"and 

are required to submit with the SEC before registration rvidence of a fidelity bond or an 

undertriking to obtain such a bond.'43 

Investment Advisers must be registered with the  SEC'^ and are required to 

maintain and keep accurate and current books and records relating to their investment 

advisory business. in accordance with Regulation 20 to the SEC .4cr. Such books and 

records are to be maintained and preserved in a readily accessible place for a penod of not 

less than five years From the end of the year when the last entry \as made. 

24 1 Reg. 63 

' 4 % ~ ~  guidelines. supra note 136 at 36. 

"' ibid.. a[ 34. 

244 Reg. 17. 



(iv) BROKERS AND DEALERS 

"Brokers" are defined as persons engageci in the business of effecting transactions 

in securities for the account of othen. "Deaien" on the other hand are persons engaged in 

the business of buying and selling securities for their own account. through a broker or 

any penon. so long as they buy and sel1 securities for their own account. rither 

individually or in some fiduciary capacity but not as part of a regular bus in es^.'^' 

Both broken and dealers are required to file applications for registration with the 

SEC and must include with their applications a statement ot'their financial condition. in 

such detail as will disclose the nature and amount of their assets. liabilities and net worth 

as of a date within sixty d e s  of the date on which the statement is tiled. Also. al1 such 

applications must be accompanied with an oath or affirmation deposing to the correctness 

of the information containrd in their application.'4h 

Once the registration of a broker or dealer is suspended or revokrd pursuant to 

Section 24 of the SEC .-kt. such a market operator shall not be able to effect any 

transactions in or induce the purchase or sale of securities on the Nigrian Stock 

Exchange. unless the SEC has re-registered such peson. 

ïhe SEC guidelines provide further that brokers and dealers seeking registration 

must also sign an undertaking to obtain pnor approvai of the SEC in respect of any 

undenvriting agreement for an issue. 

145 S .  29. SEC .-la: Reg. 63. 

1% Regulations 13 and 14. 



(v) UNDERWRITERS 

Underwriten are in the business of insuring the sale of an issue ofsecurities and 

can br typically defined as persons or companies who agree to purchase securities with a 

view to distributing them?' or who ottèr for sale or sel1 securities in connection with a 

di~tribution.~''~ The SEC defines undenvriting within the Nigerian context as an 

arrangement whereby an underwriter undertakes for a permissible commission to pay an 

issuer of a security at a predetermined date. an arnount based on the pnce of the shares 

determined by a pricing authority with a view to resalc and not as a form of inve~trnent.'~~ 

Althouph there are no express provisions in Nigerian securities laws goveming the 

registntion of undem-riters. in practice the. are bound by the sarne registntion 

requiremrnts goveming brokrrs and dealers in light of the similarity in their îùnctions. 

More particularly. the SEC guidelines provide that no person ma- act as an underwriter in 

any public issue of securities unless the SEC registers such a penon. and that a11 

undenniters m u t  comply with the provisions of Sections 7 and 9 of the SEC .4cr.?50 

3 7  I.c. acting as principal. 

'48 1. e.. acting as agent. 

249 SEC Guidelines on Administrative Pmceedings. supm note 136 at 38. 

30 Ibid. the SEC guidelines further pmvide re@uation requirements similv to those required for bmkers 
and dealers at 39-40. 



3.2. REGULATORY PROBLEMS AND CONFLICTS IN NIGERIA 

A consequence of the inadequate delineation of the repulatory and fictional roles 

of the SEC and the NSE has led to occasional regulatory conflicts within the Nigerian 

securities industry."' In 1995. the SEC institutrd legal proceedings against the NSE 

following the NSE's refusal to list the shares of W M  pic on the ground that the issuing 

house (Eko International Bank). being a commercial bank. was legally not competent to 

l j i  

act as an issuing house.--- The maner was howevrr settled out of court when the Minister 

of Finance intcrvened. In 1996. the NSE again ignored the drcision of the SEC nullifying 

a11 transactions recorded in the equity of Owena Bank plc. çven though the SEC was of 

the virw that such trading amountrd to a violation of section 14(4) of the SEC Act which 

prohi bits the trading in unregistered securi ties. 

The issue that led to the litigation mûsks a deeper regulatory problem in the 

regulatory system. to wit. the undermining of self-regulation. Once the rules of an 

txchange are approved (or deemed to be approved) by the SEC. then it would be wong 

for the SEC to dispute its subsequent correct application by the Exchangr. So in the 

matter that Ird to Seciiritirs und Erchange Commission i: The .Vigerian Stock 

~ w h o n ~ e ?  since under the NSE's niles an issuing house musr be a member of the 

Exchange. as Eko Bank was then not a mrmber of the Exchange. it could not act as an 

"' Ser 'SEC. .VSE .Clore Toiwrds Show D o w  '. National Concord 20 March 1996. See also. C Onwuekwe. 
"Admission into Membership of the Nigerian Stock Exchange: Fight of Two Unequals" (1995) 2 Lmyer 's  
Bi-rtnmtal (No. 2 )  250. 

727  -- Securities and Erchange Commission v. The Nigwiun Stock Erchange: Suit No. FHC\I\CS\ 1 066\94. 
The matter was however eventually senled out of court when the Minister of Finance intervened by 
convening a meeting of the parties and directing that the NSE should comply with the SEC order by listing 
the affected securities within a specified period. 



issuing house under the rules of the Exchange - rules which. incidentally. should be taken 

to have been approved by the SEC under regulation 1 1. 

It shows that the SEC has in sorne respects faiailed to give full expression to the 

idea of self-regulation. Certainly. its actions in the matter depict it as a body that has 

corne to view its status (the highest regulatory body in the Nigerian capital market) as 

confemng on it absolute or plenary control over al1 aspects of the capital market that fa11 

within the ambit of its enabling stature. the SEC .-let. This is. of course. wong. The NSE 

should be able to regulate a fair degree of its o ~ n  activities without the SEC'S 

intervention. This. after d l .  is the essence of self-regulation within a statutory tiamework. 

and the legislative intent behind the enactment of the SEC k t  is consistent with this. The 

same c m  be said of the CAMA. which builds ~el~regulation into the statutory regime 

dealing with public of fer^.^'" 

~ 5 '  S .  553 CAMA. which allows the NSE to gant a cenificate of exemption where a public offer of 
securities is made. 



3.3. REGULATION OF MARKET OPERATORS IN CANADA 

The overseeing of stock markets in Canada is mostly a self-regulatory process. 

While in principle the activities of participants are regulated by provincial securities 

commissions. these bodies themselves have .pically delegated much of their authonty to 

the eschanges and to the Investrnent Dealers Association (IDA). 

With few variations. the securities statutes of the various Canadian jwisdictions 

generally provide that no person or corporation c m  engage in a trade in securities in a 
L 

variety of capacities unless registered with the appropriate replaton: body. in accordance 

with the relevant securitirs statutes. and complies with any terms and conditions that may 

be irnposed."' The prohibited trading capacities speci fied in the various securities 

statutes include brokers. security issuers. dealers. undenuiters. advisers. and 

salespersons. 

A person who trades. underwrites or advisrs without registration can be subject to 

pend  sanction^."^ and the purchaser is entitled to a rescission of the agreement and 

recovery of an- purchase pricc paid.''7~lso. registrants are subjrct to regulatory 

requirements. and noncornpliance with these requiremrnts c m  lead to suspension or 

cancellation of registration.'" 

- - 

*<< 
--.4.S.A.s.54(1): B.C.S.A.s.20(1): M.S.A.~.~:N.B.S.A.S.~'(I):N~~~~S.A.S.~~(I):N.S.S.A.S.~I(I): 
N.W.T.S.A. S. 4: O.S.A. S. 231): P.E.I.S.A. S. 2: Q.S.A. S. 148: S.S.A. S. Y ( \ ) :  Y.S.A. s.3. 

'.'6 -4.S.A. S. 161(I)(c): B.C.S.A. S. 138(l)(c): M.S.A. S. 136(I)(c): N.B.S.A. S. 4 I ( I ) :  Nfld.S.A. S. 122(1)(c) 
: N.S.S.A. S. 129(l)(c): N.W.T.S.A. S. 49(c): O.S.A. S. 122(l)(c): P.E.I.S.A. S. 28(1): S.S.A. S. I31(3)(c): 
Y S.A. s,46(c). 

3 7  Onturia /Seclrrities Commission) E British Cmadian Cornmodity Oprions Ltd. ( 1979). 93 D,L.R- (3d) 
208 (Ont. H.C.). See also Re KrIernen 6ettkmenr .-îgreernent) ( 1996). 10 C.C.L.S. 1 6 1 (Alta Sec. Cornni,). 

-'A.S.A. S. 56(1): B.C.S.A. S. IJJ(I)(f): M.S.A. S. 8(1): N.B.S.A. S. 12(l)(c): NfId.S.A. S. 28(1): N.S.S.A. 
S. 33(1): N.W.T.S.A. S. 10(I): O.S.A. S. 27(1): P.E.I.S.A. S. 3(S): Q.S.A- S. 153: S.S.A- S. 29(1): Y.S.A. s.8. 



All of the securities statutes provide that. upon an application for registration. a 

specifiçd regulatory ~fficial''~ may gant registration iE in the opinion of the official. the 

applicant is suitable for registration and the registration is not objectionable. The various 

registration provisions then vest in the regulatory official a considerable arnount of 

discretion to determine the suitability or othewise of any registration. 

Although most of the securities statutes do not expressly provide the criteria 

which may determine the suitability of any registration by the regulatory oficial. the 

various regulations made punuant to the statutes provide certain requirements that need 

to be satisfied by an applicant for registration. These include generally. ( 1) capital 

requirements.260 (2) record keeping and reporting requiremerdb' (3 )  business practice 

requirements.'6' (4) segregation of f~nds.'~' ( 5 )  proficiency and qualification 

req~irements.'~ and (6) financial staternents and audit req~irernents.'~' Funher. most 

registrants involved in trading in secuities must contribute to a contingency k d .  cg. the 

This regulatory ot-cial may be the Director. the Registrar. or the Adminisrrator of the appropriate 
regulatory body in the relevant province. 

2 6 0  Alberta Reg. 46i87. as am.. S. 23: B.C. Reg. 479195. as am.. ss. 19-20: N Reg. 805,'96. as am.. S. 95: and 
R.R.S. c. 542.2. Reg. 1. as am.. S. 19( 1 ). ln order to be regisrered. an applicant for repismtion is required 
to have a minimum net free capital to meet its obligations. Srcuritics administrators may also require the 
registrant to post a bond in an amount considered appropriate to protect the interests of the registrant's 
clients. 

26 1 A. Reg. 46/87. as am.. S. 19: B.C. Reg. 479!95. as am.. S. 26; N Reg. 805196. as am.. S. 1 O 1: and R.R.S. 
c. S42.2. Reg. 1. as am., S. 25,  

"' BB.. Reg 179i95. as am.. S. 30: N Reg. 803'96. as am.. S. 104: and R.R.S. c. SJ2.2. Reg. 1. as am.. S. 

I S. 

163 A. Reg. 46i'87. as am., S. 32-2: B.C. Reg. 4791'95. as am., S. 30: N Reg. 805196. as am.. S. 104: and 
R.R.S. c. S-12. Reg. 1. as am.. S. 28. 

16., B.C. Reg. 479/95. as m.. ss. 60: N Reg. 80396, as am.. S. I I l :  and Y Reg. O.I.C. 1976; 176. as am.. S. 

7. 



Canadian Investor Protection Fund which is intended to provide protection to clients in 

the event of a business faiiure of the registrant. 

The registration requirements are intended to address concems with respect to 

such matters as the financial stability and competence of industry participants. and 

potential conflicts of interest between industry participants and their clients. Cornpliance 

with the requirements intended to address these concems is enforced through penal 

sanctions and a variety of administrative sanctions including repnmand. suspension. 

cancellation of registration and restrictions on the registrant. 

To ensure the professional competence of market opentors. courses are offered to 

market openton by associations such as the Canadian Securities Institute. the Lnvestment 

Dealers Association. and the Institutr of Chartered Financial ~ n a l ~ s t s . ' ~ ~  There are also 

minimum apprenticeship periods. For instance. to becorne a dealer one normally needs to 

( I ) complete the Canadian Securities course. ( 3 )  complete the Canadian Investment 

Finance course. (5) complete the tint year of the Canadian Financial Anaiysts course. and 

(iv) have donc financial analysis for at lest five years with three of those years under the 

supervision of an advisor responsible for the administration of investment portfolios 

having an aggregate value of at least 6 1 m. 

Bro k m  and advisors are also required to comply with the '-know your ciienf ' 

rules before giving advice to or managing the portfolio of a particular client. These rules 

provide that they are supposed to know the investment needs and objectives of the client 

165 A. Reg. 46/87. as am.. S. 30: B.C. Reg, 479i95. as am.. S. 43: N Reg. 805i96. as am.. s. 1 10: and R,R.S, 
c. S J 1 3 .  Reg. 1. as am.. S. 26. 

266 See A. Reg. ss. 41-45: B.C. Reg. ss. 59-61: Nfld. Reg. ss. 1 1  1.1 12: N.S. Reg. S. 41.42: 0. Reg. S. 110. 
I i 1: P.E.I. Reg. S. 39: S. Reg. s. 37.38. 



in order to ove advice or make decisions that are consistent with such needs and 

objectives. 

(i) STOCK EXCHANGES 

In Canada. the stock exchanges are the major sel f-regdatory organisations (SROs) 

with respect to the regulation olsrcurities markets?' These are the Toronto Stock 

Exchange. the Canadian Venture Exchange (cDNX)?' and the Winnipeg Stock 

~xchan~e. '~ '  They are non-protit oqanisations created by statutes to facilitate trading in 

securities through the members of the exchange. To cany on the business as stock 

exchanges in a province. they must be recopised by the respective provincial securities 

commission.270 

The exchanges pass by-laws and rules to govem the qualifications and continued 

fitness of mrmbers. set requirements for the listing of securities of issuen and the 

conditions to be met by listed issuen to maintain their listing. and drfine the manner in 

which trading in listed securities is to br conducted by their members. The exchanges also 

issue policy statements providing guidelines as to how they will exercise the discretion 

left to them by their by-laws or rules. 

3' Other SROs include the Investinent Dealen Association (IDA). the Canadian Securities Institute. the 
investinent Fun& institue of Canada. the Institute of Chmered Financial Analysts. Clearing agencies and 
depository institutions. 

'' The CDNX was established with the rnerger of the Vancouver and Albena Stock Exchanges on 
November 29. t 999. 

269 The Winnipeg Stock Exchange is scheduled to merge into the CDNX in October 1000. 

170 See A.S.A. S. 52: B.C.S.A. S. 12: M.S.A. S. 139: Nfld.S.A. S. 24: N.S.S.A. S. 30; O.S.A. S. 23: Q.S.A. S. 

169: S.S.A. S. 25. 



The various provincial securities commissions have powers to review and make 

decisions respecting a by-law. rule or other regulatory instrument or policy. or a direction. 

decision. order or ruling made under a by-law. rule or policy of a stock exchange.'" They 

may also review and make decisions on the procedures or practices of a stock exchange. 

or may review and make decisions on the manner in which a stock exchange carries on 

business. the trading of securiries on or through the facilities of a stock exchange. a 

security listed and posted for trading on a stock exchange. or issurrs whose securities are 

listed and posted for trading on a stock exchange. to ensure that the issuers comply with 

the securities act and regulations.27' 

(ii) iNVESTMENT ADVISERS 

The various provincial securities acts provide that a person cannot act as an 

adviser unless that person is repistered with the appropriate regulatory body as an adviser. 

The prohibition also applies to persons who act on behalf of registered advisers. With the 

exception of the Qirrbec Seczrrities .-l~t."~ al1 the othrr statutes that provide for the 

registration of advisers define "adviser" as a person or Company who (1) engages in the 

business of providing advicr. or (2) holds himself. herself or itsrlf out as engaging in the 

business of providing advice as to the investing in or the buying or selling of securities. 

This definition indicates that. to establish that a persan or corporation has violated the 

'7 1 - A.S.A. S. Z ( 3 )  
S. t 4 (2 ) :  O.S.A. s, 
Quebec Securities 

'z Ibid. 

and S. 179: B.C.S.A. S. 14: M.S.A. S. 139(2) (re stock exchanges): Nf1d.S.A. S. 21(2) and 
?O(?) and S. 23(2): S.S.A, S. 21(6) and S. 25(3). Sirnilar review powers are vested in the 
Commission under Q.S.A. S. 177-80, 

27j The QSA. like the Nigerian legislation. does not include a -bholding out" provision in its definition of 
adviser. 



provision, it is not necessary IO show that the penon or corporation actuaily engages in 

the business of providing advice as to investing in or buying of securities. It is enough if 

such operator holds himself. herself. or itself out as being in the business of providing 

such advice. 

Ahhough the various statutes do not provide the detinition of "engaging in the 

business of'. one can however make the argument that a person engages in a business of 

providing advice if that person obtains some remuneration for providing the cdvice? 

Under Canadian laws. the tùnction of advising is usually divided for the purposes 

of regulation into the categories of investment c o u n ~ e l i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  market cornmentaries or 

portfolio 

(iii) UNDERWRITERS 

Most Canadian securities acts espressly prohibit a person or corporation Iiom 

acting as an undenuiter. unless the penon or corporation is registered as an underwriter 

with the appropriate securities regu1atot-y body. 

In the statutes. an undeniriter can act either as principal or as an agent in the sale 

of securities. These statutes furthrr provide that the terrn wœundem-ritei' also extends to 

"' This is consistent with the detinition in the Nigerian Irgislation. Most of the statutes however exempt 
from registration penons whose advisory role is only incidental to their principal business or profession. 

">n "investment counsel" is a penon who engages in the business of advising othen as to the investing in 
or buying of specific securities, or who engages in giving continuous advice as to the investment of fhds on 
the basis of the particular objectives of each client. See A. Reg. S. I7(b): B.C. Reg. S. 14(a): M.S.A. S. 

1 ( 1 ): Nfld. Regs. S. 87(2): N.S. Regs. S. IJ(a): O. Regs. S. 87(2): S. Regs. S. 1 I (b). 

'" See generalIy. A. Reg. S. 17: B.C. Regs. S. 14: Nfld. R r p .  S. 87: N.S. Regs. S. 14: 0. Reg. S. 87: Q. 
Regs. ss. 190-194: S. Regs. S. I 1. 



persons or corporations who participate either directly or indirectly in the distribution of 

securities by an underwriter. 

(iv) DEALERS AND BROKERS 

Canadian securities acts generally do not make a distinction between brokers and 

dealers. Both Functions are normally covered under the term "dealer". and most of the 

statutes define a "dealei' as **a person who tradrs in securities in the capacity of principal 

or agent".277 The various acts prohibit a penon tiom trading in securities as a dealer 

unless the person is registered. on the one hand. as a dealer. a registered officer. or a 

partner of a registered dealer. or. on the other hmd. as a salesperson. 

In some securitirs statutes. the registration requirement also covrn brokers.I7' The 

Manita bu Secririfies -4 cf detines "bro ker" as: 

'-a person or company trading in securities in the capacity of an agent that 
is a member of a stock exchange in Manitoba recognised by the 
commission. or any person or company trading in securities in the capacity 
of an agent that is recognised by the commission as a b r~ker . "?~~ 

( v )  SALESPERSONS 

The various securities starutes prohibit persons from acting as salespersons unless 

they are registered. While the securities acts of Manitoba the Nonhwest Temtories and 

the Yukon Territory define "salesperson" as an individual who is registered as a 

salesperson under the Act. the other statutes detinr  s sa les man" or "salesperson" as an 

-- 

2- 
A.S.A. S. I(d): B.C.S.A. S. l ( l )  "dealet': M.S.A. S. l(1) "broker-dealer': Nfld.S.A. S. 2(1): N.S.S.A. S. 

2(I)(i): 0.S.A- S. 1 ( 1): Q.S.A. S. 5 --dealere: S.S.A. S. 2(l)(n). 

'x MSA. S. 6(1): NBSFPA. subs. 5( l)(a): PEISA. S. 31): NWTSA. S. 4: and YTSA. S. 3. 



individual employed by a brokelgO or a dealer?' to make trades on behalf of the dealer 

or broker in secwities or exchange contracts or both. 

(vi) SECURiTlES ISSUERS 

hother  category of persons required by some securities statutes. namely those of 

Manitoba. Northwest Temtories. Prince Edward Island. and the Yukon Temtory. to 

register before it cm trade in securities. is the securities issuer. A security issuer is 

drtined in these statutes. in similar ternis. as a person who trades in its own securities. 

(vii) MUTUAL FC'ND DEALERS 

Mutual funds are investment vehicles which "pool" contributions from a number 

of investors and place them under professional management for reinvestment in a 

"basket" of securities to diversif) and spread nsk. -4 "mutual €und dealer" is defined as a 

person who trades exclusively in the securities of mutual funds. 

Mutual h n d s  are targeted by specialised govemmrntal regulation. genenlly 

through the provincial Secufities Acts. but in more detail through National Policy 

Statements and National Instruments. They have been self-regulated. to an extent through 

the Investment Funds Institute of Canada (IFIC). 

Current regulation of mutud fund dealers in Canada is primaily by regismtion of 

such dealers under applicable provincial and territorial legislation. The categories 

" MSA. S. I ( 1 ). 

a 0  In New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island- 

'" In the other jurisdictions. a salesperson is employed by a dealer. 



available for registration may apply to penons and companies who only distribute mutual 

funds. or may include other categories such as securities dealers and brokers who either 

distribute a wider range of fi nancial products or are memben of SROs. In addition. 

persons or cornpanies who are also registered in other financial sectors including 

insurance brokers and agents may distribute mutual funds. 

The result of the above regulatory approach to the distribution of mutual funds in 

Canada is that there is a wide diversity of standards. mlrs and regulatioi?~ applicable to 

mutual hnd dealers depending on the nature of the entity and the jurisdictions in which 

they c a p  on business. 

In 1997 the Canadian Securities Administrators ("CSA") requested the mutual 

b d  industry to develop a regulatory structure that would address certain concerns 

identified for the mutual fund industry in Canada. Arising form this request. the blutual 

Fund Dealers Association of Canada ("MFDA") was established as an SR0 with the 

objective of both representing rnutual Fund dealers in the provinces and territories of 

Canada and promoting the protection of investors and the public intere~t.'~' 

" In Iune 2000. the MFDA submitted its application for recognition as an SR0 in the Provinces of Alberta 
British Columbia and Ontario. The MFDA shouId be commencing operations on I Janu-. 200 1 afier it 
receives forma1 recognition as an SR0 by mernbers of the CSA, 



3.1. CONCLUSION 

One important distinction between the regulation of market operators in Nigeria 

and in Canada is in the bodies that carry out the regulation. M i l e  in Nigeria. the SEC is a 

central govemmental body and the apex regulatory jurisdiction in the Nigei5a.n capital 

market. in Canada the regulation of market operators is essentially a self-regulatory 

process.283 

It is generally the practice in most developed markets for members of the industry 

to regulate themselves. In Canada. regulation of market operaton is principally carried 

out by the Investment Dealers Association in conjuncrion with the various stock 

exchmges.'" In the United Kingdom. there is the lnstitute of Security Analysis apart 

fiom the well-organised stock exchanges. In the United States of Amenca there are the 

Associations of Securities Dealers as well as the lnstitute of Securities Dealers. However. 

in the absence of any formal professional association for securities dealers in Nigeria 

the. are regulated by the stock excharge.'" Aspiring securities dealers have to undergo a 

prriod of training on the exchange and pass a written as well as an oral test. Al1 securities 

dealers undertake to uphold the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the stock 

"' In Canada while in principle the activities of participants are regulated by provincial securities 
commissions. these bodies have ppically delegated much of their authorie to the exchanges and to the 
Investment Dealers Association. Mutual fund dealers are however still directly regulated by the securities 
commissions. 

'" The MFDA is set to commence operations as an SR0 for mutual hnds dealers in January 200 1. 

In Nigeria the Okigbo Report on the Financial System recommended in 1976 that the securîties dealers 
and stockbrokers should set up National .4ssociation of Securities Dealers. This body is yet to be formed 
although the SEC .-kt in S. 12(4) empowered the SEC to license such a body. If such a body were formed it 
mi& t&e over from the stock exchange the function of exarnining secunty analysts and stockbrokers. 



exchange and to abide by its rules and regulations. These niles and regulations prescribe 

the relationship of the mrmben. inter se. and with the exchang and the public. 

Despite these differences. and regardless of the type of regulation in place. what is 

important is the fact that adequate powen are provided to the regulatory body to both 

police and enforce violations of the regulations.'86 Such powers include. for eiample. (1 )  

investigatory authority. such as the ability to issue subpoenas demanding production of 

relevant documents and the appearance of individuals under oath: (2) enforcement 

authority. cnabling the regulator to seek either directly. or efficiently through a diflerent 

regulatory source. remedial relief (such as injunctions. disgorgement. and the 

appointment of a receiver) as well as punitive measures (including civil fines. forfeitures. 

and criminal prosecutions): and. (3) the wherewithai to secure judicial relief. such as 

criminai contempt. in the ment of a subject penon's noncornpliance with an order 

previously imposed.2Y7 

The Ni p i a n  regulatory authorities do not currently have the wherewithal to 

adequately monitor and control the participants in the industry. As discussed in more 

detail in Chaptrr Five. although the laws seem to be in place for adequate regulation. in 

practice there is still a lot that needs to be addressed. particularly in the areas of funding 

and the availability ofskilled personnel. 

Regdatory powen and enforcement is descrïbed in detaii in Chapter 5 .  

"' Marc 1. Steinberg & Ralp h C . Ferrera. Semrities Pructice: Federul und Sme Enforcemm ( 1 985 & 
1995 supp.). 



Chapter 4 

TAKEOVER BID REGULATION 

J,O, INTRODUCTION 

A takeover bid is a generai offer to al1 or most shareholders of a company to 

purchase shares of a particular issuer. the result of which will be that that offeror 

("bidder") will obtain sufficient shares to control the offerce issuer (v-target").288 

Takeovers play an important role in corponte govemance in that they are 

instruments for changing corporate ovinership. policies and contr01.'~~ They are initiated 

mostly by entrepreneurs who seek out f ims whose assêts are undervalued by the market 

brcause the incumbrnt managers do not use them in the most efficient rnanner.'yO It is 

usually effected by an acquisition of shares to give the acquirer sutlïcient voting power to 

control the target. either through purchase of a controlling block of shares (or several 

blocks of shares that together arnount to a controlling block). or by purchasing the shares 

of numerous shareholders through a genenl offer to all. or most shareh~lders.'~' 

2118 Mark R. Gillen. Se~-rrriries Regdurion in Cunada. srtrpru note 9 1 at 305. Essentially. its mechanics 
involve the bidder making a public declaration to all relevant security holders of the target company. that if 
the? tender their securities to a desipated depository within a lirnited penod. they will receive a premium 
that is irresistible. in the added value in escess of the prevailing market price of the securities. lf the bidder 
obtains cnough securities to gain connol. the bidder will use the securities to vote out the existing board and 
install its ovin. 

"' These observations apply with equal force to both Nigeria and Canada. 

Lewis D. Johnson & Bohumir Pazderka The Economic CG Socid Benefirs of Stock .Ifurkets, supra note 5 
at 51. 

>' Gillen. supra note 9 1 at 304. The takeover may also be effected by way of a proxy contest in which a 
dissident shareholder. or group of shareholders. seeks the proxies of other shareholders to obtain control 
over sufficient votes to change the board of directors and thereby the management. It may occur as a result 
of an amalparnation. whereby nvo corporations are combined to form a new corporation. or simpIy by 
purchase of a11 the assets of the firm to be taken over. 



M e r  the takeover. the new ownee usually replace the existing managers and 

revamp the corporate strateg~.'~' Since a bid tiequently leads to the ouster of 

management and. therefore. the loss of corponte perquisites. power and prestige. 

managers have a .  incentive to resort to the exercise of management power to thwart the 

~ffer. '~'  An arrap of defensive rnea~ures"~ are used as embattled managers fight to keep 

their jobs. In such situations. thrre is the --omnipresent spectre that a board may be acting 

primarily in its own interests. nthcr than those of the corporation and its shareh~lders".'~' 

The strongest 'ype of defence usually employed by management is the '-poison 

pill". It takes a number of foms. but the cornmon element is imposition of some costs on 

the bidding firm. for esample by forcing it to dilute its equity holdings (by issuing new 

shares to shareholders other than the raider). revoking or diluting its votinp nghts 

(through a pre-determined change in voting powers triggered by the raider's anival). or 

forcing it to assume unwanted financial 

Management may also attempt to prevent hostile takeovers by implementing the 

same measures that would be expected after the takeover. such as taking on more debt or 

selling oRsome divisions of the firm. Some of these actions increase the value of the 

"' Lewis D. Johnson and Bohumir Pazderka supra note 5 at 5 1-5 1. 

3' Consequently. tdceovers by their very nature could be friendly or hostile. A hostile tender offer has been 
described as the most dramatic occurrence in corporate life: see. D. Johnson. Canudian Securirks 
Regdarim. (Toronto: Buttenvonhs. 1977) 3 1 8. 

3 4  Such as shark repellents. pac-man. poison pills. lock-ups. c rom jewels disposals. share dilution and 

litigation. A -crown jewel" defence arises where the target anempts to discourage the bidder by selling off 
the assets which the bidder is seeking. Poison piils or shareholder rights plan are shares issued to existing 
shareholders of the target in advance to make the target less atrractive to the acquirer. 

295 Uncool Corp. v, .Ciesa Prtrolrum Co. 493 A. Zd 946.954 ( 1 985). 

'% Lewis D. Johnson and Bohumir Pazderka supra note 5 at Y. 



fim. so even the threat of a takeover is potentially good for shareholders. In some cases. 

management have been known to rnodi@ corporate charters to rnake a change in control 

of the firm more dificult. or to lobby for a change in legislation in favour of incumbent 

management. 

Consequently. a fundamental problem in the regulation of takeovers is the 

creation of a power balance between the parties involved. This is often referred to as the 

need to create a level playing field. If a level playing field cm be maintained. 

shareholders of the target company will be given an 'equal opportunity'. either to 

participate in the benefits offercd by the *-nider" Company. or to reject them. This is an 

established objective of al1 'developed' takeover legislations. 

An important factor in the creation of this power balance is the power of target 

management to resist the advancrs of the "raider" company. This power is controlled not 

so much by specific statutory provisions as it is by generai fiduci- d e s .  It is the case 

that the testing ground for directors' duties has mostly been in the context of a tender 

oKer because of the inherent conflict benveen interest and duty. which directors face in 

such situations. 



4.1. REGULATION OF MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS AND 

COMBINATIONS IN NIGERIA'" 

Mergers and Acquisitions in Nigeria are govemed çenerally by both the SEC 

i l ~ r '~%nd the CA MA?^ While the SEC Act specifically requires prior approval of the 

SEC before any such business combinations take place. the CAMA on the other hand 

provides a more exhaustive and detailed regdatory framcwork to ensure particularly that 

investon are adequatrly protected in the event of any -œreconstructions". **mergen''M) and 

g-takeovers"'o' of companies. 

Under the CAMA. a takr-over bid is deemed to be made by a person who. either 

himself or through his agent. despatches a bid: or by two or more persons jointly or in 

concert who either themselves. or through their agent. despatch a bid. to shareholders at 

approximately the same time in order to acquire a control position in the shares of an 

O îTeree cornpan y. 'O' 

. . . . - p. 

"' Since takeoven are obviously the most important and dramatic of the business reconstructions coupled 
with the fact that they have the most far reaching effect on the life of the corporation. more emphasis in diis 
chapter is on the regulation of takirovers. 

n>9 Chapter 4. Pan VI1 (ss. 590-6 13) of the CAMA. 

;O0 Any malgamation of the undertakings or any part of the undertaking, or interest of two or more 
companies or the undertaking or part of the undertakings of one or more companies and one or more 
bodies corporate: S. 590 of CAMA. 

;O 1 The acquisition by one Company of suficient shares in another Company to give the acquiring company 
cont.01 over that other company: S. 590 of the CAMA. 



The SEC 4d03 requires its pior approval otàny reorganisation entered into by a 

c ~ r n ~ a n ~ ~  and M e r  provides that it shall only approve a rnerger. acquisition or 

combination if it finds that: 

(a) such acquisition. whether directly or indirectly. of the whole or any part of 
the equity or other share capital or of the whole or any part of the assets of 
another Company. is not likely to cause substantial restraint of competition 
or tend to create rnonopoiy in any iine of business enterprise: or. 

(b) the use of such shares by voting or granting proxies or otherwise shall not 
cause substantiai restraint of competition or tend to create monopoly in 
any line of business cnterprise.'O' 

Section 8 (3) exempts holding cornpanies acquiring shares solely for the purpose of 

investment and not for the purpose of using the shares by voting or otherwise to cause or 

attempt to cause substantial restraint of competirion or tend to create monopoly in any 

linc of business enterprise from the pnor review and approval of the SEC. Thus. the 

outcorne of any inquiry or review of a transaction covered by Section 8 depends on 

whether the Commission Ends that the resultant transaction is likely to have substantial 

anti-cornpetitive rffect on any line of business enterprise. or is likely to create a 

monopoly. 

Section 8 applies genenlly to (a) Nigerim (wholly owned) companies. public or 

private: (b) Alien companies - companies in which foreigners participate - public or 

S. S. SEC Act. 

'" S. 596 of CAMA restates this necd for the SEC approval as regards takc-over bids. As regards wke-over 
bids. the SEC examines the likeIy effect of the take-over bid. if successtiiIly made. on the economy of 
Nigeria or on any policy of the t'edenl governrnent with respect to manpower and development. 

'O5  S. 8(2) of the SEC -4ct. This provision is comparable to that provided by the Cornpetition .-kt in Canada 
Canada's cwrent Cornpetition -4cr pverns ail Canadian antitrust matters and. with few exceptions. applies 
to al1 businesses in Canada. The Act's stated purposes are to mainiain and encourage competition in 
Canada promote efficiency and adaptabiliry. and ensure equitable oppomnities for mal1 and medium- 
sized business. 



private: and. (c) Every rnerger. acquisition or combinations behveen or among companies. 

involving acquisition of shares or assets of another company. 

In order to legally consummate a rnerger. acquisition or combination. the following three 

steps are essential: 

(2) filing a formal application for approval of the proposed merger: and 

(3)  complying with post-approvai requirements. 

A pre-merger notification ma. be tiled by submitting to the SEC a report which must 

contain the following information and documents and documents: 

letten of intent signed by the meging compmirs: 
a detailed description of the proposed transaction including al1 the 
background studies relating to the mergrr and the justitications for it: 
detailed information about the product line of the companies: 
a list of the major cornpetitors in that product market and the market 
position or market share of each company (including the merging 
companies): 
the structure and organisation of the merging companies: 
revenue information about the operations of the rnerging companies: 
the latest financial statrmcnts of the companies: 
an analysis of the effect of the acquisition on the relevant market including 
the post acquisition market position of the acquiring or survivinç 
company. 

A more detailed formal application seeking the approval of a proposed merger. 

acquisition or combination must be Filed aiter the receipt of a favounble response to the 

pre-merger notification from the SEC. Also. afier approval is panted. the merging 

companies mua comply with the post approval requirements namely. the submission of: 

(a) a resolution of the shareholders of the affected companies agreeing to the 
t ems  of the merger: 

(b) the court's order sanctioning the scheme of arrangement: 
(c) a clearance letter fiom Federal Board of Mand Revenue: and 
(d) the notification of the completion of the merger exercise. 



Although there has been takeover activity in the Nigerian corporate environment. 

most takeovers have been traditionally effected by means of schemes of arrangements and 

not through tender offers. Since Nigerian shareholders are mostly dispersed and have 

srnall holdings.306 shareholder interest and voting have always been beset by the problem 

of collective action'07 and t k e - ~ f d i n ~ . ~ ~ '  This has resulted largely in the ineffectiveness of 

interna1 corporate governance devices.jO' and the increasing awarenrss of the role of the 

tender o f i r  as an instrument of corporate govemance."o 

i~~ The share ownership pattern in Nigeria as rit 3 1 December 1993 was ris follows: 

lndividuals 2'. 898.22 43 -59 
Institutional Investors 2,932.06 2 1.67 
Fedenl Govemment 446.33 3 -30 
States and Local Govrrnments 852.1 1 6.30 
Sub-total 1 O. 1 38.83 74.86 
Foreign 3.400.83 25.14 
Total 13.529.75 1 O0 

See statement of the Director-General of the Sscurities and Exchange Commission at a Conkrence of Zonai 
Shareholders Associations. held in Abuja. Reported in the Busirtess Times. 12 December 1994.22. 

507 In a Company with a large number of shareholders entitled ro vote. since no shareholder may expect his 
votes to decide a contest. no shareholder has the appropriate incentive to study the h ' s  affairs and 
therefore make informed decisions. 

_:O8 Le.. where a shareholder acts and thus incurs costs in changing policy or management. the shareholders 
who do not contribute to this investment will share in the benefits that have been brought about by the 
change. 

;O9 Such as the prow machine-. non-executive directors. auditon and derivative suits. in constraining the 
divergence benveen the interests of owners and managers. Non-executive directots and auditors do not seem 
to be particuIarIy good monitors in Nigeria. One interesting recent phenornenon. however. has been the role 
of the Nigenan Shareholders Solidarity Association in monitoring management by means of its active 
participation durinz genenI meetings of companies. See "Shareholders give firms' directors ultimatum on 
A G M .  Business Times. 14 August 1995.30. 

: 10 The conditions favourable to a market in corporate control now seem to be in place in Nigeria in 2000. 
and recent developments involving takeovers by stock market purchases indicate the ernergence of a nascent 



4.2. THE POSITION OF DIRECTORS IN NIGERIAN COMPANY LAW 

In Nigerian company law. unless the articles of a company provide othemise. 

management powers are vested in the direct or^.^" Under common law. it is customary to 

place directors in various lcgal categories when descnbing them. Such categorisations 

help in defining their duties and establishing their legal position. The Nigerian Supreme 

Coun in Yaiajir-.-lm~ v. A. R. E. C ~ r d . ~ "  surnmed up the position in its description of 

directors as 'Lnistees. agents and tiduciaries of the company." This view is codified in 

Section 283 of the CAMA."' The significance of this is the recognition by statute that a 

director is a fid~ciary."~ Directors are required to act in good faith3" and to rxercise their 

powers in what they believe to be the best interests of the company.' l 6  They are to 

cornpetition in corporate governance. Tnditionally. take-overs in Nigeria have afways been fiendly and 
were informed by a desire to realise synergies and not to replace incumbents. This has begun to change. Of 
late. there have been successtùi attempts to gain control of blue-chip companies by means of stock market 
purchases: an indication that the acquisition was perhaps not motivated by considerations of synergy. See 
.Ifm*e Irnvsrrnenrs r.. Oivenu Bunk reported in .Vtnv .Vigeriun .Vt?rspupers, 15 December 1994. p 13. where 
management in fact resisted crassly by retusing to register the shares in favour of the purchaser. Also see G. 
G bede. .-f gtlide ro ,Clergers und .I~.quisitions in :Vigeriu. Lagos. I 992. 1-2 where the author clmphasises the 
displacement potential of the tender offer. 

"' Section 63 (3) of the CAMA. Although this provision codifies the decision in .4rrivologrîn W. .Clm 
,~fotors Lrd. ( 1978) LRN 46 at 49. it goes further by providing a statutory base for management power. This 
is similar to the position in mosr Canadian jurisdictions: see ss. 97 and 93 of the .Cfanitoba Corporarions 
.-lc'l which provide that the directors direct the management of the business of the corporation. subject to any 
Unanimous Shareholder Agreement. 

"' [1990] J N.W.L.R. 422 at 463. 

'" Section 283( 1) pmvides that: -Directon are trustees of the company's moneys. propenies and their 
powers . . . and shall exercise their powers honestly in the interest of the company and al1 the shareholders. 
and not in their owm sectional interests." Subsection 2 provides that directors are presumrd to be agents of 
the company when acting within their authority and on behalf of the company. 

j 14 Section 279( 1 ) provides: '-A director of a company stands in a fiduciary relationship towards the 
cornpany and shall observe the umost good hith towards the company in any transaction with it or on its 
behalf." See also. Okeowo W. .\figlore (1979) 1 1 S.C. 138.245-255. 

;t5 Sections 279( 1 ) and 282( 1 ). 

3 16 Section 279(3). 



exercise the duty of care. diligence and ski11 that a reasonably prudent director would 

exercise in comparable circumstances?' 

Furthemore. they are enjoined not to exercise their powers for a collateral 

purpose''8 and to avoid a conflict of their personal interest with any of their duties.' " 

Finally. they must not make a secret profit from their position."0 

1.3. THE DUTIES OF DIRECTORS IN A TENDER OFFER 

The Iegal obligations of directors in the context of a tender offer in Nigeria fa11 

into two categories: bid specific duties and generai directorial duties. The former are 

those specifically addressed to the tender offer process. whilst the latter will necessarily 

circumscribe the actions of directors when exercising their powers of management. There 

are also other constraints outside the arnbit of' these duties that are relevant to the actions 

of the directors of the target company (the 'target directon'). For example. the company 

will not be able to tmbark upon a sbare re-purchase programme as a means of dekating 

the bidder.j2' 

:it 
Section 282. 

518 Section 279(5) provides "A director shall exercise his powers for the purposes for which he is specified 
and shall not do so for a collateral purpose. and the power, if exercised for the tight purpose does not 
constitute a breach of dup.  if it. incidentally. affects a rnernber adversely." 

5 19 Section 280( 1 )  provides that *-The personal interest of a director shall not conflict with any of his duties 
as a director under this Act." 

3 10 Section 280(2). This is a consequence of the tiduciary position of the director: .Vasr v. Berini-Beirur 
Riyad f1Vig.l Bank Lrd [1969] Z A.L.R. Comm. 7. 

j" Section 160(1) of CAMA prohibits such purchases: it is however possible in certain resûicted cases for a 
company to ptuchase its own shares. See ss. 160(2) and 16 1. 



43(a) BID SPECIFIC DUTIES 

Target directors have no common law duty of comment upon notice of a bid. 

because it is a contractual matter between the bidder and the target shareholder.'" 

Shareholden of the target company (the 'target shareholden') have a right recognised by 

statutej2-' to sel1 their shares to whomsoever they choose. Although no comrnon law duty 

of comment cxists. where directon take it upon themselves to advise their shareholders 

on the merits or othewise of a bid. they are under a duty to be honest and not to 

mislead."" 

In Nigeria. the common law position has been bolstered by statute which imposes 

upon the target directors a duty to comment on a bid. While recognising that the decision. 

whether or not to tender. is grounded in notions of property. the statute acts on the 

premise that shareholders are entitled to receive the advice of their directors before 

exercising their property rights. The directors of the target are consequently required by 

Section 602(2) to send a directors' circular to the iarget shareholders and the  SEC^" 

within ten days of the date of the bid. The circular. which must be approved by the board. 

'= Lmenburg v. iCterrill. Lynch. Pierce. Fenner & Beane 54 N. W .  2d 626 ( 1 952). See also. P. Davies. The 
Regilution of -7akr-fiers und Illergers ( London. 1976) 23. 

'= Re Smith. Knight and Co. ( 1868) 4 Ch. App. 10. Section 1 15 of the CAMA provides: .*The shares or 
other interests of a member in a company shall be property transferable in the manner provided in the 
articles of the company." A public company cannot restrict the transfer o f  its shares: see ss. 24 & 232) of 
the CAMA. 

'" Gething v. KiIner ( 1971) 1 W.L.R. 337. 

5 3  The SEC has as one of its fùnctions thé duty of reviewing. approving and regulating mergers. 
acquisitions and al1 forms of business combinations: see ss. 6 (g )  and 8 of the SEC=ict. 1988. The SEC aIso 
exercises regulatory power in regard to tender offers under Chapter IV o f  the CAMA. 



is to contain the recommendations of a rnajority of the target direct or^.^'^ The directors in 

issuing this circular will have to be mindful of their duties. Accordingly. it has to be 

issued in good faith. with care and diligence and not be misleading The general criminal 

liability imposed by Section 622 of the CAMA may also be relevant where directors 

make any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact. Furthermore. 

where the directors are negligent uith regard to any representation which they make. 

when making their recommendation to the shareholders whether to accept or reject the 

tender otTer. they may be liable to shareholdrrs for such negligent misstatements under 

the Hedq -+ne pnnciple."7 

Besides advising the target sharehcilden. the directors' circular also has a 

disclosure function. It rnables the target shareholders to evaluate the quality of advice 

they receive from their directon. This is of prime importance where such directon are to 

receive 'golden handshakes' . Thus. Section 602(6) requires that the circular include 

particulan of any payment to be made to an oficer or former officer of the target 

Company by way of compensation for loss ofoffice. or ofany office in comection with 

the management of the company's or a subsidiary's affairs. or as consideration for or in 

connection with his retirement from an? office. 

Section 607(6) duplicates the requirements in Section 173 of the sarne Act. 

although Section 602(6) is wider in its coverage. It will. however. be necessary for target 

S. 602(5). Where a director dissents from any view expressed in the circular. such a director is entitled to 
indicate his opinion or disagreement in the circular. provided that the reasons for such a disagreement or 
opinion are set out: S. 602(3). 

"' HedIey Byne & Co. L d  v. Htiier d Parrners Lrd [1964] AC. 465. This case is authonfy for rhe fact 
that fiduciaries owe a duty of ski11 and c m  to those who rely on their staternents and are thus liable where 
those statements turn out to be wrong. if they were negiigent in making the staternents. 



directors to pay heed to provisions in Sections 273 and 274. where any such payments are 

made or proposed. Section 173 provides that. where any payment is to be made to a 

director by way of compensation for loss of office. or as consideration for or in 

connection with his retirement fiom office. it is the duty of the director to ensure that 

particulars of the proposed payment and the amount are included or sent with the 

circular"': a failure to do so leads to criminal liability."' Any such proposed payment 

should also be approved by the target shareholden at a meeting summoned for that 

purpose. before shares are transferred in pursuance of the offer. Where no such approval 

has bern obtainrd. or where the director does not ensure that target shareholders receive a 

circular with full  particulars of the proposed payment and arnount. an- sum received by 

him on account of the payment shall be deemed to have been received in trust for any 

shareholders who have tendrred their shares. The expenses incurred by the director in 

distributing the sum among such shareholders shall be borne by him and not retained out 

of that ~ u m . " ~  

As cm be seen. the role given to target directors in a tender offer in Nigeria is 

limited to one of cornmentine on the bid. That target directon are not piven a veto over 

the bid or other blocking powers. such as the powers they wield in other transactions such 

as a scheme of arrangement3? highlights a legislative intent of guaranteeing shareholder 

sovereignty. 

279 
- -  Section 273( 1 ) 

" Section 273(2) 

:;O Section 273(3) 

"' ReSmoy Horel Lrd [1981] Ch. 351. 



(b) GENEILLU, DIRECTORIAL DUTIES 

Lord Greene in Re Smith & Fmvcetr ~ t d . ~ ~ '  stated the general position of directon 

under English law: 

"They must exercise their discretion bona fide in nhat they consider. not what a 
court may consider is in the interests of the Company. and not for any collateral 
purpose." 

Consequently. their powers must be exercised for the benefit of the company.333 Also. a 

power must not be appiied for a purpose foreign to the power."J 

In Nigeria before enactment of the CAMA. the Re Smith & Fmvcert formulation 

was applied. The Supreme Court in Tiku-Tore Press r: .4hindJ5 held that fiduciary 

powen are to be exercised for the benetit of the company: an allotment of shares for an 

improper purpose was. therefore. held to be a breach of fiduciary duty. albcit ratifiable. 

The "proper purpose" doctrine as appl ied by English courts suictly circumscribes 

directorial defensive rneasures implemrnted in the face of an unwelcorne bid Hogg v. 

~ i r r m ~ h o r n ' ~ ~  emphasises that once *-an essential element" of any scheme adopted by 

directors is to rnsure the maintenance of control in their hands. it will be caught by the 

doctrine. Even if the directors act in good Bith. and are of the view that the bidder will be 

injurious to the company. such a belief would not Save any cxercise of their powen to 

defeat the bidder. 

"' [19JZ] Ch. 304 at 306. 

"' Punr L*, Svmons & Co. Lrd [1903] 1 Ch. 506.5 15. 

"' . W l s  K .Llifls [1937-1938160 C.L.R. 150 at 185. 

"' ( 1973) 4 S.C. 63. See also F..4. T. B. v. Eeugbu [199Jj 9 N. W.L.R. 149. 

'" [1967] Ch. 154. ( 1966) 3 All E.R. 410. 



In Canada there have been more fa-reaching developments in this area. The 

Supreme Court in Teck Corpomrion v. :~f i l lar~~'  has taken a different approach. Berger. 

J.. was of the view that unlike the approach enunciated in Hogg. 

"Directors ought to be allowed to consider who is seeking control and why. If they 
beiieve thar thcre wiil be substantiai damage to the company's interests if the 
company is taken over. then the exercise of their powers to defeat those seeking a 
majority will not necessarily be categclrized as improper."3'8 

He. however. cautioned that thrre must be reasonable grounds for this belieE In doing so. 

the directors will be entitled to consider the reputation. experiencr. and policies of the 

bidder. 

In Nigeria. as stated rarlier. directors' duties have found statutory expression 

undrr the relevant laws. Hence. a director is required by the CALMA to "act at al1 times in 

what he believes to br in the best intexsts of the company as a whole". and to exercise 

[his] powen honestly in the interest of the company and a11 the shareh~lders".'~~ This 

formulation rnay lead to the view that. insofar as directors can show that they acted bona 

fide and for the benetit of the company. any defensive measures may escape scmtiny 

under the "proper purpose" doctrine. Therefore. the T i k ~ d o r e  decision is continually 

relevant in this area. Thus. in Nigeria it appears that directors have considerable leeway 

when fending off hostile offers. Section 279(3) of the CAMA contains a provision that 

538 Ibid. at 3 15: Presently. it should be noted that the Re Smilh & Fmvcert expression of directors' duties is 
quaiified by the -proper purposes" test, 

j j 9  Section 283( 1 ). 



seems to ernpower directors to move beyond the parochial view of the existing 

shareholders of the target. It provides that: 

"A director shall act at al1 times in what he beIieves to be the best interests ofthe 
company as a whole so as to preserve its assets. further its business. and promote 
the purposes for which it was fonned. and in such a manner as a faithful. diligent. 
careful and ordinarily skilled director would act in the circumstances." 

- 
i he position in Xigena may now be that directors shouid have an eye on both the 

interests of target shareholders and the interests of the company as a srpaiate corporate 

entity. Indeed. Section 283( 1 ) provides infer dia *-directors . . . shall rxercise their powers 

honestly in the interest of the company and al1 the shareholders". Directors may now 

implement defensive measures if they c m  show that in doing so they are acting in the best 

interests of the company as a commercial rntity. Section 179(3) would certainly avail 

directors who resist a bidder that has improper motives penaining to its treasury or 

business plans. since they cm daim to be acting to preserve the assets of the company. 

Indeed. it would seem that once targeted directors can show a conflict over corporate 

policy between them and the biddcr. they may resist a change in control. insofar as they 

act with fidelity and care. 

It will not be an overstatement to say that target directors in Nigeria have more 

leeway than that afforded to their counterparts in Canada and in the United States under 

the business judgment and consequently there will be considerable prospects for 

defensive action. When one considen the implication of the application of the Re Smifh di 

'" The appmach of the American courts is not to interfere with or impugn the directon' decision if it was 
informed and honestIy rnotivated, i.n. not affected by self- interest. The courts will not substitue their own 
business judpent for the directors'. 



Faivcett test in Teck. and other emerging trends.'" Section 279(3) of the CAMA will be a 

potent weapon in the hands of directon. In respect of a charge that they were not faithful. 

dl that such a management needs to rebut the claim is to show that in resisting a bid. they 

were sceking either to preserve the assets of the company or to further its business or to 

promote the purposes for which the Company was formed. These are not insurmountable 

obstacles. Directors. it would seem. c m  justify their defensive mrasures by claiming to be 

acting in the interests of the company as a separate entity. 

The above nonvithstanding. the scope for defensive share issues may be reduced 

by the power of the SEC to determine the timing and amount of securities to be i~sued.'"~ 

Such an exrrcise of regulatoiy power. whilst within the arnbit of the relevant provision. is 

strictly speaking beyond the purpose For which the power was granted. This power was 

granted to the SEC to ensure that saturation in the primary securities market. which 

increases the risk of under-subscription. does not arise. It should also be noted that the 

scope for the use of weighed voting rights as a defensive action is reduced by its virtual 

abolition in Section 1 16 of the CAMA. .Al1 shares are now to cary one vote only. 

7s I For example. in Austnlia. McPherson. J.. in Pine L'ale Irrvestrnenrs Lrd t: .LfcDonnell clC East Lrd 
[1983] 8 A.C.L.R. 199 seemed to suppon the proposition that directors may apply their powen to defeat a 
takeover bid. In 3 4 3 8 3  Alberta Lid v. Producers Pipelines Inc. ( 199 1). 35 B.L.R. 149. the Saskatchewan 
Court of Appeal in Canada held that the tests in Teck did not go far enough in giving principles for 
detemining whether or not the defensive smtegy was reasonable in relation to the threat posed. The court 
conc luded. 

'- ... when a corporation is faced with susceptibiIity to a take-over bid or an actual take-over bid. 
the directon must exercise their powers in accordance with their ovemding duty to act bona fide 
and in the best interests of the corporation even though they rnay tind themselves. throua no fault 
of their own. in a contlict of interest situation. I f .  afier investigation. they determine that action is 
necessary to advance the best interests of the company. they may a c l  but the onus will be on them 
to show that their acts were reasonable in relation to the threat posed and were directed to the 
benefit of the corporation and its shareholders as a whole. and not for an impmper purpose such as 
entrenchment of directors." 

"' Under S. 7( 1)(b)(c) of the SEC .-!cf. 1988. 



Having given directon considerable leeway to resist a bid. it is noteworthy that 

the CAMA also places target shareholdes in a strong position to challenge directorial 

action perceived to be inimical to their interests. Even though the possibility of 

ratification of most defensive actionsJJ3 may make it difficult for shareholden to 

commence a derivative action under the codified Yraud on the rninority" exception3u to 

the rule in Foss r9. H a r h o ~ k  (which is also codified)."" there are other avenues for 

challenging management's resort to defensive action. 

Noteworthy is the statutory denvative action. which was copied from Canada. 346 tt 

would appear strange that the Nigrian Law Reform Commission. having suggested 

codification of the mle in Foss v. Harbottlr and its exceptions. also went ahead to 

recommend the introduction of a statutory denvative action. The result of this is that a 

shareholder who sues in respect of a corporate nght c m  do so under either any of the 

appropriate statutory exceptions to Foss v. Harbotrle or the statutor); denvative action 

provisions in Section 30;. And since Section 303(2) requires that leave of the court must 

tint be obtained before bringing a statutory derivative action. litigating shareholders can 

"' Sec Buni/Ord r: Bumford [ 19701 Ch. 2 12. where ir was held that a deknsive improper share issue cm be 
ratified. This statement was followed by the Nigerian Supreme Coun in Tiku-Tore Press v. .-lbinu, supra 
note 43. and by the Court of Appeal in F..-f. TB. v. E-eagbu. above. n. 2 15. If ratification is permissible. a 
derivative action under the codified '-fnud on the minority" exception may not be atlowed. 

'" Section 3OO(d) codifies this common law exception: see Birr/onJ v. E d e  [1902] A.C. 83 and the 
Nigerian case ofS.&. Ltd K Ponmife [1986] 2 N.W.L.R. 5 16.526. In Ponmife. the Court of Appeal pointed 
out that it is not every case of h u d  on a company that cornes within the exception: that to corne under the 
exception, there must be wrongdoer control. 

5-i 5 Section 299. This section provides that where an irregularity has been committed in the course of a 
carnpany's affairs. or any wrong has been done to the company. only the company has the right to sue. See. 
Combe v. P. Cf'. (Nig.) Lrd [1995] 6N.W-L.R. 402. This geneml nile is subject to the welt known exceptions 
to Foss E Harbonle codified in S. 300(a)(b)(c)(d). in addition to hvo further exceptions in s. 3OO(e) and (0 
that do not read weli with the earlier part of S. 300. 

36 1. e., the Cunadian Business Corporation .-l cf. 1 985. C 4 .  



avoid this requirement by simply bringing the action under any of the relevant statutory 

exceptions to Foss v. Hnrbottle contained in Section 300. A practical consequence of this 

is that two routes for suing derivatively now exist: the ultra rires or " h u d  on the 

minority" derivative suit in Sections 39(2) and 300(d). and the Section 303 derivative 

suit. 

In Canada after the introduction of the statutory derivative action. the plaintiff in 

Shirld Development Company v. ~ ~ x l e r ' ~ ~  nttempted to bnng a cornmon law denvative 

action. Canada did not make the mistakr of cadi-ing the exceptions to the rule in Foss v. 

Hurhotile. after introducing the statutory derivative action. so as to avoid seeking leave of 

the court. McKay. J.. said: 

The legislation [the statutory derivative action provisions] does not rxpressly 
prohibit the bringing of a common iaw derivative action but. in my view. such an 
action is prohibited by necessary implication. I am unable to see how the two 
remedies can exist side by ride without conhision to an intolerable degree.jJ8 

What the above shows is that the Nigerian Law Rrform Commission did not fully 

understand the rulr in Foss 1: Hurbortle and its exceptions. before recornrnending their 

codification and the adoption of the statutory derivative action. 

-- 

'" [1976] 3 W.W.R. CI. 

?48 lbid.. at 52. 



4,4, TAKEOVER BID REGULATION IN CANADA 

In Canada, takeover bids are regulated largely by provincial securities 

legislation which prescribes detailed rules offeron must follow. Also. the Canadian 

Business Corporations Act (CBCA). some provincial Corporation Acts and to some 

extent the Canadiun Cornpetition Act also contain provisions which regulate takeovers in 

Canada. Defensive tactics. on the other hand. are regulated by National Instrument 61- 

202."~ This Instrument sets out a general fnmework that balances the interests of the 

offeror against those of the target's management and board in order to ensure that target 

shareholders can make an informed decision on whether to sel1 their shares, 

According to ~illen.':'~ as the popularity of trikeover bids geew as an acquisition 

technique in Canada there were several cornplaints about the problems it creatrd for 

shareholders of the target cornPanies.'" Regulations to govern takeover bids thus had to 

be put in place to ensure that target shareholders were adequatrly protected from the 

sharp pnctices and exploitation of the acquiring shareholden. This legislation basically 

provides for the production of adequate information. enough time to assess that 

information. the preclusion of tirst-corne first-served offers. withdnwal rights to avoid 

the lock-up of shares. and the payment of equal consideration for shares tendered.'" 

3 9  Formerly National Policy 38. 

550 Supra note 287 at 303. 

"' In most instances. the acquirer wouid make a hostile takeover bid which w ; r r  open for only a shon period 
of time. This has two advantages for the acquirer: (i) it cuts out competinp bids: and ( i i )  it precludes target 
management from engaging in defensive tacrics desiged to prevent the takeover (i.c the takeover bid 
defenses). 

X T  Canadian Searriries Regaiarion. supra note 288 at 3 1 2. 



Reviews of takeover bid regulation in Canada have led to amendments designed 

to expand the potential for competing bids for target shares and to protect target 

shareholders from being forced to sunender their shares for less than fair market value. 

Firstly. the legislation requires the sending of a bid to al1 shareholders in the 

province where a takeover is made. The takeover bid circular must also be filed with the 

provincial securities commission and sent to the offeree issuer. jS3 

The circular would include information that presurnab ly would be usehl to 

offeree shareholders in deciding whcthrr to tender their shares at the offer price. or to 

hold on to the shares in the hope of: 

( i )  sharing in the gain that would accrue after the change in control: or. 

(ii) getting a subsequent competing offcr. 

The takeover bid circular must provide the following information: 

the name of the ot'firror: 
the name of the O fferee issuer: 
ownership and trading in ofleree issuer shares by the offeror or insiders of 
the offeror: 
the method and time of payment for the shares of the otrerer issuer: 
the source of any funds to be used for paynent: 
arrangements between the offeror and the directors or senior ofticers of the 
offeree issuer: 
whether the offeror intends to purchase shares subject to the bid in the 
market: 
information indicating a material change in the offeree issuer since the Iast 
interim or annual financial staternent of the ot'feree issuer: 
material facts relating to the offeree issuer: and. 
appropriate prospectus information if the offer is a share exchange offer. 

"' See. A.S.A. S. I JO: B.C.S.A. S. 91: M.S.A. S. 91: Nfld.S.A. S. 101: N.S.S.A. S. 106: O.S.A. S. 100: Q. 
Regs. S. 180: S . S A  S. 109. 



The shareholders are then given M e r  information by way of a directors' circular. which 

must be provided within ten days of the making of the takeover bid. The directos must 

give reasons for: 

(i) their recommendation to accept or reject a bid. or 

(ii) why they are not making a recommendation."" 

The directors' circular provides O fferee shareholders with information relating to the bid. 

With respect to their recommendation. it includes other intbrrnation that would indicate 

any interest the directors or senior otlicers have in the transaction. including: 

(i) their ownership of and trading in securities of the offeree issuer: 
(ii) whether they have accepted or intend to accept the offer: 
( i i i )  any arrangement or agreement between the offeror or offeree issuer and 

the directors or senior ot'fïcers of the otkrer issuer to makr a payment to 
directon or senior officers owing to loss of o t - ce  upon the takeover: 

( iv)  interests of directors or senior otficers of the offeree issuer in any material 
çontract to which the offeree is a party: and. 

(v)  any information indicating a material change in the affairs of the offeree 
issuer or any material Facts about the otreree issuer known to the directors. 

There is potential civil Iiability for false statements or omissions in a takeover bid circular 

.-- 
or directors' circular."? 

To rnabie the shareholden adequate time to assess the information. the various 

provincial securities regulations provide that securities cm be deposited under a takeover 

bid for a minimum of tweny-one days tmom the date of the bid."' The shares cannot be 

;9 Sce. A.S.A. S. 138(2): B.C.S.A. S. 91(2): M.S.A. S. 90(?): NRd.S.A. S. 100(2): N.S.S.A. S. IOj(2): 
O S A .  S. 99(2): Q.S.A S. 134: S.S.A. S. lOS(2). 

'" See. A.S.A. S. 169: B.C.S.A. S. 115: M.S.A. S. 97: Ntld.S.A. S. 131: N.S.S.A. S. 139: O.S.A. S. 131: 
Q.S.A ss. 122-125.1: S.S.A. S. 139. The scheme of these civil liability provisions is simiiar to that for 
misrepresentations in a prospectus. 

'"~ee. A.S.A. S. IX(c): B.C.S.A. S. 87(b). and B.C. Reg.  S. 163.8(a): M.S.A. S. 86(c): Nfld.S.A. S. 96(b): 
N.S.S.A. S. 101.2: O S A .  S. 95.2: Q.S.A S. 1473; S.S.A. s. 104(3). 



taken up for twenty-one days and shares deposited within that penod c m  be withdrawn at 

any time prior to its end. However. in 1996 a Cornmittee commissioned by the IDA to 

review Take-over %id Time Limits ("the Zimmerman report") considered the present 2 1 - 

day minimum deposit period and related time limits for formal take-over bids under 

Canadian securities laws to see if it properly baianced the interests of acquirors and 

acquirees and recommended that ( 1) the minimum deposit period for formal take-over 

bids and the prohibition against taking up shares deposited should be extended fiom 2 1 to 

35 days: and ( 3 )  the time period for delivery of a director's circular to shareholders should 

be extended from 1 O to 15 d q s  a%er the mailing of the bid."' 

To cater to situations where a controlling shareholdrr or group of shareholders 

might be made an ofkr to the exclusion of others. provincial secwities legislation 

requires that a takeover bid be made to al1 holden in the province of the securities 

~ o u g h t . ~ ' ~  The legislation aiso sets out the principle that the ofFeror must offer identical 

considention to al1 members of the class ofequity securities sought.jg Further. first- 

corne tirst served otTers are not allowed. instead, where the bid is for less than a11 the 

shares and where a greater number of shares than requested are deposited under the bid. 

the); must be taken up pro rcrta.jbO 

35- The Zimmennan Report has already been legisiated in Ontario. In odier provinces. it has not yet been 
implemented, but is generally supported. 

"'See. A.S.A. S. I3 (a ) :  B.C.S.A. S. 87(a): M.S.A. S. 86(a): Nfid.S.A. S. 96(a): N.S.S.X. S. lOI(1): O.S.A. 
s.95.1:Q.S.A~. 127. 128:S.S.A.s. IO-!(?). 

'u>See.A.S.A.s. 136(1): B .C .S .A .S .~~ ( I ) :M .S .A .~ .~~ (~ ) :NR~ .S .A .S .~~ (~ ) :N .S .S .A .S .  103(I):O.S.A. 
S. 97(1): Q.S.A S. 145: S.S.A. S. 106(1). 

;60 See. A.S.A. S. I35(i): B.C.S.A. S. 87(g): M.S.A. s. 86(g): Nfld.S.A. S. 96(g): N.S.S.A- S. 101.7: O.S.A. S. 

95.7: Q S A  S. I42.2; S.S.A. S. 104(8). 



4.5. CONCLUSION 

Targeted directors of Nigerian companies have considerable scope for resisting 

tender offers. Even though the Chapter IV regulatory scheme in the CAMA consigns to 

hem a mainly advisory function. the embellished Re Smirh & Fmvcett formulation of 

directors' duties in Section 379(3) OC the CAMA has succreded in giving them authonty 

to resist. As the only constraint that rnay have limited them in this respect. the "proper 

purposes" doctrine may not accomplish much. considenng the changes introduced by the 

CAiMA. Al1 that incumbents may now need. to resist lawfùlly. is to show a contlict over 

corporate policy between the biddrr and the target. That is not an insuperable task. 

because a tender offer is generally made when a bidder disagrees with the incumbent's 

corporate policy. 

Another point worthy of note is the effect of Section 187(3). which permits ex 

post gifis. and Section 280(3). which would seem to permit directors io keep "necessary 

benefits". Nothing could be tùrther from Justice Cardozo's enunciation of the fiduciary's 

standard of conduct in .&inhard v- ~ulrnon.'~' where he said that they are %eld to 

something stricter than the mords of the marketplace. Not honesty alone. but the 

punctilio of an honor the most sensitive. is then the standard of behavior." 

Also. the attempted reversa1 of Percivd v. Wright, and the codification of .-Men v. 

Hvatr. coupled with adoption of the Canadian statutory derivative action. while at the 

same tirne keeping the rule in Foss v. Hurborrle and its denvative action exception. 

indicate that the authors of the CAiMA clearly ignored or perhaps lacked a sound grasp of 

164 N.E. 545.546 (1928). 



some basic and fundamental principles of company law. Reform is definitely now 

imperative. 

In cornparison. the Nigerian securities laws do not provide for extensive 

regulation of "takeovers" as the term is applied in Canada. This perhaps is because of the 

fact that the Nigerian jurisprudence relates more to Mendly and not "hostile" acquisitions 

of companies. uniike is the case in Canada. The Nigerian laws provide particularly for the 

regulation of mergers of companies and in this respect is comparable to the Canadian 

Cornpetition .-kt and other anti-thrust laws. Emphasis in the SECV.4cr is on the prevention 

of monopolies and the protection of srna11 and medium sized companies while the CAMA 

makes provisions for the protection of minori'y shareholders in the rvent of any such 

acquisitions. 



Chapter 5 

ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS 

5.0. INTRODUCTION 

Inherent in the concept of securities regulation and perhaps most important is the 

necessity for an adequate legal and institutional framework for the enforcement of the laid 

d o m  rules and regulations. According to IOSCO. the three main prerequisites for the 

enforcement of secuities regulation are: 

1. the regulator should have comprehensive inspection. investigation and 
surveillance powers: 

2. the regulator should have comprehensive enforcement powers: 
3. the regulatory systçm should ensure an effective and credible use of 

inspection. investigation. surveillance and enforcement powers and 
irnplementation of an effective cornpliance program.'b2 

Consrqucntly. srcurities regdators should not only be capable of barking. but must also 

actually bite whenever necessary. This is particularly imponant in the case of emeqing 

securities markets. In order to induce investors to be willing participants in these markets. 

rnforcement mechanisms must be in place to help cngender much-needed confidence in 

market integrity. Where sharp pnctices prevail (or are perceived). mechanisms should be 

implemented to enforce applicable law and to deter fraud. 

Thus. the applicable regulator should have within its enforcement arsenal a wide 

may of weaponry. deploying the appropnate mechanisms to disam its intendrd targets. 

Although _ m t i n g  such enforcement powen may lead to overzealousness on occasion. 

containine intemal reviews by relatively detached personnel along with independent 

'" IOSCO. Objectives and Principles ofsecurities Regdation. Part I 1 para. 8.1 publicly released at the 
annual conference of IOSCO in Nairobi during September 12' - 18'. 1998. Sre. h r t p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w . i o s c o . o r ~  at 
htm:.:.lrisk.ifci.chl I U70.htm.. and supra note 23. 



scrutiny by a judge or hearing examiner. should discourage much of the overreaching that 

othenÿise rnight e n s ~ e . ~ ~ ~  

However. in view of the investment risks associated with most emerging markets. 

there is widespread recognition that enforcement powers should be finely tuned and used 

only where clearly necessary. Othenvise. legitimate and well-heeled financial 

intermediaries will take their activities elsewhere. leaving the atyected country without 

essential players in its capital market s t r~cture . '~  

Irrespective of a market's lrvel of sophistication. funding and resources for 

adequate oversight pose a continuing dilemma. When drmands are high for such crucial 

matters as education. health care. defense. and inhstructure. the zeal for pursuing inside 

tnden and stock manipulaton more effectively by appropriating çenerous funds is not 

surprisingly chilled. This dilemma is exacrrbated for rmerging srcurities markets with 

pressing human and societal demanddb' 

Yet. sufficient tùndinp and resources are key to the success of a securities 

oversight Framcwork. The most rigorous statutes have linle impact if the country lacks 

h d s  to hire. retain. and school the requisitr nurnber and variety of personnel to 

competently administer the regulatory regime. Hence. without the necessary human and 

j6j Marc 1. Steinberg. sripra note 1 17 at 736. 

X4 Hal S. Scott & Philip A. Wellons. "Emerging iWarkets: Privatization and Institutional Investors ". in 
I~rrnationul Finance: Transactions, Poli? and Regdation at 1 000-04. 

565 Marc 1. Steinberg. supra note 1 17 at 721. 



financial resources. even egregious violations go undetected and the most elaborate 

regdatory framework proves f ~ t i l e . ~ ~ ~  

Clearly. the personnel employed by the subject regulatos must be competent and 

qualified. They must have the requisite education and training to administer the pertinent 

Framework. Sending employees abroad to acquire the necessaiy acumen should be a 

matter of priority. as should inviting experts from abroad to lend their insights.j6' Also. 

there should be a "critical mass" of employees in both numben and specialtirs. In 

addition to adrquate support staff. attorneys. accountants. tïnancial analysts. and 

investigators should be retained. Personnel alone rire not sutficient. Given the ingenuity 

of those bent on fraud. the requisite technology must be available to the enforcee. Of 

course. the degree of technology demanded will depend on the complexity of the 

particular secunties market. 

With vigorous investigatocy and enforcement powers. competent oversight 

personnel in both number and specialty. and the use of appropriate technology much can 

definitely be accomplished. 

'& Fmso H. van Zyl. -South Afica: Insider Trading Rqulation and Enforcement ". ( 1994) 15 C. Law 3. at 
92. 

337 John J.A. Burke. '*The Estonian Securities Market Act: A Lesson for Former Republics of the Soviet 
Union". (1994) 27 rand J. Transnat'I L. 578, n, 1 1 1. 



5.1. ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS UNDER NIGERIAN LAWS 

Nigenan securities legislation makes provision for its enforcement through a 

variety of techniques. S peci fically. the SEC .-lcr and the CA MA'^^ provide for several 

types of official sanctions against peeons who violate their provisions. and speciffy in 

some cases the procedures to be followed in enforcing them.369 These include penal 

sanctions. administrative sanctions. statutorily created civil causes of action. More than 

one of these sanctions rnay apply in a given situation.j7' 

In furtherance of its goal of ensuring discipline and cnhancing professionalism 

within the capital market the SEC has also issued a "code of conduct for capital market 

operators and their emploYees"."' 

This code of conduct is binding on al1 openton in the market and their employees 

and provides that al1 disputes among them will initially be referred to the relevant SR0 or 

other organisation established for the resolution of disputes between members. If this 

body is not able to resolve a dispute to the satisfaction of the parties involved. such 

dispute is then referred to the Administrative Hearing Cornmittee (AHC) of the SEC. 

Under normal circumstances. it is only where the AHC is also unable to resolve such 

-- 

"' The CAMA in S. 54 I provides that the SEC shall administer the relevant provisions of the CAMA 
regarding dealings in Company securities. 

369 The rules goveming forma1 pmceedings before the commission are designed to establish procedural 
sakguards which protect the n@ts and interests of al1 parties: SEC guidelines on Administrative 
Proceedings: Mergers. Acquisitions and Combinaiions: Prospectuses: Registntions: Underwriters and 
Underwiting Agreements. supra note 136 at 2- 5 .  

5 70 The outcomr of SEC investigation may serve as the prelude to other 'ypes of sovemrnental proceedings. 

FI The code of conduct also provides for sanctions for its violations and any operator fomd guilty under a 

disciplinary pmceeding shall be suspended or expelled from the capital market and rnay in addition be 
liabie for any other penalty prescribed by the Iaw. 



dispute to the satisfaction of d l  the parties involved that a court action can be instinited in 

respect of such dispute. 

The SEC has statutory authority to carry out surveillance and conduct 

investigations to determine whether there has been or there is about to be a violation of 

the SEC Act. This authority includes power to compel production of books and records 

from any penon or company subject to the SEC .-lcr. Where preliminary investigations by 

the SEC point to possibility of hudulent violations of the SEC .-kt. the maners are 

usually referred to the Federal Investigation and intelligence Bureau (FIIB) for tiirther 

in~esti~ations.'~' 

Section 1 j ( 1 )  g m t s  the SEC authority to examine the records and affairs of and 

to cal1 for information tiom and on any person or company directly or indirectly covered 

by the provisions of the SEC .-kt. If tiom such investigation it is found that there is an 

attempt to thwart the provisions of the SEC'.-lcr or of any rules and regulations made 

thereunder. the SEC is empowered to declare the irregular transactions nul1 and void and 

to takr appropriate measures to recti- such irreegular transactions."' 

Genenlly. when information cornes to the attention of the SEC through complaint 

or othewise that a violation has or may have occurred. it first conducts an informa1 

inquiry. This initial inquiry is done by means of witten correspondence. telephone 

contact or meeting with the parties directly. If the inquiry reveals the existence of a 

violation or possible violation. a forma1 order of investigation is recommended to be 

;z The FI16 is a govemmental body estabiished to investigare allegations of fnud in Nigeria primarily 
within the banking and financial indusny. 

-- 
' " Section 1 s'(2). SEC -4 cf. 



carried out by the SEC. .eiy such forma1 investigative proceedings are generally 

conducted privately. to avoid unwarranted injury to the reputations of the persons being 

investigated. A witness compelled to test@ or produce evidence is entitled to see a copy 

of the formal order of investigation and such witness or party summoned may be 

accornpanied or represented or advised by a laiver. 

Section 28 expressly requires the SEC to investigate allegations of violations of or 

probable violations of provisions of the SEC k r .  niles and regulations. !t authorises the 

SEC to require the allcged violator to file witten statement under oath as regards the facts 

and circumsrances of the subject matter of the in~esti~ation.'~" 

If the SEC'S investigations show that an); person is rngaged or about to engage in 

any acts or practices which constitute or will constitute a violation of the provisions of the 

SEC'.-îcr. or any rules and regulations made thereunder. it may bring an action in the 

courts to enjoin such acts or practices. and upon a proper showing a permanent or 

temporary injunction or restnining order may be granted without the necessity of a 

bond."' Upon an application of the SEC. the courts also have junsdiction to issue wnts 

of mandctm~rs commanding any person to cornply with the provisions of the SEC Act or 

any rule and regulations made there~nder."~ 

The SEC may also transmit such evidence as may be available concerning such 

acts or practices to the Attorney-General of the Fedention who rnay institute the 

374 Section 28( 1 ). 

;Ys Section 28(2). 

j Ï6  Section 28(4). 



necessary criminal proceedings under the SEC The SEC adopts a practice of 

allowing persons under investigations to submit wriaen statements describing their 

actions and promising where necessary to behave better in the future and such statements 

rnay be made public by the SEC as part of the process of resolving their involvement in 

the investigation. 

If the SEC determines that a public investigation is warnnted. and the records 

show implications of wrong doing bÿ anp person. that penon must be given a reasonable 

opponunity for cross-examination and for production of rebuttal testimony or 

docurnentary evidence.""or the protection of the public. the production of certain books 

and records related to the business which are required by law to be kept is mandatory and 

this drmand is not subject to an. pnvileges as in judicial proceedings. 

S.l(a) PENAL SANCTIONS 

Pend sanctions potentially involve a terrn of irnprisonment. There are three 

categories of penal offences under Nigerian laws: ( 1 ) çeneral offences: (7) offences by 

directors ancüor officen: and (3)  insider trading and/or tipping offences. Anyone who 

commits an offence in any of thesc categories is liable to a maximum fine of one hundred 

thousand naira (N 100.000)'~~ ancilor a maximum prison term of Five years. In accordance 

with Section 26 of the SEC Acr. "Any person who: 

(a) willfully violates any provisions of this Act: or 

-- 
'" Section 28(3). 

5 3  The SEC records the proceedings of any investigation. 

jn About S 1.700 CDN. 



(b) willfully. in any registration statement. application. report. account, record. 
or other document filed or sent pursuant to this Act or the keeping of 
which is required under this Act makes or causes to be made any untrue 
statement of a material fact or omits to state an); material fact necessary to 
make the statement from being misleading in the light of the 
circumstances under which they were made. 

shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine of not more than 
N 100.000.00 (One Hundred Thousand Naira) or impnsonment for five years or to 
both such fine and imprisonment". 

The language of (b) above encompasses the statutory definition of "misrepresentation". 

while (a) is a catch-al1 provision. Therefore. any contravention of any part of the SEC ..let 

could be punished by mrans of a pend sanction. Also. directors and ofticers who 

authorize. permit or acquiesce in the commission of a pend offencr are liable for the 

offence. regardless of whether their corporation or firm has been charged or found 

(b) STATUTORY CIVIL LIABILITY 

The civil liability provisions of the SEC . k t  and the CAMA. augment but do not 

replace existing common-law remedirs."' S. 562 of the CAMA provides for civil 

liability for loss or damage sustained by investon against directors and promoters of the 

Company in respect of untrue statements in prcspectus and statements in lieu of 

3 0  The use of the word '~iltiil" connotes however that the prosecution must necessarily prove that the 
director or oficer knew that a pend offence was committed. The United States Supreme Court has held that 
when used in a criminal statute (wilfully) means an act done with a bad purpose: without justifiable excuse: 
... without gound for believing it is lawtÛ1 ...'. See LhitedSmtes v. Murdock. 390 U S .  389. (1933). Read 
Iiteraily. this creates the con tluence of w-wilfully" and "knowingly ." Marc Steinberg & Ralph Ferrera. supra 
note 287 para, 6:05 ( 1990). 

;a 1 These common law remedies include civil actions for rescission or darnages with respect to 
misrepresentations in prospectuses or other disclosure documents and with respect to transactions which are 
in violation of the securities acts. They also include civil actions with respect to brokers. advisers and 
portfolio managers for breach of contract, for negligence or for breach of fiduciary duties. 



prosFecnis.3" Also. S. 620 of CAMA provides for civil actions for compensation to 

peeons who suffer loss and an accounting to the Company for the direct benefit or 

advantage received or receivable. in respect of insider trading. 

Section 25 of the SEC k t  further creates a specific private right of action arising 

from false and untme statements in an application for securities or trading registration. It 

provides that notwithstanding the other provisions of the Act. if any application for 

registration under the Act contains an untrue statement of a material tàct or omits a 

material fact necessary to make the statements in the application from being rnisleading. 

my person acquiring such srcurity (without knowledgr of the untnith or omission at the 

time of acquisition) may sue (a)  every penon who signed the application for registration: 

(b) every person who was a director of (or performing similar tiinctions) or partner in the 

Company or enterprise at the time of the filing of the part of application of registration 

upon which liability is assened: andior (c) every accountant. engineer or appraiser. or any 

person whose profession gives authority to a statement made by him which is used in 

connection with such registration process. 

(c) ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS 

If upon carrying on its investigations. the SEC uncovee evidence of a violation of 

the SEC .-kt. it map order an administrative hearing to determine responsibility for the 

violation and to impose sanctions. Such an administrative proceeding can only be brought 

against (a) pesons or firms registered with the SEC (e-g. broker-dealer. investment 

adviser. issuing house. registrar. stock exchanges or securities dealers). or (b) with respect 

"' Ss. 563 and 56.1 provide for criminal liability. 



to securities registered with the SEC. or (c) any other person or institution covered under 

the provisions of the SEC Acr. 

Although administrative hearings are used generally to detennine possible or 

alleged violations of any provision of the SEC . k t  or Regulations. usual types of cases. 

which warrant such hearings. include (i) sale of unregistered securities to the public in 

violation of S. 9 of the SEC' dcr. ( i i )  mislrading or untrue statements in registration. 

application. or prospectus. (iii) dealing in securitirs by unregisterrd broken. dealers. 

investment adviser. etc.. (iv) employing unethicai. manipulative or deceptive device or 

conduct in securities transactions. (v) deniai of registration or refusal to register stock 

exchmges. broker or dealer. (vi) suspension or revocation of registration of securities or 

of securities dealers. and (vii) insider draling cases.'" 

The rules of proccdure applicable to hearings before the SEC are construed 

liberally to c a p  out the objectives of the SEC .da and other Iaws administered by the 

SEC and to assist parties in obtaining fair. fast and inexpensive settlement of cases 

brought before the SEC. 

Section 16 of the SEC .Act permits the SEC. subject to the approval of the 

National Council of Ministen. to compound off en ce^.'^^ Respondents may during the 

period of hearing. make offers of settlement. consrnting to lesser sanctions in exchange 

for swing the expense and prolonged adverse publicity of a protracted proceeding. 

SEC guidelines. supra note 136 at 5 .  

:SS This power of the SEC is made subject to section 160 of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria (which relates to the power of the Attorney-General of the Federation to institute. continue or 
discontinue criminal proccedings against any penon in any court of law). 



The SEC. in an administrative proceeding. may impose any of the following 

sanctions (a) censure or warning: (b) nullification of ix-regular  transaction^:'^' (c) 

limitations on the registrant's activities? or (d) suspension or revocation of 

registration."' 

In Chief .CL.-f. Ornisade r. Jirni Lrnsai und Lord ~ h i e f ' & ~ v i r ' ~ ~ .  a complaint was 

laid by the petitioner. Chief MA. Ornisade. inter dia. that the respondents who were 

members of the then board of Alpha Merchant Bank were unilaterally allotted shares 

without the Commission's approval. The AHC after considering al1 the facts and 

rvidence before it hrld al1 irregular allotment of shares nul1 and void. Persons affected by 

the nullification were advised to retum their share certificates to the company's registrar 

for cancellation.'" 

In L'nit One fmllrsrries Pic. Y. Trirsr Secirrities ~ i m i t r d ' ' ~  the petitioners 

complained to the SEC that the respondents who acted as issuing house had failed to 

remit to it the proceeds of its public issue of 1992 within the time stipulated by the SEC. 

The issuing house had also failrd to give the issuer any accurate statement as to the actual 

785 Section 1 5(2). 

Section 1-1. The SEC could deny registntion or refùse to issue certificate of registntion if it finds that a 
broker or dealer. or its agents or an investment adviser or regism has not satistïed the requirements of this 
section. 

"' Section 24. The SEC is however required to give adequare notice and opportunity for hearing to an 
afected person before suspension or revocation of the registration of the person or of a securie. 

SEC Periodicals. The Sectrifies und Erchange Commission - Report und .4ccounrsfor the year ended 
3 I" December. 1994 at 7 1. 

'" With resard to whether the hvo directon used k i r  position as directon of the bank to acquire those 
shares. the AHC found that Mr. Jimi LawaI (the Managing Director) could have used his position to his 
(undue) advantage whiIe there was nothing ro show that Lord Ifegwu. the other director. did likewise. 



proceeds of the said issue. During the hearing. it was disclosed that certain shares 

purportedly allotted were unpaid for. The AHC directrd as follows: 

(a) share certificates in respect of such shares not paid for by the chairman of 
the petitioner. memben of bis fnmily. and members of staff of the 
petitioner were to be retumed and cancelled: 

(b) the respondent should take up the shares not paid for as agreed by the 
parties: 

(c j iiie respunden~ was suspendecl h m  engag ing in capitai market activi tirs 
until it complied with the above orders and aiso its registmtion status is 
reviewed by the Commission: 

(d) the respondcnt should f~rward to the petitioner as well as the Commission 
appropriate statement of account with regard to the proceeds. 

respondents were invited to appear before the AHC to explain why: ( 1 ) a material fact. to 

wit. the management of Afnbank had decided to embark on a head ottïce project without 

disclosing this information in the prospectus issued by the bank during its privatisation in 

1993 and ( 2 )  multiple applications were rntenained and processed for allotment by the 

respondents during the privatisation of the bank. The AHC d e r  hearing the parties 

decided as fotlows: 

(a) FBN (Merchant Bankers) Limited was suspended for three months frorn 
functioning as issuing house: 

(b) Afribank (Nig.) Plc was suspended from performing registrars' hnction 
for three months: 

(c) Afribank (Nig.) PIC was barred from performing in-house registrars' 
function: 

(d) the allotment of the 17.425.000 shares irreplarly was nullified. 

5 9 0  SEC Annual Reports. 1994, p. 7 1-72. Srr also trnion Dicon r. Negoriable Finance Limirrd: .-ihfH 
Conrimrution Limited.: and SEC v. Financial T m r  Cumpae  !figeria Limited at p. 74. 

j9' SEC A ~ u a i  Reports. 1994. p. 73. 



In SEC v. Equity Securities ~imited."' after an administrative hearing, it was 

decided by the AHC that the respondent be given time to make up its paid-up capital as 

issuing house and file a valid fidelity bond. The respondent later wrote to the SEC that it 

would discontinue its function as an issuing house. However. the SEC discovered that it 

had not even fulfilled registration requirements for its other registered h c t i o n  of 

brokeridealer. The AHC then reviewed its earlier decision and barred the respondent from 

al1 capital market activities until al1 SEC requirements for registration must have been 

tùltilled. 

In SECw c Pace lnvesrrnenr ~irniteti."' the Special Services Department of the 

Presidency issurd a security clearance report that the information supplied by two of the 

sponsored individuals of the respondent in respect of thrir educat ional qualifications 

could not be confirmed. The respondent was therefore invited to the AHC to clarify the 

position. The .4HC ordered as Follows: 

(a) that registration of Pace Investment Liinited be withdrawn: and 
(b) that the matter be referred to the Federal Investigation and Intelligence 

Bureau (FIIB) for investigation of the educational claims of the two 
sponsored individuals affected. 

In SEC' v. Investmr~u ond Capital Drvelopment CO. ~td..'" the Federal High 

Court directed the SEC to investigate and report to it on a scheme of arrangement entered 

into behveen the respondent and its creditors. The SEC cmied out the investigation and 

in the procçss found that the respondent. among others. was financially insolvent and 

'" SEC Annual Repam. 1994. p. 76. 

'O' SEC A M U ~  Reports. 1994. p. 71. 

'% SEC A M U ~  Reports. 1994 p. 75. 



incapable of meeting its financial obligations to its crediton. However since the SEC 

registered the respondent as a capital market operator the matter was referred to the AHC 

which took the following decisions: 

(a) the registration certificate granted the respondent and its sponsored 
individuals to perform the functions of issuing house and brokeddealer in 
the capital market be withdraw-n: 

(bj die company's sponsorrd inàiviauais were barred from panicipaiing in the 
capital market in any capacity unless cleared by the Commission: and 

( c )  notice of the withdnwal of the registration certificate and the ban on the 
sponsored individuals to be published in the newspaprrs. 



5.2. ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS UNDER CANADIAN LAWS"' 

Under Canadian securities laws. administrators are given the power to make a 

wide range of orden to encourage cornpliance with the securities act or regulations. These 

powers typically include: 

Cornpliance - securities administrators are given the power to order that a 

person comply with. or crase contravsning. a provision of the act or 

regulations or a decision of the securities admini~trators:"~ 

Ceax trade - this involves the power to order that al1 prrsons. class of persons. 

or particular persons crase trading in a specitied security or class of 

~ecurities:'~' 

Denial of exemptions - important exemptions are provided iiom the 

application of securities acts with respect to registration. prospectus filing 

requirements and takeover bid regulations. Securities administrators have the 

power to remove these exemptions with respect to the persons sprcified in an 

order by the securities admini~trator:'~~ 

"' Althou& the Canadian laws also mûke provision for pend and civil sanctions for breaches of the 
securities laws. emphasis hrre would be on the administrative sanctions because they are in my virw more 
relevant to this dixoune. as they better highli&t the difference in the two regulatory regimes. 

7% .4.S.A. S. 164 (an application to coun): B.C.S.A. S. 144(I )(a) (the provision also applies to a by-law. 
rule. policy or decision of a stock erchange or self-regdatory organisation): M.S.A. S. 152 (an application 
to court). S. 62: N.B.S.F.P.A. S. 23 (an application to coun): NRd.S.A. S. 1 26 (an application to coun): 
N.S.S.A. S. I34( l )(a) (the provision also applies to a by-law. mie. policy or decision of a stock exchange or 
self-regulatory organisation): 0.S.A S. 126 (an application to court): Q.S.A. S. 272.1: S.S.A. S. 133. 

:a- - A.S.A. s. 165: B.C.S.A. s. IU(l)(b): M.S.A. s. 148: N.B.S.F.P.A. s. 18: Nfld.S.A. s. 127: N.S.S.A. s. 
I34( l)(b): N.W.T.S.A. S. 37: 0.S.A S. 127: P.E.I.S.A. S. 19: Q.S.A. S. 265: S.S.A. S. 134: Y.S.A, S. 32, 

j9S A.S.A. S. 166: B.C.S.A. S. IU(l)(c): M.S.A. S. 19(5): Nfld.S.A. S. 128: N.S.S.A. S. IX(I)(c): 0S.A S. 

128: P.E.I.S.A. S. 13(2): Q.S.A. S. 164: S.S.A. S. 155. 



4. Resignation or prohibition fiom acting as director or ~ f i c e r ; - ' ~ ~  

5. Prohibition of or required dissemination of information:'loO and. 

6. Reprimand of registrant or suspension. cancellation or restriction of 

These administrative orders c m  çenerally be made on a temporary ba i s  without a 

hearing. where the securities administntor considers that the length of time required to 

hold a hearing could be prejudicial to the public interest."" A hearing is however required 

before the imposition of a final order.'"'' 

The power of securities commissions to impose sanctions. such as cease vade 

orden and removal of exemptions. where it "considers it to be in the public interest" to 

do so has been interpreted quite broadly. In Re C. T.C. Dealer Hotdings Ltd er al. and 

Ontario Srcicrifies Commission r! al..4oJ it was decided by the Ontario Divisional Court 

that so long as the commission was acting bonajtde in the public interest. there need not 

i 'F)  A.S.A. S. 166.1: B.C.S.A. S. l-i4(l)(d): N.S.S.A. S. 134(l)(d). 

400 B.C.S.A. S. IJJ(l)(e): N.S.S.A. S .  I3J(l)(e). 

JO 1 A.S.A. S. 56: B.C.S.A. S. 144(l)(f): M.S.A. S. 8: N.B.S.F.P.A. S. 22.23: NfldSA. s. 28; N.S.S.A. S. 33: 
N.W.T.S.A. S. 10: 0.S.A S. 27: P.E.I.S.A. S. 18. 19: Q.S.A. S. 273: S.S.A. S.  29: Y.S.A.S. 8(2). 

402 A.S.A. S. 21: B.C.S.A. S. 144(2): M.S.A. S .  148(2): Nf1d.S.A. S. 127(3). 128(2): N.S.S.A. S. ljJ(2): 
0.S.A S. 1 Y(3). 118(2): S.S.A. S. 1243). l35(2). However. the application of a tempomy order is 
typically timited to 15 days. but the administrator can order an extension of the order until a hearing can be 
held. 

"' See. A.S.A. S. 165(2). 166(1). 166.1(2): B.C.S.A. S. IW(1)): M.S.A. S. 148(2): Nfld.S.A S. 127(3). 
128(2): N.S.S.A. S. 134(1): 0.S.A S. 127(3). 128(2): S.S.A. S. lM(3). 135(2). Secrion 146 ofthe B.C.S.A. 
gives the commission or superintendent the power to make a cease trade order without a hearing where a 
person fails to file a record that is required to be filed or ilmished. or fails to file or furnish adequate 
information in a record that is required to be filed or h i s h e d .  The order applies until the penon files or 
fümishes the required information. 

SOS 59 O.R. (Zd) 79. See also Re CaMb Corp. ( 1995). 18 O.S.C.B. 475 at 483 (OSC): and in the motter of 
Canadian Tire Corporafion et al. (1987). IO O.S.C.B. 858. 



be any concurrent breach of any of the provisions of the act. regulations or policy 

statements before the commission could exercise its discretion under this head. 

5.3. ORDERS TO FREEZE PROPERTY 

In Canadian jurisdictions the secuities acts specifically empower the regulatory 

authorities in certain circumstances to order the fieezing of a peson's property in the 

jurisdiction. For instance. where. in respect of a person for which an investigation is 

proposed. ongoing or has been concluded. an administrative order (such as a cease trade 

order) is proposed or has been made. or criminal proceedings are about to be or have been 

instituted. an order c m  be made requinng a penon to continue to hold funds. secunties or 

other property that it holds on deposit and which belongs to the person subject to the 

investigation. order or proceeding. The securities commission cm also order that the 

penon subject to the investigation. order. or proceeding refrain from withdrawing any 

funds. securities. or other property or to hold ail titnds. securities or other property of 

clients or others in trust for an interim receiver or trustee.JO' 

Although the Nigeria securities laws do not expressly empower the SEC to 

Freeze proprrties of persons being investigated. the SEC or anyone aggnrved by the 

actions of the operator can still apply to the courts to get an order to so freeze the 

operator's property within the jurisdiction pending the outcome of the investigation or 

litigation. However implicit in this procedure is the fact that it would take a longer tirne to 

obtain such orders and the courts have the discretion to _gant such application or not. 

4Q5 A.S.A. S. 37: B.C.S.A- S. 135: M.S.A. S. 26: N.B.S.F.P.A. S. 24: Nf1d.S.A. S. 17; N.S.S.A- S. 29c: 
N,W.T.SA. S. 24(1): 0.S.A s- 16: P.E.I.S.A. s, 20: Q.S.A. s- 249: S.S.A, S. 17: Y.,A. S. 20(1). 



Consequently a fnudulent operator could always take steps to dissipate the property in 

issue before the court orders are obtained. 

5.4. JUDICIAL REVIEW AND THE WGHTS OF APPEAL 

Section 19 of the SEC .4cr provides a right of appeal to the Minister of Finance to 

an); penon aggrieved by any decision of the SEC relative to an application made by the 

person under the Act. The Minis~rr may. afier considering the appeal. confirm or modify 

the decision of the SEC. and this decision is the final administrative remedy. 

The SEC .-kt does not expresslp provide for a right of appeal to the courts by a 

person aggrieved with the decision of the SEC. This no doubt is a procedural oversight. in 

other jurisdictions with more dcveloped regula to~ systems. there exists to a large extent 

the avenue for the appeal of the regulator's drcisions to the coun~.~"  

In Canadian jurisdictions. any person directly affected by a decision of the 

securities commission. other than decisions with respect to exemptions %om prospectus 

requirements. or also. under some acts. exemptions fiom registration requirernents."07 cm 

W6 Eg.. in the United Kingdom. the Finuncid Services .-lcr (FSA) establishes a Financiat Services Tribunal 
to hear appeals from decisions of the Securities and Investments Board (SIB) afTecting investment firms. By 
S. 97 of the FSA. a person or tim may appeal to the Tribunal if the S tB ( 1 ) refuses an application for 
authorisation. (2) withdraws or suspends authorisation. (3 )  directs a finn not to ernploy a person. (4) 
publishes a statement conceming a person's misconduct. or ( 5 )  exercises its powers of intervention with 
respect to an investment business. In the United States. each of the federal securities laws provides for 
judicial review of final Commission orders in the Court of Appeals t'or the District of Columbia or in the 
court of appeals for the circuit in which the party resides or has its principaI place of business. See. section 
25(a)( 1 ) of the Etchange ..lm 15 U.S.C. para. 78y(a)( 1 ) ( 1994): section 9 of the Secztriria .-kt. 15 U.S.C. 
para. 771 ( 1994). 

Mt See. e-g.. A.S.A. S. 26(1): B.C.S.A. S. 149(1): 3ifld.S.A. S. IO(\); N.S.S.A. S. 26(1): S.S.A. S. 1 l (1) .  
Under N.W.T.S.A. S. 13 if regisnation is reked. suspended or canceiled there is an appeal to the Supreme 
Court which may confirm. reverse or modify the decision, 



appeal the decision of the commission to the c ~ u r t . ' ' ~ ~  The court may gan t  a stay of the 

decision of the commission until the disposition of the appeal.40g The court is empowered 

to direct the commission to make any decision or to do any act the commission is 

authorised and empowered to do under the act or regulations and the commission is 

required to act acc~rdingl~. ' "~  

Despite the silence of the Nigerian securities legislation on the nght of appeal to 

the couns Eom the decisions of the SEC. one c m  perhaps safely conclude however that 

the SEC being an administrative governmental body is amenable to judicial review 

proceedings undrr the Application for Judicial Review procedure.'" l This is a specialised 

procedure under the rules of court through which the courts cnsure that public bodies do 

not abuse their powers. Consequentl y. public law remedies li ke cerriorwi. mandamm and 

prohibition should be available against the decisions of the SEC. 

The SEC cannot therefore abuse its powen with impunity. ..\part from being 

subject to rxecutive control. it is ultimately subject to the control of the courts through 

judicial review proceedings. There should be no reason why a penon cannot apply for a 

judicial review of the SEC'S decisions or rules if they are considered to be illegal. 

408 See, r.g., A.S.A. S. 26( 1 ) (to the Court of Appeal): B.C.S.A. S. 149( 1 ) (to the Court of Appeal): M.S.A. 
S. 30( 1 ) (to the Coun of Queen's Bench): Nfld.S.A, S. 1 O(1)  (to the Supreme Court Trial Division): 
N.S.S.A. S. 76(1) (to the Trial Division): O.S.A. S. 9( I) (to the Divisional Court): Q.S.A. S. 32.5 (to three 
members of the Provincial Court): S.S.A. S. 1 1 ( I ). 

409 See. eg.. B,C.S.A. S. I J9(2): M.S.A. S. 30(8): Nf1d.S.A. S. 1 O(?): N.S.S.A. S. 26(2): O.S.A. S. 9(3: 
Q.S.A. S. 329: S.S.A. S. 1 l(8). 

JI0 A.S.A S. 26(6)(c): B.C.S.A. S. 1.59(4): b1.S.A. S. 30(6): Nf3d.S.A. S. IO(5): N.S.S.A. S. 26(5): O S A .  S. 

9(5): S.S.A. S. 1 l(6). 

411 See Order 43 of the various Sute Hi@ Court Rules (Unifom Procedure Rules); Order 53 of the Lagos 
State High Court Civil Procedure Rules: and in the case of the Federat High Coun, the applicable rules wilI 
be determined by the terms of section 9 of the Federal High Court Act, 



irrational. or tainted with procedural impropriety.4" This is particularly the case as the 

Supreme Court of Nigeria has admonished administrative agencies that. during the 

pendency of suits involving them. they should refrain from taking action that may 

*ridicule the court's de~ision'.~" 

in reviewing decisions in this area the courts should however be sensitive to the 

developmental needs of the capital market. as a wide doctrine of reviewable error (which 

Follows from an acceptance of the .-lnismunic doctrine)'"" could be counter productive in 

such markets. To this end. there should also be a greater use of remedial discretion by the 

courts. 

In Canada while the Securities Acts provide for appeals to the courts. the 

expertise and independence of the commissions result in considenble deference being 

shown to their decisions. The necessity for cunal deference to the drcisions of securities 

commissions was emphasised by the Supreme Court of Canada in Pezim v. British 

Colrrmhiu i'superinrendent of '~rokers~~".  Here. the Supreme Court ovenumed a decision 

of the B.C. Court of Appeal and refused to interfere in the findings of the B.C. Securities 

Commission on h o  grounds. First. the B.C. Securities Commission had specid 

knowledge and sophistication that courts do not have and second. it was '-the 

41; .4~ornq-Generd of .4nambru Srarr r. Okujor ( 1 992) 2 N WLR 396 at 430. 

Ai4 .4nismanic Lld t.. Foreign Compensution Commission ( 1969) 2 AC 147. See .W.4 v. Panalpino ( 1973) 
NCLR 9. CfOdmvole W. Fumakimra ( 1990) 4 NWLR 239.252. where the notion that al1 srrots of law are 
jurisdictional was rejected, 

"' (1994). 4 C.C.L.S. Il7 (S.C.C.) al 122-155. 



Legislaturegs intent to confer a broad public interest mandate on the B.C. Securities 

Commission to cany out its role". 



5.5. CONCLUSION 

The enforcement mechanisms under both the Nigerian securities laws and the 

Canadia. laws are ven; similar. They both provide the regulaton with a wide array of 

powers to rnsure that the various laws are properly enforced and not brought to ridicule 

by securi ties market participants. The major di fferences. however. in the two jwisdictions 

lie in the rxtent to which the laws are given practical etfèct. Other noticeable differences 

arise from the developmental stages of both countries. 

Firstly. the Nigerian SEC likr  rnost other govertunenta1 agencics is to some extent 

bogged down with bureaucracy. .A regulatory authority must be rmpowered to makr 

drcisions and give orders as quickly as possible. with minimal delay. The Canadian laws 

recognise this need and make specific provision for the securities commissions to 

cencrally make administrative ordcrs on a temporary basis without a hearing. However. 
C 

there is no equivalent provision in the Nigerian laws. The implication of this lacuna in 

Nigeria laws is that irrespective of the urgencp involved in an. particular case. the SEC 

still bas to make an application to the courts before it c m  obtain an interim order prior to 

its administrative hcarinps. 

Secondly. there is no express power given to the SEC to enable it to freeze a 

person's property within the jurisdiction. Although the sarne end c m  still be achieved by 

means of a court order. but as reitented carlier. this procedure is beset with the attendant 

problems of loss of time and the possibility of a fraudulent operator dissipating the 

property in issue or Beeing the jurisdiction before such order is obtained. or both. To 

instill confidence in the markets and to ensure adequatr investor protection. the powers of 



the SEC should br expanded to include the power to impose adequate interim and final 

orders in the public intrrest where appropriate. 

Thirdly. to ensure that the SEC dors not abuse its powers and become 'above the 

law'. there needs to br an express provision in the Nigerian laws entitling any person 

aggrieved with certain decisions of the SEC to appeal such decision to the courts or some 

other independent and specialisrd tribunal. The current right of appeal only lies to the 

Minister of Finance whose decision is the final."16 Although the right of judicial review 

exists. but the limitation of this remedy is pnmardy in the tact that where the courts 

determine that the commission's decision w s  wonp. they cannot substitute their OIM~ 

decision for that of the commission but cm only order that the matter be sent back for a 

re-hraring'" This invariably leads to the loss of more time in effecting corrective 

mesures whrre required. 

Lastly. while S. 26(a) of the SEC .4cr is commrndablr: as it provides for a catch-ail 

provision for criminal liability for an. violation of the provisions of the k t .  it is 

questionable whether criminal enforcement of violations of the Act is the most etTective 

approach. The experience of many rmrrging countries. including Nigeria. is that there 

have been few if any criminal convictions for illegal pncticrs like insider trading despite 

the existence of detailed insider trading prohibitions (although the pnctice continues to 

- - - 

l l h  Section 19 of the SEC .ici. An argument can perhaps be made that the Minister of Finance is not an 
impartial appellate body since his appointment is governmental and he is not totally detached Ci.om the SEC. 
The principles of natural justice require that an adjudicator not be a judge in his otvn cause (nemo judrr in 
causa SUU). 

117 The common law rule is that a ri& of appeal is statuton, in nature: no right of appeal exists unless it is 
specificaily provided for in a particular statute. In contrast. the process of judicial review is conducted in 
accordance with the inherent jurisdiction vested in courts of superior jun'sdiction to gant prerogative 
remedies: Gerald H. Gall. The Cunadian Lrgal Sutem. 3" ed.. (Toronto: Canwell. 1990) at 368. 



occur with some frequency).'"* To bunress this view. the heavier burden of proof in a 

criminal as compared to a civil proceeding perhaps has prompted judges and juries to 

refrain tiorn criminally convicting based on circurnstantial evidencr."" From a 

prosecutor's viewpoint. financial frauds li ke insider trading or stock manipulation are not 

necessarily subject to direct evidencr: circumstantial evidence O %en remains essential for 

a conviction. 

In the light of the above. it crnainl y is not suggested that the SEC should abandon 

criminal enforcement efforts. Rather what is bring suggestrd hrre is that civil remedirs 

should be made more available and invokrd on a frequent basis. Successtiil enforcement 

actions in civil suits will encourage cornpliance. stimulate securities efforts in other 

contexts. and facilitate a consensual understanding of sanctionable behavior. Cnminal 

enforcement in this scenario should become the "heavy club" to be skvung against those 

deemed sufficiently blamewonhy to deseme imprisonment. 

See szrpru note 366 (South Am'ca). Ausnalia's experiencr thus Far has been sirnilac Roman Tomasic. 
-Insider Trading Law Refonn in Ausrralia ". ( 199 1 ) 9 Comp. dl Sec L. J. 12 1 - 

419 T.E, Bostock. "Austmlia's New insider Trading Law". ( 1992) 10 Comp. & Sec L. 165. 



Chapter 6 

PROPOSALS FOR REFORM 

6.0. INTRODUCTION 

!t cannot be over-emphasised that a congeniai legal environment provides For and 

contributes to the effective development and hnctioning of capital markets. This is 

particularly important in the case of smerging markets that have to compete for a finite 

amount of private investment in an increasingly competitive world. They must persuade 

astute investors to impart capital in their respective countries nther than in seemingly 

countless other venues that provide greater comfon. This no doubt is an uphill task and 

key inducements to investors in these markets should inevitably includr: the realistic lure 

of impressive profits. l iquidi~ and negotiability of investment. control ovrr one's 

investment. and perhaps most imponantly. regulation that promotes market integrity and 

ethical business pncticrs (without unduly infringing upon privacy concems and 

entrepreneurial creativity )."" 

With the repeal of the E-~chmge COrztrd .Ad i962'" and the last of the 

indigenisation statutes - the .lrgrrinn Enterprises Promotion .-!ci 1989 ( Y E P  . - f~r ) .~"  the 

Nigerian govemment no doubt set the wheels in motion for the internationalisation of the 

Niprian capiral market. This obviously was a sensible policy decision as it sought to 

make the Nipenan investment market more accessible and attractive to foreign investors. 

- - -  

t'O Pardy. "lnstitutional Refom in Emerging Securities iMarkets". in Policy Rrsrwch Working Papers. 
Coztnn Ec.onontics Drpurtrnrnt. The ltlorkd Bank. WPS 907 ( 1 992). 

'"' Exchange Control (Repeal) Decree 8 of 1995. 



However. certain aspects of Nigerian Company and securities law may still be seen 

as reinforcing the perception of a restrictive investment regime. Also. the securities 

regulations have not quite been very effective in providing substantial comfon to 

investors. 

There is little doubt that some refoms are needed in Nigeria. It is however outside 

the scope of this paper to discuss al1 aspects of the securities laws that nred reform in 

Nigeria. The proposais for reform that are discussed below are based mainly on the 

deficiencies in the regulatory regimr that have previously been identifled in this study and 

also on somc othrr fundamental problems in the substantive laws mitigating against the 

proper drvelopmrnt of the sccuritirs inr'ustry in Nigeria. 

'" Nigerian Enterprises Promotion (Rrpeal) Decree 7 of 1993. 



6.1. LIMITATIONS LN THE SUBSTANTIVE LAWS 

The SEC Act still reflects the old indigenisation policy. Hence. restrictions are 

placed on share transfers in companies with alien membership.'" If these restrictions 

were in place because the SEC dcr was enacted brfore the last policy reversal reflected in 

the .VEP .-lei. it is surpnsing that the C.4btA. which was rnacted a year afier the .VEP rlrt. 

failed to reflect this reversal in policy."'J With the repeal of the .VEP .ki. it is time for 

those provisions in the SEC Act and the CAM.4 to be finally expunged. 

Another aspect of Nigerian company law that contributes to the perception of a 

restrictive investment regime is the rrquirement that foreign companies that wish to 

operate in Nigeria have to be incorporated as Nigerian ~orn~anies. '~'  The utility of this 

requirement is questionable. .A company that operates in a country is not immune to its 

laws merrly becausr it is incorporatrd r~sewhere.''~ Tau laws. industrial çafety laws. 

pollution laws and ail other laws that apply to companies do not apply to indigenous 

companies onlp. Thry apply to cornpanirs that do business in the counp.  In Ofihore 

Intrrncziioncil S..-l. c Ferlercil Botrrd of'htlrntl ~ r ~ e n l r t . ~ "  Justice Omo-E boh of the then 

Federal Revenue Coun held that a Company incorporated in Panama having its principal 

office in Texas and no place of business in Nigeria was nrvertheless liable to Nigerian 

Section 7( 1 )  of the SEC -4c.r 1988. 

424 E-g.. the appraisal rights ofdissenting rnernbers (in ri company having foreipers) on a reconstruction 
through voluntq liquidation are not dependent on valuation bu agreement. Quite the contra-. the SEC 
does the valuation: S. 538(4) of the CAMA. 

Section 54 of the CAMA. 

4 26 .Vrrvbj. v. I. irn Opprn und Colt 's Pumt  Fireurms .Cfunirfuc~on Co.. ( 1 872) L. R. t Q. B. 293. 

"' ( 1976) 1 N.T.C. 333. 



company tau in respect of income received in the United States in US dollars from a 

contract to drill oil wells in Nigeria. The ba i s  of this decision \vas that. since the plaintiff 

had sntered into contracts to cary out an activity in Nigeria it w s  engaged in tnde or 

business in Nigeria. 

Apart from the taxation point. it is also important to bear in mind that a company 

is subject to the jurisdiction of Nigerian courts not because of incorporation in Nigeria but 

by virtue of the facr that it is present within the jurisdiction of the court. Under the 

common law the bais  of jurisdiction of the courts is presencr. and doing business in a 

place is equivalrnt to presence."" 

The re-incorporation requirement was adopted in Nigeria in 1968 (when the 

Companies Decree was promulgated) whcn nrwlp independent countnes viewed the 

assertion ohovereigntp as a matter of great importance. Hence there was a symbolic 

value to the re-incorporation in the host Statr. In 1990. a yrar afier the enactmrnt of the 

.VEP .-lcr. the CAMA was enacted. The requirernent of re-incorporation was lrft intact. 

cven though. as observrd earlier. foreign companies doing business in Nigeria are not 

controlled by the State by virtue of bring incorporatrd in Nigeria. 

"' Okrrra & Co. Lfd I : Forsbacku Jermerks .-i kricbolag, ( 1 9 1 4) 1 K. B. 7 1 5. 



6.2, REGULATORY REFORM 

6.2(a) INSTITUTIONAL REFORM 

The institutional fiamework for securities regulation in Nigeria as presently 

constituted needs limited reform. The SEC remains the apex regdatory body in the 

Nigerian capital market and ovenees the other institutions and opentors in the market. 

Howewr. the independence and accountability of the SEC are maners of concem. 

According to IOSCO. the independence of securities regulaton is enhanced by a stable 

source of tùnding. Also. the IFC recommènds that securities commissions operate 

independently from the Ministry of Finance. In Nigeria. the President of the country 

appoints the chairrnan of the SEC and tive other rnrmben are appointed by the National 

Council of Ministers on the recommendation of the blinister of  ina an ce.'" Funher. the 

SEC is accountable to the blinistry of Finance. which rnust also approve its budget. Tnus 

with the SEC'S hnding controllçd by the government. it is questionable if its 

indeprndence cm be retlected in practice. 

Also. the legal structure of the NSE. which remains the principal SR0  in the 

Nigerian capital market. is unclear. While the NSE is contractually a club that operates a 

market and with powrrs to regulate its memben. the Nigerian Govemment has always 

had an interest in it. This is retlected in the fact that the government was one of its 

promoten and also that an Act of Parliament bearing its narnr was enacted. GO This 

~overnmental interest has contrîbuted in no smdl way in obscuring the role of the NSE as 
C 

J=9 S. 2. SEC .4ct, 

430 The Lagos Stock Erchange -4 cr. 1 96 1 . 



an SR0 and its subjection to the SEC. Some operators therefore view the NSE as a 

governmental institution and thus equate its statu to that of the SEC.'"' 
C 

To resolve the existing confusion above. it is time for the repeal of the Lugos 

Stock ,!%change -4c.r. 1961. This statute has been supersrded by the SEC dci and is 

irrelevant to the present 'structure. law. institutions and ovenll Framework of the capital 

market'. 

Further. it is genrnlly the practice in most developed secunties markets for 

memben of the industry to regulate thrmselves. In Canada for instance. the regulation of 

market opentors is principally camed out by the various stock exchanges in conjunction 

with the Investment Dealers .+!ssociation. AISO. the Mutual Funds Dealers Association is 

set to commence operations as a S R 0  for mutual funds dealers soon. 

In Nigeria. despite the recommendation of the Okigbo Report on the Financial 

System in 1976 that the securities dealers and brokers should set up a National 

Association of Srcunties Dealers and also the provision in S. 121-1) of the SEC'.-lcr which 

expressly empowers the SEC to registcr such a body. this body is yet to be formed. It is 

recomrnended that such a body be established and registered by SEC as a SR0 to take 

over from the NSE the Iùnction of registering securiry analysts and stockbrokers. This 

will be in line with the recoinmendations of IOSCO. which stresses the need for the 

appropriate balance to be maintaincd between self-regulation and governrnental 

regulation. particularly in emerging markets. 

41 1 This confkion was responsible for Secrrriries undErchange Commissiun Y. The :Vigeria Stock 
Erchunge. Suit No. FHC!I\.CS; 1 O66W. discussed supro in Chapter 3. 



(b) INVESTOR PROTECTION 

To ensure adequate protection of investon in the Nigerian capital market. the 

disclosure requirernents have to bt kept in Iine with the trends in more developed markets 

and intemationally. While the present laws in Nigeria are extensive. there however needs 

to be in place a proper regime of continuous disclosure to support secondaiy market 

trading to ensure the protection of shareholden. This is particularly necessary as Nigerian 

shareholden are widely dispersed and generally have srnaIl shareholdings. Presently. the 

management of companies cxercises extensive influence and control over the companies 

to the exclusion of the shareholdrrs."' 

..\ko. the Nigerian laws could be amended in line with the Allen Report in Canada 

to adopt a "strict liability" rnodel in instances of mislrading disclosure which serves to 

provide a remedy by which injured investors can seek partial compensation for disclosure 

violations. This mode1 would cncounge small investors to bnng class actions suits by 

making such suits more accessible in Nigrna. 

Further. as regards tender offers. target directon still have considerable scope for 

resisting tender offers in Nigeria. Directors remain in a potential conflict of interest 

position when dealing with takeover bids and selfish directors can misuse the power 

eiven to thrm by S. 279(3) of CALIA for thrir owm end without regard to the best 
C 

interests of the investors/company. At present. the law consigns to them a mainly 

advisory hnction and al1 the directors need to resist la~.fully any such takeover bids is to 

432 In the absence of adequate nanitorr. provisions to protect shareholden tiom management powen and 
influence. one interesting phenornenon that has arisen in Nigeria has been the Nigerian SharehoIden 
Solidarhy Association and its role in moniroring management. This association hos played a leading role by 
rnaking its presence feli dui-ing seneml meeting of companies and has acted as a resuaining influence on 
directon: "S harehoiders give firms' directon ultimatum on AGM". Business Times. 14 August 1995. at 30. 



show a conflict over corporate policy behveen the bidder and the target. This obviously is 

not an insuperable tûsk as this is usually the reason for the takeover bid in the first place. 

Consequrntly. it is recommended that any defensive actions should. wherever 

possible. be put to the shareholders for approval. The law should provide that any 

defensive tactics that result in shareholders being deprived of the ability to respond to a 

takeover bid or to a competing bid are unlawful. As reiterated in the Canadian Prodircers 

Pipelines Inc case .'"' 
"Since the shareholders have the right to decide to uhom and at what price they 
will sel1 their shares. defrnsive action must interkre as liale as possible with that 
right. Accordingly. any defensive action should be put to the shareholders for 
approval where possible. or for subsequent ratification if not possible"."J 

(c) ENFORCElMENT MECHANISMS 

Laws that are not cnforced are as good as an absence of laws. The Nigerian 

securities laws are veq  detaiied and to a large extent comprehensive as they were 

subsrmtially copied From the United States and the United Kingdom securities laws. 

That the enforcernent mechanisms of the Nigerian securities laws are wanrinç is 

confirmed by the paucity of cases that have bern decided by the courts or the SEC to 

reach a conclusion as to the need for refom in the enforcement of securities violations in 

Nigeria. 

'" ( 199 1 ) 4 W.W.R. 577. 

4;' ibnl.. at p. 595. This is in line with the Canadian position as provided for in National Policy $ 3 8  (now 
known as National instrument 62-20?). 



The SEC remains the principal adminis~ative body responsible for investigating 

and prosecuting violations of the securities legislation. However. like al1 govemmental 

agencies. the SEC is to some extent boggled with bureaucracy. There needs to be a 

provision in the Nigerian laws which empowers the SEC to make decisions on urgent 

matters on an intrrim basis bcfore completing investigations where appropriate. The 

current position is that irrespective of how urgent a maner is. the SEC still has to make 

applications before the courts for interirn nmedies. .4lso. the powers of the SEC should 

be cxtended to allow it to freeze the assets of deîàultrrs where appropriate both before 

and afier a hearing. 

Further. the Nilorian laws should be amendrd to expressly providr for the right of 

appeal of administrative decisions of the SEC to the courts or at the wry least to an 

independent body or tribunal where appropriate. Currentl);. an appeal only lies to the 

Ministrr of Finance whosr: drcision is tinal. This dors not provide for a fair and impartial 

disposition of disputes. ris the Minister of Finance cannot be an impartial umpire. The 

minister is c o ~ e c t e d  with the SEC and is also a govemmcntal appointrc. 
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